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I EDEBOEH. H. Physicianand

A NNIS & BKOBK. dcAlersln Drags. Medicines,
. \
Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries, Paints and Oils, Ac. Eighth street
•—
x, Maifct - I AOESHCRO. J. 0., Denier In Dmgs and Modl1 / cines, Faintf Oils, Brashes.Ac. Physician'sprescriptions carefully putu|): Eighth st.

•

vim

-

DECEMBER

MICIL, SAT^jRl>AY,

-

-

i

—

-

Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh and River street opposite

9,

[

1876.

Official, j

Common

public square.

^feX&Noi

H

till

City Marshal to 611 vacancy occuring hy
U)8*reslgi»atioool Joos VwplankR.— laid
on the table.

Council.

Tck&day, December 5, 1876.
VI ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
The’ (^tunci! rfieb took
»! over K. Hkhoi.d’h Boot and Shoe Store,
Tho Common Council met in regnjnr
Eighth street.
session uud was culled to order by lie minutes.
•

a

retess

of

10

Mayor.

After recess the Com. on City Library
Present:Mayor Van Landegend, Aid, reported recommending the following:
OFFICE : VAN LAN DEG END’S BLOCK.
Kaniera, Mat ran, Mlnderhout,Cropley, Your Committee on City Library would
aH
, Baddlan.
flint
fumeries. Eighth street.
Buyman, Dykema, Schmid and the Clerk. respectfully recommend that the money
0. J. E0E3BUEG, Editor and Publisher.
17AUPELL, U., Manufacturer of aud dealer :u
Minutes of the previous meeting were now on hand or coining in by th^ftt of
Uarnuis, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
this month lie longing to the Library be exTUK3 or S7BSCSI?TI01T W.00 p»rf«ar In timei.
rend
and approved.
Eighth street.
W. Van Den Bbro’s Family Modldnee; River St.
pended for new booMU Adopted,
ACCOUNT.
iO» PRINTIKO PROJIPn.T AND N8ATLT DONE.
OewiBg Rashlan.
'Hie Coin, ini City Poor reported recomY\7ALSH IIRBEK, Druggist A PharmaclittTtfnll
The following hills were presented for
mending charges in condeciion with such
» T
stock of goodsappcrtainlng
to the business
1/ ANTERS, A M. Agent for Ottawa and AlleTERMS OF ADVERTISING:
See advertisement.
gan Counties,for the “Howe Sewing Ma- payment:
persons as receive aid from city as marked
One nqu&reof ten llue<, (Qonparcil,) 75 cents
chine." Dealers In needle? and attachments.
D. Slnltur ....... .................... $ 2ft Oft
on report of Dim tor of tho Poor nowin
Dry
Qoodj.
(or Urn lueertion,uud 25 cents for each eubseD. Slnltcr ............................ aft uo
queue inaurtion for any period nnfler three
Failles. Van Putten & Co .................
lii 2H hands.wf City Clerk.-Adopied.
SUvei, W:od, Bark, Stc.
nERTSCII, D. General dealer In Dry
monthH.
J. Ugestue ............................ 4 00
Council adjourned, until Tuesday Dec.
Goods, 1Yankee Notions. Hats, Caps, etc.;
ANTERS, It., Dealer in Staves. Wood and
1 3 r. | 6 m. M y.

got,

•

ERNOS,

D. R., Drag Store. Fine Draw, M**d(dues. PtnejfififMm Toilet Articles and Per-

VA«&«£

O CMOUTEN, R

A. CUy Poystclan.ofilcc at D.
K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.

O

__

.

,

V

X.

;

....... I 3 50
..................
5 0*
................. I 8 00
\4 Column .................
10 (O
17 00

5 00
8 00
10 00

*
8 ”
“

1

Iv Burk; office at his residence, Eighth struct.
--------- ----- I --- 2 ---

cor. Eighth and River streets.

Square ........

1

25

::

8 00
10 00

17 '*0
17 Oft 2ft ft)

00

YfEYKR

rpE ROLLER.

OEIDSEMA J.
IV Furniture A

an
J. W. Busman .................
.......... ft oo
Harm Wlorsema ........................... 3ft oo
Watchsi and Jewalry.
Harm Wlcrscijr .........................
:1ft 75
TUSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, .lewelers, Harm Wieraema .......... ...............80 00
l" 00
and dealers In Fancy Goods; Kenyon's Block G. H.SIpp ...............................
W. K. Fhctslra ...................14 no
River Street.

AI

*

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines,$2.00 per anuum.
Notices of Births, Marriages,
lished without charge.

TohnceoaBd

H..ACO., Dealersin all kinds of Furnltnre. Curtains. Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.

2ft 00
40 00
40 00 6ft 00

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of thn^e

changes.

M., A SON, General Dealers In
Coffins; Eighth street.See ad-

vertisement.

<i. J;. General denier In
Cigars, Snutl. Pipes, etc.;. Eighth street.

J O.

I

All

rPE VAARWEKK,

G. J.. Family Supply Store:
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop in rear of St re; Eighth street

advertising bills collectable quarterly

1

.

Hail Hoads.

Oeserul Dealers.
I

Chicago Si Michigan Lake Shobe E. E.

I

VUURSKMA J. & CO., Dealers In Drv GoimIs,
/ Groceries, Crockery. Glassware.Hats, Caps,

Clothingand Feed; River street.

Tuken

Sunday, November 26, 1870.

Effect,

Istavt
Holland.

Trains.

Grand

«< Rapids.
it
it

i

YTAN PUTTEN G„

it ii

it

3.10 p.
tl

it

12 25 p.
1

m.
ta

General Dealers, in Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery. Hats and Caps,
Fbur, Provisions, etc.; River st.

?

111.
aa

•

9.35 p. m.

TIT’ELTON A AKELY. General Dealers In Dry

Y

ii
it

11.10 a. m.
9.30 p “

f 11.20 a. m.
12.45 p. m.
9.45 “ “

it

It

5.

f

10 a.

m.

Groceries, in Slootcr’s Brick Building— See

Hardware.

• Dally except Monday,
t Mixed trains.
X Dally except Sunday and Monday.
Leave Holland for Ur. Rapids 1 .15 a. m.
Sundays only.
All other tr tins dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
lime, which la 20 minuteslater than Columbus
Itrae: ,V

&T

-

ITAN DER VEEN,

K., Dealer in General Hardware; cor. Eighth and River street.

v

ETNA HOUSE.

P. Zai.bman, Proprietor
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
firm the Trains. Eighth street.
A

cheap.

4l-6w

REID8EMA.

8.

PROM GR’ND

RAPIDS

Kxprura. Mall.
V. M.

4 16

82

4
5 45

6

•

1!

6 19
6 3ft
6 50
p.a.
8 30
k.H.
6.00
A M.
2 40
A. M.
7 05
P. M
1 15

Express. Mail.

A. M.
7 30
Grand Rnplds.
7 44
Grandville.
Allegan.
8 26
9 41
Otsego.
9 19
Pialmvell.
9 85
Cooper.
9 50
'Kalamazoo.
A. M.
11 30
White Pigeon.
P.M.
ft 30
Chicago.
P.*.

500
P. M.
ft 30
A.M.
4 05

A. N.
10 10
9 55
8 4ft
|8 16
8 Iff
7 3ft
7 35
A.M.
5 50
F.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 55
P.M.
7 40
P.M.
12 10

Toledo.
Clcvdland.
Buffalo.

P. M.
7 10
ft 5ft

5 45
5 18
5 10
4 4 ft
4 40
r.*.
3 i*5
A.X.
8 5u

A.M
8 30
A.M
3 40
P.M.
7 55

^

r. b a. «...
A Rkouxar Commnnlcation of Unitt
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at

Lodok,

Masonic Hall,

Soing
No. 4
p.

m.

Effect,

north.
No. 2
p.

m.

‘

Muskegon

8 20 12 1ft
7 4ft 11 4ft
7 40 11 40
6 ftO 11 11
ft 45
10 8ft
5 17 10 15
4 00 . .9 25

Forrysburg
Grand Haven
IPlgeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

p.

m.

2 00
2 30
2 40
3 13
3 55

4

12

5 00

a.

m.

8 00
8 50
ft 00
9 50
11 15
11 4ft
1 1ft

TTOWARD’ M.

Livery and Sale Stable;
lx Office of Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck. ftth
street, near Market.

Wapomke* wd

A West

veer ........................ |I3 50
Bona .............
2 no
Anne Flletstra .............................. 9 00
G. Pereholte .....
.........................7 00
Mrs. Boeve ............................ 8 50
G. Van Putten ......................... 16 67
G. Wakker ................................
4 00
D. Do Vries ............................... 12 81
Mrs Kodjera ...........................soft
Derk To Roller ................
28 83
MartlnusJonkman .......................3 c«
Flfleid

to Com. on City Poor.
REPORT OF COMMITTEES.
The Com. on Streets, RoritfflHJ Bridges
reported verbally having let work to the
amount of Three Hundred dollars, and
recommend that the Council allow them
to expend One Hundred more.— Adopkd.
The Com. on Claims and Accounts reported recommendingthe following bills

'

Shop. Horse shoeing
ing done. River Street.
•

Blacksmith

and all kinds of repair-

Bronchitis, &c. Parties whishingthe preW.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer scription will please address
l> in ready made clothing and Gents’ FurnishRev. E. A. WILSON,
ing Goods.
94 Penn 8t., Willlamshurgh,N. Y.
YTORST, W.. Merchant Tailor.Cloth purchasFor Sale by Heber Walsh, Holland,
ed elsewhere, will be cut to order. Repairing Michigan.
promptly altepded to. River street.

Y

LEYS.

First Ward Meat Market; best of
Meats always on hand. Eighth atrceL

IT’UITE.J..Dealer

l\

w

For Sale at

P..

in nil kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market »)n 8th street.

Anecdotesof Oeorge Stephenson.
At Dayton, on one occasion, an animated discussion took p'ace between Stephenson and Dr. Buckluud on one ol his favorite theories as to the formationof coal.

But the result was, that Dr. Auckland, a

much greater master of tongue fence than
Stephenson completely silenced him.
Next morning before break last, while he
was Walking in the grounds deeply pondering, Sir William Follet came up and
asked him what he was thinking about?
“Why, Sir. William, lam thinking over
that argument I had with Auckland last
night.

I

know I am

right, and that if I

had tho command of words he has, I'd

him.” “Let me know

have beaten

all

about it,” said Sir. William, “and I will
see what l cun do for

you.” The two

sat

“
“
“

plead the interestsof

his

client. Alter he

had mastered the subject, Sir William rose
up, rubbing his

“Now

1

Peel was

am

hands

ready for

with glee and said,

him.”

made acquainted

Sir Robert

with the plot,

and adroitly introducedthe subject of the
controversyafter dincer. The result was
that in the

argument which followed

man of aclence was overcome by the

the

man

of law, and Sir William Follet had at all

points the mastery over Dr. Buck land.

“What do you say, Mr. Stephenson?”
asked Sir Robert, laughing. “Why,”
said he, I only say this, that of all the
powers above and under the earth, there
seems to me to he uo power so great as the
gill of gab.” One day, at dinner, during
the same visit, a scientific lady asked him
the question, “Mr. Stephenson, what do
you consider the most powerful force in
nature?” “Oh!” said he, in a gallant

Palhem

man who

Consumption, hy a simple remedy, is anxious to make —Adopted and ordered paid.
tion on a young man, and he should go to
known to his fellow sufferersthe means of
The Com. on City Library reported as
cure. To all who desire it, he will send a follows: Your Committee on City Library the uttermost ends of the earth, the recolcopy of the prescriptionused, (free of would reipectfully recommend the pay- lection of tnat look will bring him back:
charge), with the directions for preparing ment of tho bill of H. M. Hinsdill of there is no other force in nature that could
and using the same, which they will find Grand Rapids of $18.20 for rebindingand
do that.” One Sunday when the party
a sure Cure for Consumption,' Asthma, express charge* on Library books which

OOSMAN. J.

Ee*t Market*.

City Clerk.

Louis Jacobusou watching Are ..............
1 26
“
1 $5
II. Elferdink .u- ;
•* ............
1 to
Gorril
*•
............ 1 25
spirit, “I will soon answer that question;
Mrs. Illichcockdatning
Connell room ...... 68
C. Ver Schmire. Inspector of Election ....... 8 00 it is tho eye of a woman for the
A. Weetmaaa Clerk of Election .............. 3 00
loves her; for If a woman looks with affec-

Yrkea

To Oonsumptiveg.

The advertiser,having been permanent-

BU*,k*alth«.

PAlJKRMA A BRO., Wagon and

IV

Notary Public; River street.

Bills

Workman A

H

ly cured of that dread disease,

IT"

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

REID8EMA.

’

sages constantly on hand.

Attorney*.

6.-

VfIBBELINK, J. H„

I)UTKAUW., New Meat Market, near corner
I > Eishth and Fish Street. AH kinds of sau-

§usincs<5 gircrtoui.

.

41-6w

1

••**>

down in an arbor, where the astute lawyer
made himself thoroughly acquaintedwith
the points of the cose; entering Into it
were prcsenUd
with all the zeal of an advocate about to

A full stock of Holliday Goods. All for payment:
kinds of Toy Chairs, Toy Cradles and II. I). Post, Justice Docket ...............$ 0 00
Diver; and Sale Stable*.
Tables, Toy Carts— all sorts— too numer Harm Wieraema, labor ou strocta in August 40 60
25 00
ous
to mention. Give us a call. All D. Slulter,ringing bell ....................
nOONE A ALBERTI, Llverv and Sale Stable.
II. J. Cramer, special police ................ 8 00
9 Office and ham on Market street. Everything goods cheap.
Hermanns Honing specialpolice ............. 8 00
Arat-class.

Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shooing and all kinds of repairing
L'on»>. Cash paid for Furs.

South.
No. 1

O. Doesburu, Stc'v.

HOTEL.
MoVtoin Proprlotor;
opposite theC. A M. L. 8. Jt. R. Depot; good
accommodation; building and furniture neW.

I

Eerebast Tailor*

doing
No. 5

STATIONS.

Geo. Lauder, W. M.

T

PHOENIX

I

Monday, May 29, 1876.

o’clock, sharp.
Installationof Officers.

27. at 7

J.

r'LIEMAN.J., Wagon and

Mich. Lake Shore Eail Eoad.
Taken

v'

TO GR’ND RAPIDS.

STATIONS.

/“ftlTY FIOTRL. J. W. MiNnKtinotTT,Proprietor,
Built in 1873; Furnished Inelegant style, and
a flrst-class hotel thronghont.

34 10

—Referred

Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Dec.

Taken Effect,Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.

for

Feathers by the pound or made up in pillows and beds. Also CarpoU— all quallies-

Hotel*.

/l.

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern E. E.

The following Poor
payment:

Odd

I keep a large stock of Live Geeae

VAN LANDEGEND A MELI8, Dcaleis in
V Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Implements; Eighth street.

IndependentOrder

1#2,

Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows' Hal), Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week.
Visiting brothersare cordially Invited.
R. A. Schoutkn. N. G.
P. Sell HAVES AN DK, R. 8.

Advertisement.

3.10 p. m.
4.00 “ “

No

-

— Helen ed to Committee ou Claims and Accounts.

:. o. of o. f.
floiXANoCItyLodge.

/’'lOLKMAN Wm. A CO., Dealer in Flour and

Doesburg .......

Van Landegend A Molls ................... in 61
Errors of Youth.
Van Landtgend A Mells ...................
43 35
P. DeF- jter ..............................
8 00
A gentleman who suffered for ycurs A. Finch ...............................8 no
| 00
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay, G. J. iMnkeloo ...........................
S. L. Collins ......
8 no
and nil ilie effects of youthfulindiscretion James Sherwln ..........................
3 00
1 23
will, for ihe sake of suffering humanity, G J. Dlnkeloo ............................
8 00
send free to all who need it, the recipe and Isaac Funs ...............................
Johannes Dykema .....................
4 00
direction for making the simple remedy Derk To Roller ........................ ig uo
;j oo
by which he was cured. Sufferers wish- G. Wakker ...........................
6 00
ing to profit hy the advertiser’sexperience R. Ranters ...... ...............
J. Van Lento ............................
8 00
can do so hy addressingin perfect confi- L.T. Ranters .....................
5 61
dence,
J'. Beukema .............................
8 45
Derk To Roller ...........................
Hu 00
JOHN B. OGDEN,
Otto Brcy man.... ........................5 00
42 Cedar st., New York.
U.C. Matrau .............................
6 00

of

\J

Chicago.
ii
i!

O. J.

flour tod feed.

&

Buffalo

Special Hoticw.

Y
Goods, Groceries.Crockery, Flour and Feed,
Provisions, etc. River street.

Muskegon, Pentwater
tfc Big Rapids # 5.40 a. m.
ii
p. m.
ii
4.10 “ “

New

rph

HOLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
Groceries. etc.; Notary Public and conveyancer; office and store,cor. ftth and Market street.

Arrive at
Holland.

J5.15 a. in.

it

Van Landegend .....................
,'0 00
Doesburg .........................]4 45
J. Van Landegend .............
H 00
J. Van Landegend ........................
38 50
Hollander and City News ........ .... 8 60
J.

TT'LIETSTRA. A., Groceriesand Supplies; a
before the Subscriber's name will denote
ready market for country produce; a choice
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XZ algstock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st
al fy that no paper will be continuedafter date.

1

..........................1

•I

aud Deaths pub-

--

John A. Roost,
—

.

I-a.ic Foils

Omerlii.

An Z

.

F.J On ............................... ion
Harm Wlorsema ......................125
j Be rend Bowman .........................1 50
Tobacco, Johannes Klootwijk ..................... . :{« 63

------Clgirs.
----------

Furniture.

A

a

A well

M. D.

HOWARD.

of nil kinds
Furniture, Wall Paper and Shades
selecled stock

. REPORT OF CITY OPFICKRS.

of
at

41-6w

greatly reduced prices for cash.
8. KEIDSEMA.

had juet returnedfrom church, they were

standing together on the terrace near the
hull,

and observed in the dislance a

rail-

Director of the Poor made bis re- way train flashing along, throwing behind
port for the mon'h ot November. Amount it a long line of white steam. “Now
disbursed $110 31.— Ordered placed on
Buckland,” said Mr. Stephenson, “I have
’
The Chidf Engineer of the Fire Depart- a poser for you. Can you tell me what Is

The

file.

Bargain,

pair of work horses. Inquire of

42-2

was done per order your Committee.— Accepted and ordered paid.

‘

.

ent reported the following;I would res- the power that is driving that train?”
ncclfully recommend J. Kerkfoort for “Well,” said the other, “I suppose it is
Keeping fires in Engine Room No. 1. and

one of your big engines.” “Oh, very
further recommend that he he allowed
Twenty dollars for the season.— Accepted likely a Newcastle driver.” “What do
providing he keeps the lamp lighted.
you say to the light of the sun?” “How can

The City Clerk reported having received that be, asked the Doctor. “It is nothing
communicationfrom Supervisor stating else,” said the engineer;“it is light botI
keep
constantly
on
hand
a
full
assortDealer In Fresh, Salt.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper ment from the cheapest Coffin to the finest the amount of Liquor lax in the city as tled up In the earth for lens of thousands
abu, cor. Eighth and River atreeta.
and twine; 8th street.
per instructions hy Council ut previous
C/M Slu't
of years— light, absorbed by plants and
/ \RT, F. J. Counsellorat Law and Solicitor at
^ 8. REIP8EMA. meeting.— Accepted.
V/ Chancery. Office, In Dr. Powcra bttlialug.
Xmfactoriei,Xilli, Chop*, Ite.
The Clerk also reported having receivet vegetables, being necessaryfor condensa-

VfcBRIpE, O. W., Attorneyat Law and SoliclAYl tor In Chancery; office with M. D. How- fTAN DER IIAAR, II.,

Y

VS

eat

of River

Street.

41-6w

^

from the Supervisor n statement of the tion of carbon during the progress of
To those whi^iave^^^I als^m election. amount of taxes on the annual aHsessment
their growth, if it he not carbon in another
I). Bcrtsoh is Ihe place to get them cheap.
roll.— Accepted and Clerk ordered to
town
He keeps ihe best assortment in this city. charge the Treasurer with the severa form— and now after being buried in the
earth for long ages in fields of coal, that
amounts.
ITEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof andDealcrln
You can get anything in the line of
The City Marshal presented his resigna- latent light la again brought forth and librpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting II Agricultural Implements; commission agent Gloves and Mittens at D. Bcrtsch’s.
Agent. Office. In Kenyon’* block, 2nd floor, for Mowing Machines- cor. lOthAHiver street.
tion as City Marshal to take effect on the erated, made to work, as in that locomoElver street.
80th of December.— Accepted.
tive for great human purposes.” The idea
PAUEL8. VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
150 Barrels of Salt must he sold immeThe Treasurer made his report for the
insSCHERA., Attorney at Law, Notary Pnb- * . of Ptugger MUU: (Steam Saw and Flour diately.
was certainly a most striking and original
lie and Conveyancer.Kenyon'a building. Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
month of November.
P.&A. STEKETEE.
Comer of Eighth and River atreet.
one; like a fla?h of light, it illuminated in
By Aid. Dykema,
ITERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
an loatant an entire field of science.— Zj/*
Bikirl**.
Phoenix Planing Mill. All Wads of buildIfaclved,That the amounts received by
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
of Oeorge Stephenson.
the
Treasurer
be
charged
to
him
and
that
IDESSINK.G. J. A. Proprletror ofOIty Bakery;
Lot of second hand window-sash, door
the amount paid by K. Scbndelee of $45
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreahmenta In WIL^.P. H.« Mannfacturerof Farm Pumps, and window-frames,and doors.
aia line served on call; Eighth atreet.
be placed to the credit of the Poor Fund
Ex-Minister Schknck is living in
Enquire
of
hand a^ don to^rd^^R^^^ °D^ Baw*UK 00
ana report be filed.—Carried.
T. ROMEYN BECK.
Basklaf and Ixcbaage.
Washington with bis family. On the 11th
Pieter Koning as Deputy City Marshal
Notirr Publlci
of October the Peniion Office awarded
NATHAN, Banking and Collecting.
reported as having collectedfrom Chris
Vick’s Illustrated
Hkerstreets><M1*k*an^ ,0^» cor• ^Iff^tn and p°8T HKNRyT, Real BMate and Insurance
him, in consequenceof disablinginjuries
Miller
$5
for
license
and
Chas.
E.
Hall
$5
Catalogue*
TVEMING, W.

II.. Manufacturerof

Plows, By

IJ

OllEHHURNE,S. W.,

Blcndon, Mich., Attorney
Improved machineryL enabled to sell tho
at Law and NoUry Pnhllc. Special attention regular Kalamaroo, Plow and warrant them, at
jlven to forecloanreof Mortgagaaaud collectlona. lower prcea than any surrounding
Plow
Office In the Village of Zeelandat tho Store of A.
points ground to order. 10th street west of River at.
Bulks A Bros.

O

A

_
y

Y

FOR SALE CHEAP.

A

41-tf

Priced

*ntli

-

Fifty pages— 300 Illustrations,
with De- Mhompaoied with receiptof the Treasurer. which he received st the second battle of
-Filed.
Bull Run, an annual pension.
scriptions of thousands of the best Flowf!7AL8H,
H.,
Noury
Public,
Conveyancer,
-The City Physician made bis monthly
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proved Aug. 15, 1876, was duly issued upon toe
the Secretary of toe Navy by penone who, at
Tuesday of September last. A.oopy there- moSte5rtoet3S?5nSent|a11x601111x6D*Fari‘
the same time, critkase and complain of bia enof accompanies this Message.
It is believed tbit other Governmentsare in
deavors to bring the navy that we have to ito
jdvaoee of toe United State* upon toia quee- beet and moat efficientcondition;but the good
|
The commotions which have been prevalent
in Mexico for some time past, which unhandily
this time any effective navy fame at command.
seem to be not yet whoUy'quieted,have led to
The Centennial State.
complaints of citizens of the United Btates bf
The Poetofflee Department.
Congress,by an aet approved the 3d of
Injuries by peruoos in authority. It is hoped, March, 1875, authorized tbe inhabitantsof the
Tbe report of the Postmaster General shows
however, that these will ultimately be adjusted Territoryof Colorado to form a Bute Govern- an excess of expenditures (excludingthe exto the Caiisfaefion of both toe Govern- ment, with the name of tbe Bute of Colorado, penditures on account of previous years) over
ments. The frontierof ' the United and therein providedfor tbe admissionof the receiptsfor the fiscalyear ending June
States in that quarter has not been said Bute, when formed, into the Union, 30, 1876, of $4,151,98866. the estimated exexempt from sots of vtotonoe either by citi- upon an soual footingwith toe original BUtes. penditures for the fiscalyear ending June 30
zens of one republic or those of the other. A constitutionhaving been adopted and rat- 1878, are $36,723,432.43 ; estimated revenue
The frequency of those acts I supposed to be ified by tbe people of that State, and the act- for tbe same period is $30,645,165,leaving an
increased,and their adjustment made more ing Governor having certified to me the facta
estimated excess of expenditures,to bo apdifficultby the considerable changes in the as provided by said act, together with a copy
propriatedas a deficiency, of $8,078,907.48.
course of the lower part of the Rio Grande of such consutution and ordinances as are
Tne Postmaster General, like bis predecesriver, which river is a part of toe boundary provided in said act, and the provisionsof said
sor, is oouvinoed that a change in the basis of
between toe two countries. These changes act of Congress having been duly complied adjusting toe salaries of Postmasters of the
have placed on either side of that river por- with, I issued a proclamation upon toe 1st of foarto-dassis necessaryfor the good of toe
tions of laud which, by existing conventions, August, 1876, a copy of which is hereto anservioe, as well as few the interests of the Govbelong to the jurisdiction of toe Government nexed.
ernment, and urgently recommends that toe
on the opposite side of the river. The subThe Reorgsmintioa of (he Army.
compensationof this dies of Postmaster*
ject of the adjustment of this cause of difabove-mentioned be based upon tbe huetnmi
The
report
of
the
Secretary
of
War
shows
ficult v is under considerationbetween the two
that toe army has been activelyemployed, of their respective officesas ascertainedfrom
republics.
during the year, in subduing, at the request of the awnm returns to the Auditor of stamp*
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in the desertionof the bulk of the troops that
might be sent there to remove them. All difficulty In this matter has, however, been removed, subject to, the approval of Congress, by
a treaty ceaing the Black HilU and its approaches to settlementby oitizenr.
The subject of the Indian policy and treatment is eo fully set forth by the Secretary of

the Interiorand the Commissionerof Indian
Affairs,and my views are so fully expressed
therein that I refer to their reports and

recommendations
as my own.
Our Foreign Relation*.

PiMident Grant’s Annual

Message

to

Congress.

An

Exhibit of Our For-

eign and

Domestic

Relations.

A Defense of the Hanto Domingo
Annexation Scheme.
Etc., Etc., Etc.

To the Senate ana House of Representative*:

In submitting my eighth and last annual
message to Congress, it seems proper that I
should refer to and in some degree recapitulate the events and official acts of the past
eight years. It was my fortune,or misfortune. to be called to the officeof Chief Executive without any previous politicaltraining.

Prom the age of 17, 1 had never even witnessed the excitement attendinga Presidential

campaign bnt

twice antecedent to

my own candidacy,and at hut one of them
was I eligible as & voter. Under such circumstances,it is bnt reasonable to suppose that
errors of judgment must have occurred; evan
had they not, difference of opinion between
the Executive, bound by an oath to the
strict performanceof his duties, and
writers and debaters
have
arisen. It is not necessarily evidence
of a blunder on the part of the Executive because there are these differencesof views.
Mistakes have been made, as all can see, and

must

I admit it, but. it seems to me, oftener in the
selections made of assistantsappointed to aid
in canying out the variousduties of administering the Government,in nearly every case
selected without a general acquaintance with
the appointee, bnt upon the recommendations of
the Bepreeent&tivee
chosen directly by the peo-

ple. It is impOMible where so many trusts are
to be allotted that the right parties should be
chosen in every instance. History shows that
the Administration,
from the time of Washington to the present, has not been free from
these mistakes,but I leave comparisons to history. claiming only that I have acted in every
instancefrom a conscientious
desire to do what
was right, constitutional, within the law, and
for the very beet interestsof the people. My
failures have been errors of judgment, not of
intent

Retrospective.
My

civil cauer commenced, too, at a most
critical and difficulttime. Lees than four

years before the country bad emerged from a
conflict each as no other nation had ever survived. Nearly one-half of the Btates had revolted against the Government,and of those
remaining faithful to the Union, a large percentage of the population sympathized with
tho rebellion and made an enemy in the rear
almost as dangerous as the more honorable
enemy in the front. The Utter committed
errors of judgment, bnt they maintained
them openly and courageously. The former
received the protection of the Government
they would see destroyed, and reaped all the
pecuniary advantage to be gained out of the
then existing state of affairs— m|ny of them
by obtainingcontracts and by swindling (he
Government in the delivery of their goods.
ImmedUtely on the cessationof hostilities,
the then noble President,who had carriedthe
country so far through its perils,fell a
martyr to his patriotismat the hands of an

assassin.

,

•

:

j

Reconstruction.

The interveningtime to my first inauguration was filled up with wrangling between
Congress and the new Executiveas to the beet
mode of reconstruction. Or, to speak plainly,
as to whether the control of the Government
should be thrown immediately into the hands
of those who had so recently and persistently
tried to destroy it, or whether the victots
should continue to have equal voice with them
in this control Reconstruction, as finally
agreed upon, means this, and only this, except that the Ute slave was enfranchised— giving an Increase, as was supposed,to the Umonkrving and Union-supporting votes. If free
in the full sense of the word, they would not
disappointthis expectation,benoe at the beginning of
first administration the
work of reconstruction,much embar-

my

The relatione of the United States with foreign powers continue on a friendly footing.
Questions have arisen from time to time in the
foreign relations of the Government,but the
United Btates has been happily free durigg
the past year from the comphcatious and embarrassments which have surrounded some of
the foreignpowers.
The dlpioinatiocorrespondence submitted
herewith contains information•« to certain of
toe matters which havs occupiedthe attention
of the Government. Ifce cordiality which attends our relations with the powers of the
earth has been plainly abown tqr toe .general
participation of foreign nations in ths Exhibition which has just dosed, and by toe exertions made by distant powers to show their
interest in end friendly feelings toward the
United Btetee In commemoration of the Centennial of the nation. The Government and
people of the United Btatoe have not only
roily appreciated this exhibition of kindly
feeling, but it may be justly and fairlv expected that no small benefits will result both
to ourselves and other nations, from a better
acquaintanceand a better appreciation of our
mutual advantages and mutual wants.

branch of the Government My
province was wholly in approvingits acts,
whicn I did most heartily,urging the Legislatures ef States that bad not yet done so to
ratify the Fifteenthamendment to the Constitution. The country was laboring under an
enormous debt, contractedin the suppression
of the rebellion, and taxation was so oppressive as to discourage production. Another
danger ako threatened ns— foreign war. The
last difficultyhad to be adjusted, and was adjusted withouta war, and in a manner highly
honorable to all parties concerned.
National Finances.

aSSSMKMKS

• Colombia.
toe Indian Boreau, certain wild bands of the
The Goveniment of the United Btates of Sioux Indian nation, and in peeeervingpeace at
A (ew Postmasters in toe Southern Btates
Colombia has paid the award lu toe case of the Booth during the election.
have expressed greet apprehension for their
the steamer Moutijo, seized by the authoriThe commission constituted under the aet of personalsafety, on aooouqt of their connection
ties of that Goveniment some years since,
July 24, 1876, to consider and report on the with the postal eerrioe, and have apeeially reand the amount has beeu tiansfened to the
whole object of toe refoam and reorganization quested that their reporte of appreclaimants.
of the whole army, convened in August hat, hended danger should not be made pubMexican Claims.
and has collected a large mam of statisticsand lic, lest it should result in a lore of thenIt is with satisfaction that I am able to anopinions bearing on the subject before it. lives,but no positive testimonyof Interference
nounce that the joint commission for the These are now under consideration,and their has been submitted except in the cere of a mail
adjustmon of claims between the United report is progressing. I am advised,though, messenger at Spartanburg,in Booth Carolina,
Btates and Mexico, under the convention of by the Preeident of the commission that it who reported that be had been violently driven
18o8, the duration of which has been several will be impracticable
to comply with toe danse away while iu charge of the mails, on account
times extended, has brought its labors to a of the act requiring toe report to be pre- of ms politicalaffiliations.
The Diploma Uc Service.
An assistantsuperintendentof toe railway
close. From tho report of the agent of toe sented through me to Coqgreea on the
Cobgrees,at its last session, saw fit to re- United Btates, which accompaniesthe papers first day of the session, as there has mail service investigated this case, and reportduce the amount usually appropriated for for- transmittedherewith, pt will be^een that -with- not yet been time for that mature de- ed that toe messengerhad disappeared from
eign intercourseby withholding appropriations in the time limited by the commission1.017 liberationwhich the importance of the sub- hia post, leaving his work to be performed by a
for representativesof the United Btates in claims on toe part of citizensof the United ject demands. Therefore, I ask that the time substitute. The Postmaster General thinks
certain foreign countries, and for certaincon- Btates against Mexico wore referred to the for making the report be extended to the 29th this case ia sufficiently suggestiveto justify
sular offices, and by reduoing the amounts commission. Of these claims 831 were dis- day of January, 1877, in accordance with him in recommendingthat a more severe punusually appropriated' for certain other diplo- missed or disallowed,and on 186 cases awards the resolutionof Angust 15. 1876. The army ishment should be provided for toe offenaelof
matic posts, and thus necessitating a change were made in favor of the claimants regulationsprepared under the act of March assaultingany person in charge of the mail*
in the grade of repreeentatiues. For these against the Mexican republic,amounting in 1, 1875, have not been promulgated, but are or of retardingor otnerwise obstructingthem
reasons, immediately upon the passage of the toe aggregate to $4,125,622.20.Within toe held until after the report of toe above-men- by threats of peraonal Injury.
A very gratifying result is presented in the
bill making appropriaUons for the diplomatic same period 993 claims on toe part of citizens tioned commissionshall have been received
and cooeular service for tho present force, in- of toe Mexican republic against toe United and acted upon. By the act of August 13, fact that the deficiencybf this department
structions were issued to the representatives
of Btates were referred to the commission.Of 1876, the cavalry force of the army was in- during the last fiscal year was reduced to
the United State* at Bolivia,Ecuador and Co- these claims 831 were dismissedand disallowed, creased by 2 500 men, with a proviso toot they $4,081,790.18, as against$6,169,938.88of tbe
lombia, and to the consular oflioere for whom and in 167 cases awards were made in favor of should be discharged on the expiration of preceding ye&r. Tne difference can be traced
no appropriationhad teeu made, to close their cl aim ants against tot United Btates, amounting hostilities. Under this authority, the cavalry to the large increase in its ordinary receipts,
respective legations and consulates and cease in tho aggregatoto $15,049,841. By the terms regiments have been strengthened and a por- which greatly exceeded the estimateetherefrom the performance of their duties, and in of the convention the amount of these awards tion of them are now in the field purauing the for, and a alight decrease in its expenditures.
like manner steps were immediately taken to is to be deducted from toe amount remnants of the Indianswith whom they bavp The ordinary receipts of the PoetofficoDepartment for the past seven fiscal years have
substitute Charges d’ Affairesfor 'Ministers awarded in favor of our citizens against been engaged daring the summer.
increasedat an average rate of over 8 per
Residentat Portugal,Denmark, Greece, Switz- Mexico, and the balance only to be
The War Department.
cent per annum, while the increase of exerland and Paraguay.
paid by Mexico to the United States,
While thoroughlyimnroB.iedwith the wis- leaving the United Btates
make
The estimates of the War Department are penditures for the same period has been
dom of sound economy m the foreign service provisions for their proportionof the awards made upon the basis of the number of men about 5>i per cent per annum, and the deas in other branches of the Government, I in favor of its own citizens.I invite your at- authorizedby law, and their requirements,as crease of the deficiencyin the revenue has
cannot escape tde conclusion that in some in- tention to toe legislationVhlcli will be neoes- shown by years of experience,and also with been at toe rate of nearly 2 per cent per anstancesthe withholding of appropriationswill sary to provide for the payment In this con- the purpose of a part of the bureau officers to num.
AgriculturalDepartment.
prove an expensive economy, and that the nection I am pleasedto be able to expressthe provide for all contingencies that may arise
small retrenenmentsecured by a change of acknowledgments
The report of the Commissionerof Agriculdue to Sir Edward Thornton, during the time for which toe estimates ore
grade in certain diplomaticposts is not an ad- the umpire of the Commission, who has given made. Exclusive of the engineers’estimates, ture accompanyingthis message, will be fonnd
equate considerationfor the loss of influence to the consideration of a large number of presented in accordance with the acts of Con- one of great interest, marking, as it does, the
and importance which will attend our foreign claims submitted to him much time, unwearied gress calling for surveys and estimates great progressof the last century in the variety
representativesunder this redaction. I am of patience, and that fairness and intelligence for the improvement at various locali- of products of the soil ; in the increased knowlthe opinion that a re-examination of the sub- which are well known to belong to the accom- ties, the estimates
presented edge and skill in the labor of producing,saving
ject will cause a change in some instances in plished representativeof Great Britain, and are about $6,000,000 in excess of and manipulating tho same, to prepare them
the conclusionsreached on these subjects at which are likewise recognized by the- repre- the appropria'ionsfor tbe years 1874-75, and for the use of man ; in the improvementsof
the last sessionof Congress.
sentative in this country of the republic of 1875-7o. This increase is asked in order to machinery to aid the agriculturist in his labor,
The Alabama Claim*.
Mexico.
previde for the increasedcavalry force, and in a kaowlodgeof the Kciontific subjects
Venezuelan
Claims.
should their services be necessary ; to prose- necessaryto a thoroughsystem in economy
The Court of Commissioners of the Alabama
in agriculturalproduction, namely, chemMonthly payments of a very smaH part of cute commenced work upon important public
Claims, whose functions were continued by
istry, botany, entomology, etc. ’ A study
an act of tbc last session of Congress until the amount duo by the Government of Vene- buildings ; to provide for the armament of
of this report
those interested
fortifications
and
the
manufacture
of
small
zuela
to
the
citizens
of
the
latter
against
that
the 1st day ef January, 1877, has carried on
in
agriculture,and deriving their support
arms,
and
to
replenish
tho
working-stock
m
it* labors with diligence and general satisfac- Government continue to be made with reasonfrom it, will find it of value in pointing out
tion. By a report from the Clerk of the Court able punctuality. That Government has pro- the supply departments.The appropriations
those articles
raised in greater
transmittedherewith, bearing date November posed to change the system which it has for the last-named have for the past few
quantitiesthan the needs of the world re
14, 1876. it appears that during the time now hitherto pursued in this respect by issuing years been so limited that the accumulations
quire and must sell, therefore, for leas than
allowed by law the court will have disposed of bond* for part of ths amount of the several in store will be entirely exhausted daring the
the cost of production, and these which comall the claims presentedfor adjudication. claims. The proposition, however, could not, present year, and it will be necessary to at
mand a pront over cost of production, beit is supposed, properly be accepted,at least once begin to replenishthem.

to

now

by

which

This report also contains a statement of the
general resnlts of the labors of the court to
date thereof It is cause for satisfaction that
the method adopted for the satisfaction of the
classes of claims submitted to the court,
which arc of long standing and justly entitled
to early consideration, should have proved
successfuland acceptable.

The Northwest Boundary.

cause there is not an over-produotion. I call
I invite your special attention to the following
without the consent of toe holdersof certifiespecial attentionto the need of ths departcates of the indebtednessof Venezuela. These recommendationsof the Secretary of War;
ment for a new gallery for toe reception of
are so much depressed that it would be difficult, First, that the claims, under the act of the 4th
the exhibits returned from the Centennial
if not im possible, to ascertain their disposition of July, 1864, for supplies taken by toe army
during toe war, be removed from toe offices of Exhibition,includingtbe exhibits donated bv
on the subject.
the Quartermaster and Commissary Generals very many foreign nations, and to the recomExpatriation and Naturalization.

In former messages I have called the attention of Congress to the necessity of legislation

and
with satisfaction that I am enabled to with regard to fraudulent naturalization
state that the work of the joint commission toe snbieot of expatriation and toe election of
for determining the boundary line between toe nationalityof the number of persons of forUnited States and the British Poes Melons from eign birth seeking a home in toe United
toe nonhweet angle of toe Lake of toe Woods Btates; the ease and facility with which toe
to the Rooky mountains, oommenoed in 1872, honest emigrant may, after toe lapse of a reahas been completed.The final agreement ef sonable time, become possessedof all the privithe Commissionera, with the rnape, have been leges of citizenship of toe United Btates, and
duly signed, and the work of the commission the frequent occasions which induce such
is complete.The fixing of toe boundary upon adopted citizensto return to the country of
toe Pacific coast by toe protocol of March 10, their birth. Und*r toe subject of naturaliza1873. pursuant to the award of the Emperor tion, the safeguards which experience has
of Germany by articlethirty- four of toe treaty proved necessaryfor the protection of the honof Washington,with the determination of est, naturalized citizensare of paramount imthe work
tola commission, ad- portance.
The vary simplicity in toe requirements of
justs and fixes toe entire boundary between the United States and the British the law on this question afford opportunity for
possessions,except as to the portion of ter- fraud, and the want of uniformityin the proritory ceded by Russia to the United Btates ceedingsand recordsof the various courts, and
under the treaty of 1867. The work in- in the forms of the oartificatee of naturalizatrustedto tho commissioners and the officers tion issued, afford a constant source of diffiof the army attached to the Commission, has culty. I suggest no additionalrequirements
been well and satisfactorily performed. The to the acquisition of citizenship, beyond those
original of the final agreementof the Com- now existing; bnt I invite the earnest attenmissioners, signed upon the 29th of May. tion of Congress to the necessity and wisdom
1876, with the original list of astronomical of some provisions regarding uniformityin the
stations observed, the original official list of records and certificates,and providing against
monuments marking the international the frauds which frequentlytake place, and for
boundary line, and the maps, records the vacating of a record of naturalization
and general reports relating to tho obtained in fraud. Those provisions are
It is

of

rassed bv the long delay, virtually
oommenoed. It was the work of the Commission,have been deposited
legislative

Mexico.

in

the Department of Bute. The officialreport of the Commissioner on the part of the
United States, with the report of the Chief
Astronomer of the United Btates, will be
submitted to Congress within a short time.
Extradition.

and for the protection
of the honest citizen of foreign
needed in aid

birth, and for the want of which he is made to
suffer not on frequently. The United States
has insisted upon toe right of expatriation, and
has obtained, after a long straggle,an admission of toe principlecontended for, by acquiescence therein on toe part of many foreign
Dowers, and by toe conclusionof treatieson
ibis subject. It is, however, but justice to the

and transferredto tbe Southern Claims Commission. These claims are of a precisely
similar nature to those now before toe Southern Claims Commission and War Debt Bureau,
and they have not the clerical force for their
examination,nor proper machinery for investigating the loyalty of the claimants ; second,
that Congress sanction the scheme of an
annuity fund for the benefit of the families
of deceased officers,and that it also provide
for the permanentorganizationof the regular
service, both of which were recommended
in my last annual message ; third, that the
manufacturing operations of the Ordnance
Department be concentrated at three
arsenals and an armory, and that the remaining arsenals be sold and tbe proceeds
applied to this object by tho Ordnance Department.

River and Harbor Improvements.

The

appropriations for river and harbor

mendations of the Commissionorof Agriculture generally.
Districtof Columbia.
The reports of the District 'commissions and
the Board of Health are just received, too late
to read them and te make recommendations
thereon,and are herewith sabmitted.

The Centennial.
The InternationalExhibitionheld in Philadelphia this year in commemorationof be
100th anniversaryof American independence
has proven a great snooees, and will no doubt
be of enduring advantage to toe country.It
has shown great progressin ihe arts, sciences
and mechanical skill made in a single oentury,
and demonstrated that we are but a little bei

hind toe older nations in any

one
branch, while In some we scarcely have
a rival. It has served, too, not only to
bring people and products of skill
and labor from

all

parts of toe world together,

improvements for the current year were bnt in bringing togetherpeople from all sec$5,015,000. With my approval, the Secretary tions of our own country,which must prove a
of War directedthat of this amount $2,000,- great benefit in the information imparted and
QQ0 should be expended, and no new works pride of c untry engendered.
It has been suggested by scientists interestshould be begun, and none prosecuted which
were not of national importance. Subse- ed in and connected with the Bmi hsonian Inquently this amount was increasedto $2,287,- stitute, iu a communicationherewith submit600, and the works are now progressing on ted, that the Government exhibit be removed
this basis.

Tbe improvementof toe South pass of the
Mississippi river, under James B Eads and his
associates, is progressing favorably. At the
present time there is a channel of 20 3-10 feet
In depth between the jetties and the mouth of
the pass, and 18j^ feet at the head of the pas*.
Neither channel, however, has the width re-

to toe capital and a suitable building be erected or purchasedfor its accommodationas a

permanent exhibit I eatneitiy recommend
this, and, believing that Congress would second
this view, I directed that all the Government
exhibits at the CentennialExhibition should remain where they are, except such as might be
injured by remaining in a building not intend-

ed as a protection in inclement weather, or
quired before payments can be made by the
such as may be wanted by toe department furUnited States. A commission of civil engineer
nishingthem, until the questionof permanent
I reserve for a separate communication to
officers Is now examining these works, and
exhibition is acted on. Althoughtoe moneys
their reports will bo presented as soon as reCongress a statement of tho conditionof the
appropriatedby Congress to enable toe particiceived.
questionswhich lately arose with Great
pation of the several executive departments in
Goveniment to which such naturalizedcitiThe
Navy.
Britain respecting the surrender of fugitive
zens have formerly owed allegiance, as weH as
toe International
Exhibition of 1876 were not
criminalsunder the treaty of 1842.
Tbe report of toe Secretary of the Navy sufficientto carry out the undertaking to toe
to the United States, that certain fixed and
Turkey.
shows
that branch of the service to be in a con- full extent at first contemplated, it gives me
definite rules should be adopted, governing
The Ottoman Government gave notice, un- such oases, and providing how expatriation dition as effectiveas it is possible to keep it pleasure to refer to the very efficientand cred- \
der date of January 15, 1874, of its desiro to may be accomplished.While emigrants in with the means that the appropriatlousgive to liable manner in which the boards appointed
13m taxes have been reduced within the last terminate the treaty of 1862, concerning com- large numbers become citizens of the toe department It ia, of course, impossible from these several departments to provide an j
seven years nearly 1300,000,000,and the merce and navigation,pursuant to the provi- United States,it is also true that pcreoLs, to rival toe costly and progressiveestablish- exhibition on the part of the Government
nationaldebt has been reduced in the same sions of toe twenty-secondarticle thereof. both native-bornand naturalized, once ments of the great European ’>owera with the have discharged tooir duties with the
lime over (435,000,000by refunding the 6 per Under this notice, the treaty terminated upon citizens of tho United States, either by for- old material of our navy, to which no Increase funds placed at their command. Without a
cent, bonded debt for bonds bearing 5K. 5 and the 5th dav of June, 1876. That Government mal acts or as the effect of a series of facta has been antborizedsince the war, except the precedent to guide them in toe preparationof
4K P®r cent, interestrespectively.The an- has invited negotiationstowards the conclu- and circumstances,abandon their citizenship eight small oruisersbuilt to supply the place such a display, the success of their lalion was
nul interesthas been reduced from over sion of a new treaty. By the act of Congress and coase to be entitled to the protection of of othors which had gone to decay. Yet the amply attested by the sustained attention
1130,000, 000 in 1869, to but httlo overt 100, 000,- of March 23. 1874, ths Preeident was author- the United Btates, but continue on conve- most has been done that was possible with toe which the oontents of the Government build000 In 1876. The balance of trade ban been ized, when ho should rsoeivosatisfactory in- nient occasion, to assert a claim to protec- means at command, and. by substantially re- ing attracted during toe period of tbe Exhibichanged from over $180,000,000against the formation that the Ottoman Govern- tion. In the abeepoa of provisionson these building some of our old ships with tion, from both foreignand native people. 1
durable material, and completelyrepair- am stronglyimpressed with the valne of toe
United Stales in 1869. to more than $120,000,- ment or that of Egvpt had orquestions,and in this connection, I again in000 in oor favor in 1876. It is confidentlybeganized
new < tribunals likely vite your attention to the aecessity of legia- ing and refitting'our monitor fleet collectionmade by the Government for toe
the navy has been gradually so brought purposes of the Exhibition, tiluatratirg
Meved that the balance of trade in favor of tbc to secure to the citizens
the lation concerning the marriages of American
United States will increase,
and United Stales the B*me imi«artial justiceen- citizens contractod abroad, and concerning up that, though it does not maintain its rela- as it does toe general resources of toe
tive positionamoug the progressivenavies of country, toe statistical and practical evithat the pledge of Congressto resume speote
joyed under the exercise of judicial functions the talus of American women who may
payments in 1879 will be easily accomplished, oy toe d plomatioand consular officers of toe marry foreigners,and of children born of the world, it is now m a condition more pow- dences of our growth as a nation, and toe
even in the abeenc* of much dseirad further United States, to suspend toe operatlooof the American parente in a foreigncountry. Tbe erful and effectivethan it ever has been iu uses of (be mercantile arts and the applicak-gislatiou on the
i
time of peace. The complete repairs of our tions of sciencoiu the administrationof the
act of Jun4 22, 1860 and to aooi-pt fer the oiti- delicate and complicatedquestions continufive heavy iron- clads are euly delayed on acaffairs of the Government. Many nations
z*na ofihe United Btatoe toe junsdiotta of toe ally occurring with reference to naturalisaThe Indian Policy.
count of the inadequacy of the appropria- have voluntarilycontributedtheir exhibits to
new
tribunals.
Satisfactory
information
havtion,
expatriation
and
tho
status
of
auch
perA policy has been adopted toward the Intions made last year Xor the working bAreaus tbe United States, to increasethe interestin
dian tribee inhabitinga large portion of the ing b-eu receivedof toe orgam^atioaof euoh sons as I have above referred to, induce me of toe department, which were actually less
any permanent exhibitionthat Cougress may
territory of tho United Stales which has been new tr banal* In Egypt, I caused s proclama- to earneerly direct your attentionagain to in amount than those made before the war,
provide for. For this act of generositythev
tion
to
b
isfeued
on
toe
‘47th
of
March
last,
these
subjects.
humane and hag substantiallycoded Indian
notwithstanding tbe greatly-enhanced price should receive the thanks of the people, and
Coart of Claims.
hostilities in the whole laud, except in a por- smprndng the operationof the act of June
of
labor and materials, arid tha increase in I respectfullysuggest that a resolution of
tion of Nebraska and Dakota, Wvoming and 22, 1860, in Egypt, according to the provisions
tbe cost of the naval service growing out of Cougress to that effect bo adopted.
Menuna Territories, the Black HJUaTegiou of the act. A copy of toe pr* clamation accomthe universaluse and" great expense of steam
The Electoral System.
and approaches thereto. Hostilities there panies this Meesage. The United States has
mac inery. The money necessary for these
have grown out of the avariceof the white united with the other powers in the organiza- claims of aliens upon toe Government of the repairs should be provided at onoe; tint they
The attention of Congresscannot be too
man, who has violated our treaty stip- tion of these * arts. It is hoped tost the juns- United States, within a reasonable limitation, may be completed without furtherunnocessR- earnestlycalled to the neorealty of throwing
ulations in his Bcarcji for gold rictional questionswhich have arisen may be and of such as may hereafterarlae. While, by ry delay and expense. When this is some greater safeguards over toe method of
The question might be asked why the readily a-jurted, and that this evidence in existing provisions of law. the Court of Claims done, all the strengththat there ia in toe navy choosing and declaringthe election of a PresiGovernment has not enforced obcdiei.ee judicial c»n s may be hindered by no obstacles. mav in certain oases be resorted to by an alien will be developed and useful to ito full capaci- dent Under the pesent system there seems
• The Hawaiian Treaty.
to the U rms o< the treaty prof) biting theujeuclaimant, ths aheenee of any generalprovisions ty, and all will be powerful for too purpose of to be no provided remedy for contestingtoe
pation of the Black Hills region by the whites.
The neoewary legislation to carry into effect governing all such oases, and the want of a defense,and also for offensive action, should election in any one State. The remedy ia parThe answer is simple. The first emigrantsto too conventionrespecting commercialred- tribunal skilled in the disposition of suoh oases necessity for that ariae within a reasonable tially. no doubt, in the enlightencdent of
the B ack H»Hs were removed by troop-, but procitv concluded with the Hawaiian islands,
upon recognized,fixed and settled principles, distance from our shores. The fact that oor the electors. Ihe compulsory support of toe
rumors acd fresh discoveries of gold took into in 1875, having been had, toe proclamation to either providesno remedy in many deserving navy is not more modern and powerful than it free schools, and the disfranchisement of all
that region increasednumbers. Gold las act- carry it into effect,as provided by toe act ap- cases, or compels a consideration of snob is, has been made a cause of complaint against who cannot read or write the English language,

not

subject.

the

of

T

after ft fixed probation, would meet

my an

evil incident to a vicious system, not
bv the .continuance of the evil
while the measure itself is demanded
by the highest economic considerations
and principles of honest dealing among
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A FRIGHTFUL FALL.

ballot-boxeshe has been quiet
BT 1. 1. MKWPOBT.
ing up the ichneumon fly and
u.8
The Theater Disaster at Sacramento, about tree-planting.No country
18
Tho Pilgrim Father* own’d the ne«d
Cal. -Seven Persons Killed, and Upwell supplied with agriculturalWk ^r8
Of divine consecrations;
ward
of
Two
Hundred
Injured.
And, reaping blessings,bleat'd the seed
men. Besides, the troubles likely to
can ever be completely mined. — Lo u**
[From the Sacramento Record.)
Sown in their nabiUtions.
grow out of enforced resumption are believed
ville Courier-Journal
The overture had been played, a few
to be greatly exaggerated. Restoration of
They won a gem from Mammon's hand,
the constitutionalstandard of values by re- solos sung, and an inteml of silenoe
tnd gave U precious setting.
CONSTANTINOPLE.
sumption, and the extinctionof irredeem- had been reached, when suddenly the
TUI now the ring enfolds the Und
able notes current as money, and the enforceThe
Peculiarities and Beauties of the
Inscrib’d Day of Thanksgiving.
ment of pavment in coin on demand, of the floor gave way, and the whole mass of
Turkish Capital.
people,
thrown
violently
towards
its
cennational bank notes treated as the equivalent
Gh ! hours that State and Ghurch finite
[C. D. Warner, in Scribner for December.)
of money, are obviouslyalike of national obli- ter, were precipitatedinto the stable
To give to holy keeping,
Constantinople
is a city of the dead as
select those who do.
Effulgent be the beams that light
gation and public necessity. The suspension below, a distance of some sixteen or
much as of the living, and one encounTour stay benign, but fleeting.
was the act of the National Government,and
Santo Domingo.
eighteen feet The floor seemed to sway ters eveiy where tombs and cemeteries
down lightly in the middle, the stage
I append to this Message,for convenient properly look to take the initiative2° ren* .v. ouW morn wake 'aid snowy drills,
sentineledby the mournful dark-green
y>ds mske wild yon river,
reference,a synopsisof administrative
events,
sumption. Having, under its authority to coin sank, the joists drew out of the walls, cypress. On our way t > take boat for
. *u« hearts from countless gifts
and of all the recommendationsto Congress money, assumed to regulate the currency of the floor broke off at the zoom partitions
Tun! to.*® "ondrou* Gtrer.
made by me durin ? the last seven years. Time the country, and as the States are inhibited “to on the east end, the rows of boxes ca- the Sweet Waters of Europe we descended through the neglected Little
may show some of the' recommendations not to make anything but gold and silver coin a tenreened toward each other, clung an inField of the Dead. It is on a steep acder In payment of debts," and, as irredeemable and
d inconvertible
iuoonverti paper currency is esasn- stant to the walls as they fell, and then clivity,aud the stones stand and lean
pitched over upon the struggling wimm
tially repugnant to the prindnlee of the conthickly there, each surmounted by a
As the leaves that l l 1 f,U*
with the united oppoaition of one political stitutionand the traditionalpolicy of the of human beings below. /
turban in fashion at the period of the
party in the Renate,and with a strong opposi- American people, it is obviouslyincumbent on
Ontward ones, to sight
Tne scene which followed beggars de- occupant’s death, and with inscription
tion from the other, namely, the treaty for the the Governmentto maintain and preserve the
Welcom’dare as suoria
annexation of Santo Domingo to the United money standard of values of the constitution, scription* One ciy of horror went up neatly carved. That 44 every man has his
But the deepest founts of » n
a streams.
States, to which I shall specially refer, main- and to enforce the obligationof payment in from the stricken audience ; then it rose date” strikes Ab-del-Attias a remarkable
Gosh from oat some hiddi
taining, as I do, that if my views had coin on demand, at the option of the holder en masse ; the next instant it was tossed
fact. The ground is netted by hap" Unseen" mercies. Oh ! how oc. Untk*i
been concurred in. the country would bo in a of all i>aper money.
in a broken and confused heap, and a
Gift* the soul esn only see.
hazard paths, and the careless living
more prosperous condition to-day, both politiWhy, O why, this love so boundle^,
second afterward was plunged down- tread the graves with thoughtless feet,
cally and financially.Santo Domingo is ferThe Navy.
This aboundingsympathy.
ward and crushed beneath the broken
tile, and npon Us soil may be grown just those
as if ttie rights of the dead to their
SecretaryRobefon'a report shows that there are
timbers and the falling boxes, entangled scanty bit of soil were no longer retropical products of which the United States belongingto the navy 146 vessel*of 160.167 toaa
Look up, faint heart,ths stars havenbo^
Through all the clouded night,
uses so much, and which are produced and measurement. They carry 1,143 guns. Of thrse, in the wreck of furniture and stage fixspected.
We
said to the boatman that
And sweetest voices bid thee own,
prepared for the market now by slave labor al- 123, carrying 918 guns, with a measurement of 120,- tures, and wedged in between and broken
“I walk by faltb, and not by sight.’*
this did not seem well. There was a
most exclusively, namely : sugar, coffee, dye- 698 tons, have steam power ; 75 are la actual service
woods. mahogany, tropical fruits, tobacco, and 4 are preparing for sea. Sixteenmay be con- upon the hacks, carriages, and other weary touch of philosophy in his reply
etc. About 76 per cent of the exports of Cuba sidered entirely unfit for future service,and the vehicles, and the heavy stall partitions
Ah ! master, the world grows old
remainderare at various navy-yards, semi requirPith and Point.
are consumed iu the United States. A Urge
below. The walls trembled with the
ing slight and others extensive repairs,but moat of
It is the fashion for the world to go on
peroentageofthe exports of Brazil also find them could be made ready for any special service shock, the roof wavered, the floor beThere is no little suemy.— Franklin.
Friday to the Sweet Waters of Europe,
the same market These are paid for In a short time.
neath groaned with the mighty shock,
People of color— Those having the
almost exclusively in coin, legislation, Our navy is now far more powerful for warlike
the inlet of the Golden Horn, flowing
particularly
Cuba, being un- purposes tnan it has ever before been in time of but fortunately the walls stood, the roof down between two ranges of hills. This blues.
How DOTH tho busy burgsller
favorableto a mutual exchange of the pro- peace. As a remedy for the reduction of the force olung to its fastenings,and the stable
vale, which is almost as celebrated in
onr fleet from 8,600 to 7,600 mea, and for the
Improve etch shining minute,
ducts of each country.Flour shipped from of
purpose of maintaininga trained class of men floor, supported from below by posts, poetry as that of tne Heavenly Water
And open up the mon*y-ufe
the Mississippiriver to Havana can pass by ikUled
ed in
li their duties and devoted to their flag, the bore up under its new burden.
To Just sen wiut is in it.
the very entrance to the city on its way to a Secretary repeats the recommendationof last year,
The thunder of the fall resounded on the Asiatic shore, is resorted to by
Abtonibhznq remark by the cook, at
portion of Spain, then pay a duty fixed upon that Oongreesglvethe necessary authority to enlist
thousands, in hundreds of carriages from
articles to be re-exuoned, transferred to a annually 760 boys for the navy la addition to the throughout the block, a great cloud of
Pera, in thousands of caiques ami barges. the same time dropping an egg into the
Spanish vessel, and brought back almost to number of men now allowed, lie also urges that dust burst from the doors and windows,
On the water the excursion is a festival coffee— “ This settlesit”
enlistedmen of the navy may be allowed an outfit
the point of starting, paying & second duty,
some of the broken gas pipes blazed
of clothing, and a banking system for the navy
of the people, of strangers, of adventurNew York has sixty-eight corset facand still leave a profit over what would be such as now prevailsin the army.
forth in long streams of flame, the light
receivedby direct shinment. All that is proThe Naval Academy has kept :paoe with changes trappings of the wrecked stage ignited, ers of both sexes ; the more fashionable, tories, which shows how our industzies
duced in Cuba could be produced in Santo which have taken place, slid the branches there
though not moral part of society, which are running to waist— /toston Post.
Domingo. Being a part of the United States, taught are those adapted to the naval profession of the cry of fire was given on the outside, have equipages to display, go by land.
A criminal, being asked whether he
to-day.
The
Secretary
refers
to
the
report
of
the
and before the real nature of the calamcommerce between the island and the main
We chose the water, and selected a large was guilty, answered: 1 guess I am,
Bureaus of AstronomicalObservations,Ordnance,
land would be free. There would be no export
the Naval Signal Service,the Nautical Almansc, ity was known the bells boomed forth
duties on her shipments, nor import Surveys of the Inter-Oceanic Canal, aud other sub- the signal for rescue. Meanwhile, within four-oared caique, in the bottom of Judge ; but I’d like to be tried all the
duties on those coming here. There would jects connected with the navy, and speaks In comwhich we seated ourselves,after a dozen same.”
be no import duties upon the supplies, mendation of those who have obtained Important the doomed building rang with tiie narrow escapes from upsetting the totshrieks of the wounded, the groans of
“It’s all for the best,” remarked
machinery. eto„ going from the States. The resultsIn these branches.
The estimatesfor general maintenanceof the the dying, and the cries of the mass of tlish craft, and rowed away, with the Blinks, with a sigh, as he paid for the
effect that would have been produced upon
Cuban commerce with these advantages to a navy for the next year are $18,646,012. The amount the terrified multitude,struggling with grave Ab-del Atti balanced behind, and hat he had lost. 44 Nay,” interposed
estimated for new buildingsand repairs and Imunder bonds to preserve his equilibrium.
rival is observable at^ a glance. The Cuban
the luoky man, 44 ’tis all for the better.”
provement* necessaryat various navy-yards, sta- itself in frantic endeavors to escape from
queetion would have been settled long ago in tions, and hospitals,is $2,908,696. There is also
All the city seems to be upon the
44 Did yon do nothing to resuscitate
favor of Free Cuba. Hundreds of American submitted by the Bureau of Ordnance an estimate the iucloeure of the walls, and made water; the stream is alive with the slenvowels would now he advantageously used in for $776,600 deemed necessary to provide proper desperate by fear that the threatening
the
body ?” was recently asked of a witder, swift caiques; family parties, roltransporting the valuable woods and other armament for our largo ironcladsand other ships tiere of brick would fall in upon and
ness at a Coroner’s inquest. 44 Yes, sir;
licking
midshipmen
from
some
foreign
now
being
fitted
for
sea.
This
shows
an
aggregat
ite
products of the soil of the Island to a market
crush it again.
vessel, solitary beauties reclining in sel- we searched the pockets,” was tiie
aud carrying supplies and emigrants to sum of abont $300,000 less than the amount asked
for last year for like ]purpoaea.
Men sprang upon each other, dashed
reply.
it.
island
but sparsely
fish loveliness,grave, fat Turks, in stupid
over prostrate bodies, clambered upon
settled, while it has
area
44 My businessis to talk,” said a stump
enjoyment.
No
voyaga
oould
be
gayer
The Postofflce.
tne beads of the seething mass, than this through the shipping,with the speaker; 1 deal in words and sensufficient for the profitableemployment of
The annual report of the Postmaster Genera! con fought like devoted beings with but one
severalmillions of people,and the soil would
have soon fallen into the hands of United tains a very gratifying exhibit of the business of chance for life left, the sole dominant multitudinous houses of the city rising tences.” “Yes,” said a voice in the
the departiurnt lor the last fiscal year, shewing a
on either hand. As we advance, the crowd, 44 and as long as I’ve known you
btatee capitalists.The products are so valu- very large Increase of receipts
and a considerable idea of self-preservation
overriding the
able in commerce that emigration there would reduction in the expenses as compared with the
shore is lined with people, mostly ladies your place of business has never been
reason, and giving mercy no restinghave been encouraged. The emancipated previous fiscal year, which ended June 30, 1875.
in gay holiday apparel^ squatting along closed.”
race ofa the
uaav, AJvr
South
laiu would
nwxaava atn
have
u found
wvaaava there
vaawav »
a
The following statement, taken from the books place. Fortunatelythe way was now broad
the stream, as on a spring day in Paris
wag tried to annoy a popular
conigenial home, where their civil rights would of the department,ahows the receiptsand expendi- for speedy clearance,. and in a very few
tures
for the fiscal year ending Jane 30, 1876, and
those •who cannot afford carriagesline preacher bv asking him if the fatted calf
not be disputed and where their labor would
forms the basis of the annual report of the Post- moments the uninjured had fought their
the avenues to the Bois de Boiogne to m the parable was a male or a female.
be much sought after, and the poorest among
master General.
them could have found the means to go Receipts from all sources ............. $28,814,197.60 way through wreck and ruin to open air. watch the passing pageant The stream 44 Female, to be sure,” was the reply,
there.
In cases of great oppression aud Increase over last year ................ 1,862,836.91 Then came the firemen and police and grows more narrow,
length, 44 for I see the male in the flesh beiore
cruelty such as has been practiced Expenditures of all kinds ............33,263,487.58 hundreds of strong men to the rescue.
winds
in
graceful
turns,
and
finally
is me.”— Providence Journal.
upon them m many places within the last Decrease from last year .............. 847.821.87 Chief Engineer Lee took charge of his
only a few yards wide, and the banks
eleven years, whole communities would have Excess of expenditures over receipts . 4,619,290.08
As a stern wheel steamer was passing
force and of all the workers, and, aided
sought refuge in San Domingo. I do not sup- Excess of expendituresfor previous
are retained by masonry. The vale naryear was .................
6,472,126.99 by willing volunteers, the rescue went
up
the Ohio river the other day a little
pose the whole race would have gone, nor is
rows also, and the hills draw near. The
Nearly the entire receiptsof the departmentare
girl who was standing on the hotel stoop
on with the speed of desperation, and
it desirablethat they should go. Their labor derived from the sale of stamps, stamped envelwater-way is choked with gaily-painted
ran into the house to her mother, calling
is desirable, indispensablealmost, where they
opes aad postal cards, the receipts from these was urged forward with ftil the power
caiques, fall of laughing beauties and
now are, but the possession of the territory sources being $26,879,512.10.
oat, 44 Mother ! mother ! come and see
men were capable of who saw their bleedAmong the items of expenditurethe following
reckless pleasure-seekers, and the reader
would have left the negro master of the situthis steamboat— it’s got a bustle on 1”
ing, dying fellows before them crushed
were
the principalones, via.
ation by enabling him to demand his rights
of Egyptian history might think himself
Inland transportation................
$14,745,84595 and helpless, and heard their despairing
A lady met a little boy one morning
at home on pain of sending him elsewhere.
in a saturnalia of the revel-makersin the
Compensationof Postmasters ........ 7,397,397.91
cries beat the air for “ help ! help I for
I do not present these views now as a recom- Clerks for postoflices .................. 3,480,730.15
ancient fete of Bubastis on the Nile. and said, “Well, Johnny, how’s your
........................1,980,796.02 God’s sake, help !”
mendation of the renewal of the subject of Letter-carriers
The women are clad in soft silks— blue, mother?” “She is well.” “And your
annexation,but I refer to it to vindicate my lUllway clerks ........................1,223,750.19
The
alarm-billsstill rang, and the
Manufacture of stamped envelopes,
red, pink, yellow, and gray— some of father?” “He’s well, too.” “Now,
provioneaction in regard to it.
postal cards and wrappers ...........680,610.86 news of the terrible disaster spread with
them with their faces tied up as if they Johnny, how’s your parents?” 44 Ain’t
Foreign mail transportation........... 229,123.26 ightning-like velocity throughoutthe
Clticen Grant.
were victims of toothache,others wear- got no parents, and my name ain’t
The revenue from money-order business was
city. As it was Saturday night, the
johnny.
With the present Congress my ofticial life $.20,900.
ing the gauze veils, which enhance, withstreets were unusually full, and as the
terminates. It is not probable that public afJohnny looked down In the spring, one night.
out concealing, charms; often the color
And what did he see but the dipper
fairs will ever again receive attention from me
The Russian Loan.
nows went abroad the people flocked by
and beauty that nature has denied are
The handle crooked, the bottom out,
further than as a citizen of Ihe Republic,alYet floatingas trim as a clipper.
The surprising quickness and readi- thousands to the scene. Hundreds of imitatedby paint and enamel
ways taking a deep interestin the honor, inIt waau’t broken ; ’t was good as nsw
hands soon laid bare the truth, the dead
ness with which the recent Russian loan
tegrity and proeperity of the whole land.
We land and walk on. Bingers and
Yes, fit for a monarch’sdiughter.
U. 8. Grant.
of 100,000,000roubles was taken by the were taken up, and their contorted players on curious instruments sit along
" Ho 1 yon’re a funny old dipper !" said John
Kxecctite Mansion, Dec. 5, 1876.
“ Yon can’t hold a drop of water."
two cities of St Petersburg and Moscow limbs decently composed for the long the bank and in groups under the trees,
—.'ft.Nkkolat.
alone only finds its parallel in the ease silence of the grave ; the wounded were and fill the festive air with the plaintive
Pennsylvaniahas hung more murderwith which the French raised the enor- borne to the nearest offices, engine- and untrained Oriental music. The
DEPARTMENTS,
houses,
drug-stores, and hotels. Every
ers than any other State. It is the Hempmous German war indemnities. The
variety of costumes is innumerable;
The National Finances.
nkase of the Czar authorizedthe Bank physician of the city was on hand, and here meet all that is gay and fantastic ire Mote.— Graphic. Such jokes as
From the annual rejiort of Secretary Mor- of Rnssia to issue notes for 100,000,000 a hundred willing and experienced in Europe and Asia, Tho navigation ends that are a nooee-anoe.— Philadelphia
nurses proffered with eager sympathy
Bulletin. Wo had intended to add one,
rill we glean the following figures touching
roubles, receivingcash subscriptionsat
at the win to marble palace and mosque
the nation’sfinances. The total receipts of
all needed aid.
92, the notes to h&ve the character of
which we now see shining amid the but after a moment’s reflectionconthe Government for the first quarter of the
In an hour’s time the wreck was litcluded to gibbet up.— Norristown Herbonds
and
bear
5
per
cent
interest.
trees, fresh with May foliage. Booths
fiscal year ending June 30, 1877, were $75,erally tom up, and the fact made a cerald.
613.970.02 ; expenditures for the same period, Estimating the rouble at 78 cents, the
and tents, green and white, are erected
$84,724,176.24. For the remaininR three amount would be equivalentto $78,000,- tainty to the senses that no mortal was everywhere, and there are many groups
He entered a shoe store on Woodward
}eft beneath the ruins.
quarters of the currentfiscal year tho Secretary
avenue yesterday, walked up to a clerk
000, which would yield to the Governof
gypsies
aud
fortune-tellers.
Tiie
SUMMARY OF KILLID AND WOUNDED.
estiraatee that the receipta will be $191,181,ment, at 92, the sum in cash of $71,- Killed ............................................
7 olive-complexioned, black-eyed,long- behind the counter, and without any
925.10, and tho expenditurea,$158,876,860.09.
Believed
be faUUj injured ........
liairod women, who trade in the secrets betting around called out : “ I want two
He estimatesthe receipta for the fiscal 760,000. No time is fixed for the loan Seriouslytowouuded
...............................
16
pounds of sugar, three uutmega, a bottle
year ending June 30, 1878, at $270,050,000. and to run, and it will be at the option of the
Less bsdly hurt ................................
.20 of tiie Orient and the vices of the Occithe expenditurea for the same period at $!
Government to redeem the notes when- Slightlybruised and hurt ........................
32 dent, do a thriving business with those of castor oil, two pounds of butter and
350,704. Upon
'/wysva.
v/j/waathe
buu baaia
uamo ofi these
vuuqu vowtusnixso.
eatimatea
1
ever it sees fit. Looking at the loan
carious of the future, or fascinated by a new heel pegged on this boot.”
there will be a surplus revenue for the fiscal
Total known ................................
79
can fix the boot, but we don’t keep any
from an mi financial standpoint, the
the
mysterious
beauty
of
the
soothsayers.
year 1878. applicableto the ainking fund, of
It is known that fully fifty persons,
$26,699,296. The estimated amount required quickness with which it has been taken who can be classed as sligntly hurt, were Besides the bauds of music there are of the other articles,”replied the clerk.
“Any discount on fixing heels?”
by law to be set apart for that fund ia $35,- shows the uncompromisingspirit of the
taken to their homes before their names solitary bagpipers,whose instrument is
391.096.60. If, therefore, these estimates Russian people upon the questions at
a skin, with a pipe for a mouth-pieoe “None.” “Then there is no induceoould be secured. Workmen in the
shall prove to be approximately correct, there
ment to divide my trade,” observed the
issue between Turkey and the Sclaves.
mins place this class as high as 100. and another at the opposite end, having
will be a deficiencyin this account of $8,691,
boy, walking out with the same confiIt
is
an
eloquent
testimonial
of
the
degraduated
holes
for
lingering;
and
I
no800.60.
At the lowest estimate not less than 130
dent step and heading for a grocery.—
During the fiscal year endmg June SO 1876, termination of the people that the
ticed
with
pleasure
that
the
fingering
persons were injured.
the public debt was reduced $29,249,381,33. Sclaves shall be free.
Detroit Free Press.
and
the
music
continued
long
after
the
Fannie Peak, the ticket-seller,was
Upon the nubject of the resumption of specie
Yesterday evening as a couple of
cast down with her box, but it kept well musician had ceased to blow into the inpayments Secretary Morrill says:
An Important Invention.
In March, 1869, by an act entitled “An act
about her, and she was unharmed. Her flated skin. Nothing was wanting to the ladies were passing along Fifth street
A trial of the Stevenson tug system money-boxwas broken, and several hun- most brilliant scene; ladies in bright they were approached by a dandifiedfelto strengthen the public credit," the faith of
the United States was solemnlypledged to has just been made on the Ene canal
dred dollars cast into the wreck. Most groups on gay rugs and mats, children low, who blandly accosted them by saythe payment in coin or ite equivalent,of all
weaving head-dresses from leaves and ing : 44 It’s a pleasantevening, ladies.”
A boat carrying207 tons was towed with of it was recovered last night.
the obligations of the United States, not
rashes, crowds of carriages, fine horses The ladies did not reply, and tiie gentleneat
ease and speed, and several might
bearingintereet,known as United States notes,
and gallant horsemen, sellers of refresh- man (?), nothing daunted, kept pace with
and of all the interest-bearingobligations of nave been towed with the same ease had
Miner’s Music.
t ie United States
and, further, “ to make they happened to be there, as the heavbalancing great trays on their them, and again ventured to say : “It’s
A farmer’s wife from Blind Gulch ments
provisionat the earliestpracticable period, for ier the load the greater the tractionof
heads and bearing in pod stools, and all a pleasant evening, ladies, to take a
came down to buy a music- box or sometho redemption of the United States notes in
degrees of the most cosmopolitan capital walk.” “Do you really think so?”
the wheels npon tho track. A number
coin.
thing of the sort for the girls at home.
By the act of January, 1875, Congreea de- of gentlemen representingthe New She had $500 tied up in a handkerchief enjoying the charming spring holiday. asked one of tne fair damsels, with a
In the palace grounds dozens of pea- merry twinkle in her eye. 44 Why, of
clared tho purpore of resumption of specie York Produce Exchange were present,
and attached to the hay-bands which
paymenta on January 1, 1879, and to that end, and expressed themselves greatly pleased
cocks were sunning themselves,and the course I do,” said the fellow, laughing
aud in the executionof the pledge of the act of with the invention.The Captain of the formed her bustle. After she had looked Judas trees were in fall pink bloom. his sweetest. 44 Well, then, suppose you
at a dozen or more pianos, she remarked
1869, provided for the redemptionof the
Above the palace the river flows in take one.”— Cincinnati Enquirer.
boat that was towed showed his appreciUnited States notes, and for the issue of nato the clerk : “ Yon can’t fool me with
walled banks, and, before it reaches it,
ation
of
the
novelty
by
telling
the
driver
tional bank notes in lieu thereof, and thus,
no planners as has got smooth legs like
One Hundred and Eleven Tears.
tumbles over an artificialfall of rocks,
amid conflicting theories,deolired,in effect, of his horses to 11 throw them crow-baits
that I’ll have ’em carved if I die first.”
On Thursday night Alderman Isaac
a monetary eyatem combined of coin and na- into the canal, we’ve got something solic
and sweeps round the garden in a graceThe astute manager signaled to a musitional bank notes redeemablein coin at the
now.”
ful curve. Beyond the palace, also on Stewart was called into the house of a
cian to try a richly-carved“squaredemand of the holder, in harmony with the
the bank of the stream, are a grove of colored family on Lake street to perform
constitution and the traditional policy of the
grand,” but she protested that she didn’t
Americanpeople.
The Great Panacea. — In this season want funeral music in her house. There snperb trees and a greensward;here a a marriage oeremuny. The couple were
military band plays, and this is the fash- Ruth Johnson and James H. Carter.
By this legislation it will be perceived that of rheumatism, chilblains, frost-bites,
was a change of instrument,and, what
the United Btatee ia folly committed to the re- etc., nothing better can be kept in the
ionable meeting place of carriages, where The bride is the granddaughter of Frank
was more important, a new tune— 14 The
sumption of specie payments on a given day
hundreds were circling round and round Whetts, a colored man, who claims to
house than Merchant’s celebrated Garin Januarv, 1879, by the method of redempMulligan Guards.” The old lady was
in the imitatedetiquette of Hyde Park. be tiie oldest man living. He was presgling
Oil
It
is
peculiarly
adapted
to
tion of United States notea currentas lawful
delighted. It was the 44 kind of box as
ent also. WhettH has documents to show
money, and the substitution therefore of nation- Family use, yet it answers equally well
would suit the gals.” She bought it—
Thebe is a law still unrepealed on the that he was born Jan. 16, 1766, and will
al-bank currency,the equivalent of money by for horses and other animals. It is free
He convertibility into coin on demand. The from stain, and at the same time very San Francisco News Letter.
New Jersey statute books forbidding therefore be 111 years of age next JanupognUr favor with which this enactmentwas
church fairs and theatricalentertain- ary. He is still able to read and talk
efficaciousin all instances where a linilooking to the consummationof an
The One Serene Man.
ments of every description, whether on intelligently. He Bleeps the most of his
ment
is
required.—
flocAester
(N.
Y.)
exigent measure of public necessity was
Good
for
the
44
agricultural
editor.”
a Sunday or a week-day, and a manager time.— Pittsburgh Comma dal.
modified only by an apprehension of Daily Union and Advertiser,
He hasn’t been excited over the election has lately been convicted under it with
the possible inadequacyof ite terms to
What a smell you hive in your nose;
Publish that which is good. Dr. J. H. dispatches. His sturdy column has kept a view to making a test case.
accomplish its end. A return to the constituitis all stopped up \ get some ol Dr. J. H.
tional standard of values at any time will McLean's Strengthening Cordial and Blood its place, and useful information has
doubtleea, to some extent, involvea reduction Purifier is a life-earing remedy, imparts rigor,
The header of the Sutro tunnel is now McLean e Catarrh Banff. It soothm, heals, and
been disseminated in the midst of the
mil cure any disease in your noee or throat
in nominal prices, and consequent contraction health and strengthto the system, purifies and
directly under the Chinese cemetery at Trial boxes, 50 ots. by mail Dr. J. H. McLean,
of the volume of currency, but
_
t this ia
ia not of
of enriches the
blood. Dr. J. H. McLean, 314 unprofitable froth of politics. Amid
814 Chestnut, Bu Louis.
the wreck of matter and the crash of Virginia City.
itself neoesa&rilj so evil, and, if it were, it is I Chestnut, 8L Louis, Mo.

hearty approval. I would not make thin apply,
however, to tboee already votere, but I would
to all beoominK bo after the expiration of the
probation fixed upon. Foreignere coming to
this country to become citizen*,who are educated in their own language, would acquirethe
requisite knowledge of oure during the neoeeuary residence to obtain naturalization.If
they did not take enough interest in our language to acquire sufficient knowledge of it to
enable them to study the institutions and laws
of the country intelligently,I would not confer
upon them the right to make such laws nor to

cured
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

dent of the Senate will open the electoral

Saturday, December 9, 1876.

without countingthose of South Carolina,

certificates. It

is

Ward Grocery House.

First

generally believed that,

-----

H. Wijkhuijsen.

Louisiana,or Florida, Mr. Tildeu lacks

all

Wo owe

New Firm! New

but one vote to give him the “ majorityof

THE CHICAGO MAN.

the electors appointed,”which would

Man’s” rhymn the usual Jine
the Holland City News,” and thus

“ Chicago
•‘for

know

us well,

know

bet-

ter.

of the Senate to announce the result of the

On

the other hand,

we

the “Chicago Man,”

will say

without any hesitation, you must have
known beforehandthat no paper published
in this town would leave this 'sour hash’
unanswered. We would simply ask you—
where in the whole State cun you find a
town

of our size with better or

tiful streets than

more beau-

we have? Where

you find sidewalks in

Where can you find a more beautiful in-

which

the votes of certain stales, in

At prices that

thrown oat. To throw out any of these
would probably elect Mr. Tilden. No

•

be made by the Demo-

crats to throw out the vole of South Carolina; and

it

here that lies the danger of

is

the first false step. It rests with the Sen-

say whether, in spite of a certified

ate to

land lake, either for summer or winter

majority against him, it

sport? Whore can you find better railclaims if they
road facilities— in fact, this is a complete,

to he

entertainhis

some doubt now

ures
-- —to-

--

all.
.........

-

*

—

C-A-SHI ohstly.
Our

Offers his services as such to the public and will
Ctiarantoehts work for moderate charttes. Having
been engagedfor some time past for Messrs. Joelm
& Breyman, has now started for himself in tbt
store of Ur J. ALBEB3. at

greater variety and better quality
No. 52, Eighth Street.
than has heretofore been sold in this city. We have aimed,
Mr.
Albers will attend to his Clock and Jewelry business, and Mr. Wijkhuijsento the Watcher
in making our selections, to get
However, each of them will wait on the public It
stock consists of a

.1.

absence of the other. They havea large and beau
tiful stock of Clocks and Watches,which they offer
for sa c cheap.

ONLY PURE GOODS.

shall prove to he just.

Tnero seems

and widely acknowledged, railroad center.

will

-

We buy goods and produce for cash and with a small profit
added we oner the same for

doubt, in the face of recent developments,
a strong effort will

buyers in Holland City.

will astonish the best

No tricks or bates-Honest weights and meas-

irreg-

ularitieshave been proved, shall be

can

better repair?

Sugar, Tea, Coffee, Syrup, Tobacco, Etc.

claimed that Con-

is

It

gress lias a voice in saying whether or not

To

IsmhWms

Prices!

Slooter&Higgins, Cor. Sth&Fish St.

election from the electoral certificatesbeavoiding the opinion of some that it was a fore him, and that Congress is only asproduction of our own; however, those of sembled to hear that result announced.
our friends, who

New

At the Store formerly occupied by

that the make him president of the United States.
rush to pet to press with our previous It is claimed by the partisan Repuplican
number made us forget to place over the press, that it is the duty of the president
to our readers to say

it

Goods!

as to

The adulteration of food has bei-n so extensively carried on that it has been next to an Impossibility
Our water facilitiesare also good and
for a consnmer to get that which Is tt! to eat. and the strong competitionin business has in
next House of Representatives, which was
crowed the demand f..r Impure goods, and the rcsulttsthat nine out every ton merchants
yearly improving. The opportunitiesfor
keep mostly bn pnro goods We think the citiaens demand hetit-r Ro -ds and
at first confidentlyclaimed. But assumarc in for REFOftvl— and as we arc the first to make the start, we hope
manufactoriesof all kinds are not alone
ing that there i» a Democraticmajority,
to be encouragedwith a portion of y-nr patronage.
excellent,but inexhaustable. Your menand the Democrats claim the right to elect
tion of our girls, who are universally acka president on the ground that a majority

nowledged to be handsome, as a general
rule,

puts us in mind of the young fop

who

has been jilted

of the whole number of electors appointed

has not been fairly cast for Mr. Hayes,
so much that he got
would it avail them aught to exercise it ?
amrry with all of them. (Perhaps more
We think not. Mr. Tiiden could have no
truth than poetry in your case.) As for
put out

fires, should

they

,

,

,

.

. .

,

bodied young and middle aged men of

me

and arc always on the alert

... .

,

?.tr.

STR.

SLOOTERS’ BRICK STORE,

IN

FRANK SLOOTER remains with

NEW FIRM!
Van Pntten.

Having succeededthe late firm of (J. Van I'uttea
& Co., at the same stand and in the same huaiiiesi
wishes to artvcrtlscthrough the columns of th*
News hts stock of

us, wishing to see all of his old customersand a host of

of new ones.

WM. COLEMAN &

37-tf

J. A’.ukhh.

&, CO.,

EIGHTH STREET CORNER OF FISH

dan-

for

PURE.

(j.

Wm. COLEMAN

of the election is in dispute; while

result
city,

,

Holland, Mich., Sept. 25. 18711.
H. VVlJKIICIJSEN,

W e think wo can convince all that we are selling 1‘UiiK GOODS at the same price that arc being
paid for Impure stuff By strict attention to business and good management we hope to gain a liberal
chare of the patronage.

oc-

his appointments,which it certainly would
seem to be so ignorant that it
not do. if it did not recognize his election.
makes you ridiculous. Perhaps you have
No unconfirmed officer can be commisnot noticed the many fire wells as you
sioned by the president while the Senate
drove over them many a time. Our fire
is in session, and the Senate can, if it
department is composed of the most able,
chooses, remain in session as long as the

cur, you

NEW AND

The Goods are all

Cabinet unless the Senate should confirm

facilities to

CALL AND SEE.

tbeie being u Democratic majority in the

Dry Goods,
Hats & Caps,
Groceries,

CO.

Crockery,

the House must adjourn on the 4th of
and tor corroborationof this stateMarch, by the expirationof its term of
ment we simply refer you to the city recservice, and its successors 'vill not meet
ords, and you will find that fires seldom
until the following December. Besides
ger,

Merchant

this, there could lie no national legislation

an ounce of prevention is better than

a

wo have said

pound of cure. We think

without the concurrence of the Senate,

enough to refute the spirit of your verse.

There really seems to be no way out of

But, since you seem to he possessed with

Ready Made
AND

the difficulty but the triumph of the feelthe same spirit which we found so abund-

ings of right, in the breasts of leaning

antly manifest in that great city of Chicu

go— that theie is nothing like Chicago—

we

will

Where can you

a

few

advantage.And we

political

you

live

in.

find dirtier,muddier, or

dustier streetsthan in that same Chicago

—

CUSTOM

temporary

are not will-

Moved into

is

KINDS

in

iltw

How

Give us

dos’t thou like the picture.”

THE

POLmCAL

The opportunity for (treat
Bargains is still open at the

OfiXSXS.

New York lUwtrated Weekly reviews

E. J.

to the possible results.In

South

Caroli-

na, Florida, and Louisiana, the

states

whose voles must decide the closest

presi-

dential contest on record, the

men

you want

If

a

New

on

call

E, J.

HARKING TON,

in

a

the

jurhdic-

SHOES

ffyou need HOOTS,

BhUtS

Oil

HUH-

II

A Hill

NG TON.

Do not miss your opportun-

Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done.

and

CAPS

the (lection of

In

moment of strong provocation to

a bold affront

Hampton has done

ity

and very cheap at
E.J.

this

HARRINGTON.

resent

to justice, Mr.

wisely in urging his

A

E. J.

Butter and Eggs bought

now that calm counsels should prevail.
Even In the face of manifest wrong, those
who are aggrieved should be conUmt to

also Potatoes, Pork

member
to-day,

etc.

at

actual result of this trial. With the meet-

ing of Congress, in February, the

presi-

and

Shoes.

of the Latest Styles o
Gents,
Mi kb

kb

intention t* to offer these goods at low
and wo request the trading public to call and
examine.

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

AND

and Eoiii StiMe,

mmiNG ME

ON SHORT NOTICE
Cash Paid for Hides

.

SPRIET8MA & SON

L.

Holland, February

26, 1874.
-Hrt-ljr

GOOD TURNOUTS~ GUARANTEED.
TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.
Hauhington,Jr.
John Vacpell.

E. J.
2,

1870.

NOTICE!
I the undersignedhaving become sole proprietor
of the furntture houae, formerly under tho firm
name of

42-ly

J.

BOTTOM PRICES
I

M. Reidsema & Son.

Now

offer* Ida complete stock of Goods con
ifistlng of

Photographs, Tin-Types,
Copies, large

Inquire of
E. J.

Oil

Cheap at

HARRINGTON.

Cord-wood A stove-wood

for sale at
£. J.

” I enclose a dot lai; your price 1*2.") cents, but
the medi ine to me is worth a dollar."
•‘Send me five boxes of your Pills."
Let me ha'e three boxes of your Pills by return
midi for t hills and Fever."
I have over 200 such testimonials os these, but
w ant of space compels me to conclude.

Wall Paper,

and

Window Shades,

HARRINGTON.

2w

BOTTOM PRICES
B. P.

Eastern Salt, Lime,

and other

articles too

HIGGINS

Lath and

numerous

to

Shingled

Feathers

•

&

Feather Beds,

—

at

—

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
good, are marked down, and I heraby aol
good will and patronage of the public.

All the
iclt the

mention,

SIMON UlEDSEMA.

at the store of

E. J.

And all eruptions of the skin, this Ointment Is
most invaluable.It does not heal externallyalone1
hut penetrates with the most searchingeffectsto
the very root of the evil.

HOLLOWAYS PILLS
Invariably cure the following diseases;

Disorders of the Kidneys.
In all diseases affectingthese organs, whether
they «ecret too much or two little water; or
whether they be afflicted with stone or gravel, or
wlfti ach» ? and trains settled In the loins over tho
regions of the kidneys, these Pills should betaken accordingt the printed directions, and the
Ointment eliotild he wc I nibbed into the small of
the back at bed time. This tieatment will gtv*
almost Immediate relief when all other means
have failed.

For Stomachs Out of Order.
No medicine will so effectuallyimprove the Jon*
the stomach as these Pills ; they lemove all acidity occasioned either by intemperance * r Improp
erdlet. They reach the liver and reduce It to a
healthy action; they are wonderfullyefficaciousin
cases of spasm-in fact they never ’all in curing
all disorders of the liver and s’omach.
HOLLOWAY’S PILL? are the best known In the
world for the following diseases:Ague. Asthma,
BillionsComplaints.Blotches on the Skin. Bowels,
Consumption. Debility, Diopsv. Dysentery,try
»ii.clas, Female ^regularities.Fevers of all kind*.
Fit-. G ut. Headache. Indigestion.Inflntnaiion,
Jaundice. Liver Complaints,Lumbago. P'les. Rheumatism. R teutlon of urlno. Scrofula or King’s
Evil, Sore Throats. Mono and Gravel. Tic Douloureux. Tumors. Ulcers, Worms, of all kinds, Weaknees from any cansc. etc
of

IMPORTANT CAUTION.
None arc gennlneunless the signature of J. Hawdock. ns agent lor the United Mates, surrounds
each box oi Pills, and Ointment.A handsome reward will be given to any one rendering such Information as may lead to the detectionof any
partvor parties counterfeiting the medicines or
vending the s-.me, knowing them to be spurious.
,•* Sold at the maoufnciorvof ProfessorHollo
wa & Co.. New York, and by all respectable druggists and dealers in medicinethroughout the civilized world, in boxes at 25 ernts. 62 cents and $1.

japThoro

HARRINGTON.

is considerablesaving by taking the

_ _

iTlL— Directions for the guidanceof patienta hi
every disorder are affixedto cacl* box.
Office, 112

w-iy

Liberty Streat, New Yoik.
.

mim m

Cloths,

small at
R. J.

chronic."
"I gave one of your Pills to my babe for cholera
morbus. The dear liule tiling got well in a day.9
“My nausea of a morning is now cured.”
“Your box of Holloway's Ointinrntcured me of
noises In the head. I rubbed some of your Olnt
meat behind the ears, and the noise has left.”
’•Sriidme two boxes; 1 want one for a poor fam-

DR. SCHOUTEFS

HARRINGTON.

City Lots for Sale

house.”
”Dr. Holloway has cured my headache that war

Furniture,

am now preparedto take

A Good opportunityfor h Grist Mill.

to re.

in no small degree the

187.’).

Carpets,

that, in bis individualutterances

may depend

'

AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.

& Co.

Fine norscs and beantiful carriages,entt-rs.and
at1 kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at our
stable at reasonable rate*.

E. J. Harrinton..

suffer rather il>an involve the country in a

new revolution.It is riot difficult to foresee how liule is needed to plunge the repuplic into hopeless anarchy. Within the
next three months, the great trial will

and

LOT

Onr

Holland, DcC.

There was never a time, perhaps,in our sold,
history, when it was more necessarythan

and

Ladies,
Youths,

fluence of popular sentiment to set matters

come, and it behooves exery citizen

Ul

price,

HARRINGTON.

all circumstances,trusting to the in.

right in the end.

*•1 had no appetite; 11 olio way 'b Pills gave me a
hearty one."
"Your Pills are mnrv. Hons.”
"I send for another box, and keep them in the

ily.”

new «tock of Gobds has just been opened, am!
we can state to the Public that it has been
IxMght expressly for this season of the year.

It is

GIVE USX TRIAL
Glassware, Crockery, unsurpassed at the Cheap Store of

-

easy.

BARN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.

Hup porters to be peaceable and orderly un_

der

AND BLINDS,

W. YERBEEK

H.

(1—

HARRINGTON.

forcibly what must seem to the unpartisan

citizen as

<1

sale Lot 8, Block 41, heingon the South
East corner of Ninth and Market Streets.City of
Holland. The buildingsare all new. It Is » ties
I ruble location for any hind of hulsiness. Terms
D. TE HOLLER.
llot.t.Awr. M’ch . March 3.
&-tf

U

Groceries of the best pial-

2, 1876.

Maik these Pacts.
HOLLOWAY’S FILL.

offer for

Or anything In our line, mannfactumlon short
botisc.

limy, hie

Wade Hampton

all slate officers.

O

--

^ 3

HOUSE, STORE
— —
—

cheaper than at whole-

E. J.

lican minority in the Legislature.This
for governor; for the Legislaturedecides

cr

c

IDIR/TT ZKIILILT Soots

sale at

Edgeworth and Lau-

deteat of

O'

P
^ <
x a

STEAM

){

HATS

ment of the court, and securing a Repub-

means the

A

to al|

rens counties, thereby reversing the judg-

also

H

a ~

FOR SALE!
I

While the court was sitting, the board ity for Furs, call on
held a session, threw out the returns of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
two counties, and issued certificates, not

ture, excepting for

©

^

want

DOORS, SASH

the decision of the court, albeit Republi-

the Hayes electors,but also

CO

“

S-

^

SEE.

VAN PUTTEN.

The lentimonyofthe Whole World,

3

SPECIALITY.

and feared that

can, would prevent them taking their seats.

to

•

Lj

Mill.

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A

call at

majority of the board were candidates for

the Republican candidatesfor the Legisla-

ai
[fj ~i

M
<

42-1 v

arc confident we can satisfyall whe

WE HAVE

E. J.

only

187(1.

Holland, Aug.

tzj

BOSMAN.

MD

G.

Mont Approved Patterns;

new Suit of

Harrington.

e. j.

its authority. The

re elec ‘.ion to state offices,

2,

w.

13T CALL

a

H-

CC

be relied upon.

For cutaneous Disorders,

And we

you need

If

the state, although they had previously

that a

Holland, Dpc.

Of

mandate of the Supreme Court of

be

j.

In rc-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

go to

chief reason for this appears to

I

2
3

Goods jtre jirst-class.

PRICES ARE LOW.

Dress

State Canvassers have disregardedami de-

its

see our

Pi

<1

a>

Clothes for yourself or boys

and recognized

and

a call

HARRINGTON.

most part, without the confidence of the
country. The South Carolina Board of

tion,

Great Variety.

Planing

charge of the electoialreturns are, for the

submitted their proceedingsto

Ml

<rt

The

Cfi

Hi

Feed.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

(J)

becoming so
many thinkingand con.

servativc persons look forward with alarm,

fied the

>
*
b a
Sd
[A H
W
*
M

£-

^

c

c!

politicalsituation is

complicated that

pa p
rt-

Cheap Store of

the political crisis:

“The

rj

Goods.

Under the above head the able editor of
the

AtU'crtisifinrnts.

£
o

'-i

(V

One door West of VAN LANDKQBND&MELIS
ing to believe that the party in power and now offers a full line of good- and at such reawould refuse to yield to the force of indig- sonable prices,Hut It will be to the advantage of
every one to come and Inquire. Wc have amide
nant public opinion, and usurp tbe reins facilities in our new quarters to make up clothing

square yard than in your city of Chicago.
“

his

all

or

«

&

Etc., Et»«.

o

J 3

r+-

W§
f
o<
H

NEW BRICK STORE

mud on the prinat short notice.
of government,if it should be plainly
dry weather all
demonstrated that victory bud been obdust— experieuce taught us this. Where
tained only by the influence of gross and All
can you find a city that contains more
palpable fraud.”
gamblers, confidence men, thieves,murHats & Caps in
derers, cut throats, and such like, to the

in rainy weather it

cipal thoroughfares,

p

Ir1

^
P
-3
^

3*
CT3

03 S

H
H

3

CLOTHING

M ADE

M

[>

Flour

at

Q 3 egd
3

both parties,over the inclina-

tion to yield to temptationsof

only close after asking you

questions about the city

members of

Tailor,

Dealer In all kinds of

any more than suppliescut Id be voted
without the action of the House.

3
P

occur, and the credit of this belongs to the
people at large, believing, as they do, that

W. Bosnian,

J.

Holland, Mich., Oct.

18,

1876.

expectorant pul-1

Havea speciflc Influence upon the Liver aid
Bdwets, and stimulate these orgnns into such vieorons action that tho impedimenta arc removed.
Favorablyknown br operating mildly.
They prevent all irregularitiesoriginating from
imp unties of the Blood.

—
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—

Wholesale and Retail

- BY --

II.

WALSH,

Druggist.
Holland. Mich.

Holland. Mich., Feb. 25, 1875.
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Arctic expeditions.
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Don’t
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GRAND RAPIDS,
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Garibaldi and Ricusoli have been reAm* men are not homeless, hut some
elected to the Italian parliament. \ ismen are home less than others.

cur-

J

bet “comes

on the inside of this paper

---

won on

down over the eyes

Another Mormon

of the

Van O’Linda is reported

wife, encouraged by

the success of Brigham's

Ann

Eliza, has

sued her husband for a divorce.

im

to be

A FtVKYKAROLD

daughter of Peter

-

is considerablehunting going of

on since the snow

is

on

the

Our

Wednesday last.
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townsman. 0**o. \V, McBride, 'ghem safely in

i

;

FOR THE CURE

57 Monroe-st..

Wm. Vkrbeek,

P.

M.

A savaob prize-fightoccurred at Virgi-

On ThanksgivingDay the

turn out ami give them a good house.

Torrent & Arms, of Muskegon, Mich.,
lliejr new snw-mill enclosed and are
that Louisiana, after throwing <,>ut 12,000 noW jlU<v putting in llte machinery, which
Tilden votes casts ligr vote f<ir Hayes i uill consist of two circulars, two gangs,
Wheeler. South Carolinaand Florida al- 1 ,|iret,
ntachinery, etc.
so manage to count Hayes in. The State n,m |8 |)Uj|t on t|ie 8ne of one burned
question in South Carolina remains very j jHsUummer.
dubious— the Demttcralsholding
-House and the Rcpultlicans the Senate. Mr. E. W. Sf.wki.l,a ( anadian shiphuilder, is going to attempt to keep the
For a few days past there has been some , Sl ijnwrence River below Quebec open
evident blunderingon the mail train from a|, wjnU.r In considerationof a small
Chicago to this city. It occurring
oflered l»y tlie Canadian governChicago papers had been sent through to mc|)t jie j,aH constructed a powerful iron-

First Re-

Deacons.

Church they held
some of the old Eiders
and Deacons were re-elected, and some
new ones were elected in addition to the
old number.
In the Third

an election also—

|
.

Leo broken. Mr. James Lawver, near
North Holland Station, while working in
the woods on Tuesday last, met with a se-

1

rious
* u >» »*'
accident,
v/l\lVylli f as
breaking
i v
^ as his
aiio left
• % leg
^ ywbelow
v/
the knee. He was taken home and cared "tlR‘r
1

I

r

I

i v/

1

.... who

for by Dr. Morris of this city,

reports
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tlie
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|

returnetlhere the n('xl I cjH(| propeller,by
ivnivt of
nf these blunders is that
thi.t 1
worst
break the ice.

t"wns and

Tim
day. The

ilmsi*

A Doctor who Cures.

are really not to

on

occured

blame

Friday afternoon! Office is accurate and

at

reliable,

J
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In the report of

1

.

BWKr.r’a

tfr Stlrplcul-turc-few. hcaithy children, or none,

n':'

IK,,.. ('horca^Pal.y, .nrf

.dies.

denounce a man who taken hopelesscases from i cured where other means fall, hy Improved remothe hands of good physicians, ana by his superior
r sr t n O
skill and improved remediesrestores them at once
) K 1’ ( ) lv i»I I 1 1 L g) ,
to

I

^TOO LA TK! DIED THROUGH
p/mr; H VAV;/ KCT'" Hurk'c*' Hlseases. sneers. Tumors. Hare-Lip,
NhOLhl T.
most
!!

\

t

r

r w

(

F|^l||a n,lb.K()ol,t.lc.,r. I11(.a|t.dby the

In how many cases thia can be said of friends or proved methods,
relativesvictim* of Consumption or otht r nsldu*
/
> wt ri'>
on* disease, and h"w sad the reflection that
lv
I
timely, skillfultreatment to prolong IthJ was

. »
the IT

IN 1

I

I,''

j Fi

neg- »m,wa«

tp-

If 1A XT
Hi IN

IV1

i\t%

«»

I
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iiau

lMMost families haveone or more with IPe emblt- ^(1111)61KIDDLE " ABED ADD OLD XEV
tered by needless suffering— seldom free from pain. Snffcrihg the sail effects on body and mind of 8c!f
always conscloua of disease or dlsabllltv.
yet who Abase. Excesses. Dtseaae. or Defi ct. whanver
can fie restored to health by the skillful Specialist rend or doctored In vain, let it I despairnr false
ra^Establihed here In extensivepractice since niodcstv be your ruin Mil call or send at once.
18W* at (fit.Louis In ’<5, Han Francisco during ’74) ffT' I'he only sure, rationnl, lastingcure for
enjoying a w ide and meritedreputation as a most spermatorrlKea
Seminal Weakness. N rvous I)osnccessral Physician, and having thorough quallfl- blllty, Impotence,oic. No (|iiackmor deception
cations, Insight and aplress for the healing art, i Frleiidljadvice and reJIahleaid. It Is well known
with all the best means and appliances— lustra- that Dr .\, nlwajs effects a mre. His treatment
men ts and remedies -known to the Profession, a (• eludes six— you need never look elsewhere,
constant r»iw%
snccessslonof cures still attends
Dr.
Those about to marry should not fall to coDitlllUin.
v;»«iiriaiiv
-----.. . . practice,
----- ------------quickest, mild lemedleafor all private dls
Aikin’s
andj consequently
the number of
UUtklf eases or old symptom* Meet. Hxphllls,
his patients In ever on the Increase.
Htrcture,Uefvcls. Phimosis, Hydrocele.Varicocele. etc., radicallycured. No mercury used. Pri
1/ It
1 Iv 1 1 n
i va>e Kooms. N » “g' tong pnacrlptlons.’’
Trau*TIIB WELL KNOWN SPECIALIST.NOW FKR Icrs iromptly
.....
While many Innocent v‘ctlm* suflYr the terrible
MANKNTLY LOCATED IN GRAND
effect* of ccrtal . disease* neglectedor badly treat
RAPIDS. MICH.
ed by physicians In general ithoy should not be In
HIS IMPROVED HKMKDIK8 AND TREATMENT
strucied with these cases) it Is right and proper to
HAVE MADE HIM CKI.KHIt ATKI) Foil
use plain lorms that the Indiscreet or unfortnnate
may know where to get help, and no offense con he
IIIS EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS.
ALL CLASSES OF PA TIES TS TREATED taken by pure minded persons—See Titus 1-lh.

which he hopes

— the chief of engineers,
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wrnsvss

.

-
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DR..ATKIN.,

supplied.

WITH KOVAL CARE AND SKILL.
EU8D2EDS ATTEST TBX QBXAT EFLCACY OF BIS
TREATXXKT.
aura mam Btamr tmaramaa, Lvjta
Tmaamr. mam armaavamaatt ffuamaaa Ctraaa, maa 9amaaa flaa#

a mm

just submitted to the secretary of war, are

CoaarirvrtoaaWv»*>r vr
maa Matarimaamraa.

the following estimates for improvements

Ill* I'ATIKNTS (JAIN 10 TO 40 I.BH. in weioiit.

at the residence of C. P. Becker, on

last

CeuUc

he
proEPILEPSY.

misled or influenced hy the envious. Jealous or

-----

all. Our Post

Business

from Fain. Weakness. Whites, Ulceration,Sup-

I

cheaper than suffering and funerals. Do not

.

our Post Office gets the blame, while they

him as doing well.

A kirk

the effect jmvw

plUK

formed Church re-elected their Elders and

8

between the Library and
Union Ticket Office.

I

general favorite,a close student^ December 18th, 1870 at Kenyon’s Hall. one hour and ten minutes and was considand after a complete course of studies,had The price of admission is put down to 25 ered the most bfutal one on record. Dubjust started into a fine practice when death cents. Now let all lovers of vocal music lin Pete coming out victoiious.

latest politicalnews is to

{j)—

DR. AIKIN

a

The

Grand Rapid*

N—

pre-eminentlyaacceaafnl In curing caaet in hi*
Groat 8- ecialtie*. and haamany Mvlng wltneafo* who
owe life and health to him. aficr having given up all
hope nf relief. Ilia remedies are moat Inlalllbtc,
with marvelous efficacyrelieving avinptomaand removing ihe cause of disease, restoring the vital organs to their natural function*, purifying and invigorating the whole system, and he is universally lulled upon ns

sad news of Dr. Albert Brock’s which C. Van Oostenlmigiieis leader, will nia City the other day, between Dublin
death reached us just ns we go to press. give a vocal concert on Monday evening, Pete and Jack Askew. • The fight lasted

manhood.

fi.

la

Tub

early

-

Separate mnm» f* r differentpntlenfM.Unit early,
Fat enti* arriving In the city fhouM come at once to
cee the Doctor before attending to other bnalnem.
Office bourn. 9 a. m. to 4 p m. Sunday U) io t.

social life.

cut short Ids hopeful career in the years of

--

Opposite (ibovc) Itathbnn House.

91 Ottawarst.,

III.

selves especially delighted by the glimpses count whatever.

He was

OF

convenientat

Prof. Huxley’s only regret with regard lssu*\ with reference to Hope College, was Mich., Dec. 7,’ '70. Addressed as follows:
to America is that his stay there was hut an error. No students were ever known Willie M Joscelyn, Grand Rapids, Mich.;
seven weeks instead of seven mouths. to play leap frog in any of the buildings, J. V. Kaar, in care Rev. Hazcnbcrg, Ful-

An amateur Singing Association,of

1

CHRONIC AND SURGICAL DISEASES.
w

----

home and

!

Stale prison.

Wednesday la*! on remove to Grand Haven. We regret to 1 Acuoudino to the Washington l hronide
Eighth street, and ran into a load of hay. part with his company; however, wc do In Inrgc number of supporters <if the lexas
Pacific Railroad scheme, of which PresiWould it not be handy to have a few loads pot begrudge his success.
dent
Thomas Scott is sponsor, have arrived
of hay or straw standing ready to receive
Grand
Rapids (Midi) wood worker- in Washington to begin lobbying.
runaway teams?
—
------shipped sevrn carload- 1 f furnitureand
The schr. Elva arrived on Tuesday pails in one train from that city recently. Livr of letters remaining in the Office ai
Holland. Mich., Dec. 7, 1870: Miss Lillie
last, hut could not come up any further Two cars comdgned to Louisville, Ky.
than Point Hujlerior, on account of the two to St. Louis, Mo, and one each to Danis, II. Gevengstonc,O. Johnson, Richtice. The latest reports of the sciir. Kate Galveston, Texas, and S m Francisco, Cal. ard Wilton.
Wm. Vkrhkkk, P. M.
Howard are that she will probably be a
Wk
learn from the President of Hope
total lors.
Letters held for postage at Holland,
--College that the paragraph in last week’s

they got of American

Health

And he has also another entranceat

ran away on

Both he and Mrs. Huxley declare them- nor have any been suspended on any ac- ton,

Without

—

Life

THS DOCTOB’3 LOCATION Ik moMt cllglMe, contra! amt

that Sherifl' Barton, of Riceeounty,arrived

^

Wealth, or Fame, or

i«

'Patch from Stillwater.Minn., says

ni

BEAD ALL.

Dr. Aikin’s Remedial Institute

Prosecuting Attorney elect, will shortly

A team

BAKERY.

SEARS

BE AID THIS._

with the Younger brothers, and lodged

sound on

to

DR. AIKIN'S DOUBLE COLUMN.

Verplanke,resigned.

ground, and

prices.

lie returned safe and

J

•

Tiik schr Banner, Cha’s. Brandt Capt., several deer have tieen brought into town,
left for Chicago on Saturday with a cargo scjling at lair

lumber,

Next door

84-8m

a

/ There

STREET
_ ^

22 1VEOXTROE

tors ot a new democratic paper to be start

handsome assortmentof holiday cd in Washington.
ice. A few days more of the same weath— goods we refer our young readers to the
er and we will have skating.
A man of sixty and a woman ol fifty
store of A. Flietstra.He sods cheaper
eloped in Norli Carolina, not because anyOne-third of the oort'ee crop of the than ever before.
body opposed their marriage,hut for the
world, to say nothing of peas and rye. is
The In test news from New York recites sake of the romance.
consumed in the United Stales.
— *
horrible accident The Brooklyn
----------Wk hear it rumored that our townsman Theatre burned, and 250 lives are reported Andrew Fi.iktstiia has made appllca
lion to the Common Council for the ap
H. Van den Berg will make a pleasure hist in the flames.
pointment of City Marshall, in the place
tour to the Netherlands. We wish him a
^afe return.

in

and Ivory Chamberlain are

a leg broken above the knee.

For

but is permanently located

the newly fitted up store at

Rumored, that Messrs. Manlon Marble
to he Hie edi-

Wolters was run over by a sleigh and had
her recovery.
------ •4*^- ---Black Lake is covered with a sheet of

more at the corner of Canal and Lyon

streets,

a

winner’s soul.”

proving,and hopes arc now entertained of

of

Ts no

conti Veuostn was defeated.

Prok. SwifJO says that u hat

Tiik President’s message will be found

-

pay your taxes.

Mcengs U ready for you.

your subscription.

-----

rent question now-n-days.

M^ts.

at once with

in in good

set

good fora Cough?—

is

come

all

Hood Advice and ilnod Treatment
Youths and men who have received Irom others
had treatment ami Immoral advice (resulting In
sad consequencesor terriblediseases),will find a
true fiietni In t. Aikin. whose counsel and nine
dies they can rely upon for their moral an physical
well-being.

STST-STUTTERING

!

Congress met on last Monday, and the of ports of the northwest: Calumet, $5,- Serious, ComplicatedDiseases,that for Stammering,*nd Iinpu>Hinents In speech that dally
9lh street. The fire originated hy a little
and hourly vex an . mor Ify, and make one a laugh
House of Representatives opened the hall 000; Michigan City, $58 000; Frankfort,
Many years Resist the Treatment of
Ing stock through Ulo. permanently cured by a
girl playing with matches. It was disnumerous Physicians, are speedily
by electing 8. Randall Speaker,vice Kerr $22,000; Manistee, $80,000; Ludington
scientific, rational and practical n ethod.
covered in time, so that the inmates with
Sick Heolache. bid Ague, cured hy tine dose.
Cured by Dr. Aikin.
deceased. We cannot but class this elec- $20,000; PeHtwater,$39,200; White River
Antidot. s lor Opiunn Tobacco and Liquor Ila'blle.
the help of the neighbors were enabled to
hupporterjNPreventives, Syringes,etc,
tion as indicativeof a hot party battle in the harbor, $84,500; Muskegon, $8,990; Grand.
The Right Doctor at Last. Trusses,
supplied.
put it out. The damage is estimated at
Halls of Congress. The House immedi- ] HftVe|)t ^(jop. K|ack Lake, $15,000;
A suffererfor years from disease and bad treatabout twenty dollars, covered by insurnlely proceeded with sending committees Saugatuck, $10,000; South Haven, $70, ment, writes: “Dr. Aikin. 1 thank you from the
Every Patient (either sex) mar freely state alt
bottom of my heart for making me as well as 1 am.”
ance in the Firemen’s Fund, of California.
to investigate the notorious election busi- 000; St. Joseph, $10,800.
A gentleman states: “Dr Aikin. yon aroilaht- parilcular*of thuii ca*e to Dr. Aikin, elther In per
!• Is needles* lobe sick. IL followmjrvourdirec- son or by leper, reposing to his trust any delicate,
tions. after your medicines had cured ms, have personal, or family matter, andean always rely up
On Thursday evening last the Centen- ness in the Stales of Florida, South Caro-

CONFIDENTIAL!

nial View Co. gave the citizens of Holland

lina

and Louisiana.

----

«•»-

an opportunityto see 200 selectedviews

-

Silver bullion is now quoted in the
London market at 55 pence per ounce,

The Illustrated Weekly is improving very which is only about 10 per cent, below the
from the Centennial grounds in Philadel- fast. Its editorials are first class, and its
price prevailingbefore the great decline
phia. The company organized in Grand literatureis very attractive. Its mechani
began three years ago. If the price conHaven, and is managed by Mr. C. P. cal execution is improved wonderfully
tinues to advance as rapidly as it has done
Storrs, a gentleman well known throughduring the present volume, which is for the past few weeks, cam our subsidiaout the county, and thoroughlycompetent.
^rawing to a close. If its execution will ry silver coins will hear a premium over
The
attended— in fact,
The show was well attended-in
tact, a
a keep on impr()ving in the next year as
greenbacks before a great while, and then,
big house, and it seems to us another night , it ha8 jn the prt8l it win#Ceriuinly be in the
in obedience to a well known law, they
of it umnhl
would La
have
vo been remunerative
romnnoru. V« for
for frorU rank of iUugtrateajoUrualS published
will go into the melting pot, and the
tlie Company.
in this country. It is published hy Chas.
country will suffer from a scarcity of small
— --- -«•»> ---Our readers will notice the new adver- Clucas & co., No 14 Warren street, New change. If silver goes hack to 01 pence
tisement for Mr. E. J. Harrington.He is York city.
per ounce, or thereabouts, where it stood

M

Wn

Kept perfectlywell. I tell everybodyof your great
success and Improved treatment.”
Another one says: “Have never felt so well In
my life as when under your care and since your
curing mo.”

i

lots

—

-

-

containeda small

Herald of last

is

showing

week

article reflecting the

neutrality of this paper.

.

Now, we

think

it

good crop of audacity on the

a

assume to be
has most effectually
reputation in this County

part of our friend Dubois to
a judge, whereas he

establishedhis

as a most intense partisan. Wc claim,

same time
completely iudependent— the opinion of
still,to

be

neutral, but at the

River

“

so far out of the way, in trying to

n

above the

make

Treasurer, leaving

1

rendered this disease a less formidable

graphically depicted by

I keep a large assortment of Boy’s

cheap.

fileighsaml Iloltby-horaes andaell them
j

fect|

*

have a(Tccled thousands of
Sold
everywhere.25
an uncollectedbalance j cures.
A* cents per

said, that unless it is of $225,00.

intelligence— certainly not

negro.

.

m> irlends as

of

No Exon e

BLINDNESS! DEAFNESS!

for

Yon.

CURED Al HOME.

CATARRH, CONSUMPTION,

LADIES!

.ith

against the liquor dealers of this city, dur-

corrected, we shall regretfully be obliged

to class his

I

.

i

what Huxley

points.

“

opinion to the contrary notwsthstand- in* the fecal year!, |l 780.30 uf ^ich
been paid over to the Cftyl

us say

all

A

-

log. As tothe criticism about those articles, $1,555.30 has
it is

eater treat
ment (and for Dee money) in all Special Caen than
ennbe had Detrhere.lie Is easily accessible from

All Diseases and Affections of the Eye and Ear
Personsat a distance may be cured at home by
successfullytreated by mild remedies. Crass
EyesStralgntened. ArtificialEye* Insetted that addressing a letter to Dr. Aikin, Mating cam. si mptoms, length of time the disease has continued,
look natural. No pain.
and have medicines promptly forwarded, free from
damage and curiosity to any part of the country,
with full and plain directions for use, by enclosing
Asthma. Bronchitis, and all Throat and Lung tin In registered letter,P. O. order, or Express.
Complaint* (which In this country,are the greatCali, or address Pnor. N. J. Antis, M. D.,
late advance in silver may lie attributed to est enemies to Health and Life) when change of
Poor ................... 2,000.00
climate and all else falls, are cured by Dr. Atkin a
57 Mourn St., Gram Ewit,Mlcli.
the treasury operation of buying $1,000,000
Rejected ............... 50.00
Improved Inhaler and Constitutional
Bestoratlve
UXSKIXI: DR. AIKIN Is the only qualified,
$14,808.05 worth of silver bullion in the London Treatment.
experienced,nllabliBpcclallat here; treats hi-*
patlenta honorable;gives the chotceat remedies;
Lingering or Chronic JH senses.
SPECIAL.
market. It is possible that much may be
la a regular graouate In medicine; universally
Scrofula, RheumatDm. Dyspepsia,Piles, Goitre,
Eighth Street Improve. $1,774.90
du® to that operation, and if so we cani&t
owned the mo*t successful,and !> the right one to
Dropsy,Gravel, Constipation,
Tape-Worm,
Liver
1,040 07
employ in all cases. Envious doctors try to inbe at all sure that the advance will be Dlsea»es, etc., ol whatever name or nature, care- jure hfm-thos* In general practice attempt every
fully diagnosed and skillfullytreated.
Sidewalk ..............85,88
case they can get, though unable to well treat
maintained,unless other operations of the
$2,901.45
special dlseaaes-while
never denouncingotbvrM.
same kind are undertaken for the benefit
D.’s, but sending them faml.y patienU, careful.
courteous.
soberVlndepcDdent.
Dr. Aikin devotes
The Married or Single desiring aid or advice In
Total ............... ...... $17,709.47 of the bonanza people.
any delicatematter relating to health (and beauty),
Collection Fees ................ 702.30
preventlop.,and cure ofdesease,confidentlyconthe Doctor with the assuranceof safe, quick find the aid they seek.
Holloway’s Pills on Ointmknt.- sult
nrRead this Column and land to a Friend or
cure in all cases, as be Is doubtlessthe most skillGrann Total ........ ....... $18,411.77 Scrofula or morbid deposits in the lungs, ful ladles’physician In the world. Do not suffer Invalid.
The amount of special taxes assessed j0|ntg and Tissues. These medicines have

the editor of the Herald, or any oilier editor’s

confidence and secrecy.

--

---

The Grand Haven

Iciest

TIIK MOST DIFFICULT CASES SOLICITED.
DOCTOR TO HAVE FAITH IN.
Commit ation Free. emu ulwnyi Reason ahle
A laily writes to Dr. Aikin: ”1 am so soon and
easily well by your treatment that my faith In Come prepaiod to arrange needful, thorough treatyou is unbounded and shall recommend you to all ment Satie faction Quarnnieedto All. Medicines

The annual assessmentroll (or this city down
of goods. His grocery business is for the year 1870, has been placed in the
steadily augmenting, as the farmers arc
hands of Collector Mcengs. The respec.
bound to find out who sells cheapest, and
live amounts are as follows:
will deal with such an house. Mr. Harto advocate the payment of the debt in silGENERAL.
rington is retailing some articles so cheap
ver dollars, or even to advocate the coinState .................. $ 037.44
that even the Chicago “ drummers” must County ...............2.220.85
age of such dollars for the benefit of bullCity
..................
2,000.00
admit that they can’t sell him anything—
ion dealers. In this connectionIt would
0,743.80
because Mr. Harrington retails below their School ................
be interesting to know how much of the
Fire Dep’t ............550.00

constantly receiving and shipping large

wholesaleprices. For further particulars

stt

0TDR. AIKIN owtranDn btlltr,

a most reliablephysician,''
furnish t'l. Patients visited, In city, or any dls
••Must have help, or die, or go insane, I conclu- tancc, In serious cases
ded.” writes a mau
in poor health for years,
who. iifiora short treatment by Dr Aikin, further
states: “Your remedies are having a rentarkiihle From the wrong Idea that he charges too much,
effect. I can sleep belter, am gaintne flesh, and many whom Dr. Aikin would soon cure, continue
my health Is improving in al. respects”
to suffer or doctor curch ssly , wasting time, buy lug
DR AIKIN has given the public sufficientevi- worinlessra/rafmr</«d/*watid
trying recipes, amt
dence to convincethe most skeptical and incre- In thl. way expend more than sufficient to have
dulous that his meth-d of treatmentis peculiarly cmed and kept them well. '1 he fact Is, by saving
successful In every department of his Great Speci- drug bills, loss of time, etc., he cures for lesa than
alties, especially such cases as have detled the
others.
skill «>f other and Justly celebratedphysicians:
hence NO ONK SHOULD DKSFAlItthat Is afflictLike is too Short. to be Miserable.
to 1873, silver dollars ol the old ed with seomlngiyIncurabledisease, but cherish
IITU YOU have any serious, obstinate disease
standard will, if coined, once more he a hope of being relievedof suffering.If not entirely or annoyingsymptoms, no matter how discouraged
cured, by bis succesful mode of treatment
or bov disappointed,stop useless doctoring and
worth more than gold dollars,and there
df sing and auply to tho Doctor. Sufferers for year*
or a lifetimene cures Id a few weeks.
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THE NEWS CONDENSED.

L ppatt communicated the opinion of tha Su-

THE BAST.
4 kewly-made bride and groom, of Bpringftold, Mass., named Oaddey, while going borne
in a coach from a wedding party, were strnok
by a locomotive while oroeaing the Ware River
railroad. The bride wae fatally Injured and
the groom wae terribly brufetd^
TvrDmr-KouB bnildinga belongingto the
Bond of Finance of the CentennialExposition, and a dozen belongingto individuals,
were eold at auctionone day last week on the
Exhibition grounds, and realized 1206,160.
The cost of construction wae •2.600,000.
Machineryhall. Memorialhall, and Horticultural hall were not included in the sale. The
InternationalExhibition Company, of Philadelphia, bought what buildings they will need in
future years.

The BrooklynTheater,Brooklyn, N. Y., has
been destroyed by fire. Loss, $250.000 ____ A
Bethlehem (Pa.) dispatch says that more than
ooe-half of the mines in the State are stopped.

The number of men thrown out of work is estimated at between 35.000 and 45,000. It is believed that the the suspension will be entire by
the middle of this month.

THE WEST.
Peter McCabthky,one of the moet expert

and dangerouscounterfeiter*that

ever in-

American republic, having been tried and found guilty in
the United States Ooqft at Indianapolis,was
the other day sentenced to an imprisonment
of fifteen yean in the penitentiary... .The
new Iron bridge of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St, Paul railroadacross
the Mississippi at LaCrosse, Win.,
was recently completed at a coet of
•500.000. and tested with a train of forty
flated the paper currency of the

heavily-ladenfreight care. The bridge is 1,688
feet long, having five spans of 150 feet
each, two of 164 each, one of 250, and a draw
span of 860 feet. . .Chicago elevators contain
2.839,614 bushels of wheat; 282,590 bushels
of corn ; 424 399 bushels of oats ; 90.060 bushels
of rye, and 1,060,206 bushelsof barltv, making
a grand total of 1716,869 bushels, against
2,637,267 buahels at this period last year.
.

A
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took place in Chicago, on Thanks-

giving day.

at

vote in the ElectoralCollege. . Ordered printed, and
to be referred to the Committee on PmUegee and
Corliss, the Presidential
Elections when appointed. It providesthat the
elector-elect,is ineligible by reason of being
Revised Statutes shall be amended ao that the eleca member of the United States Centennial tion for President and Vice President shall be held
Commission. Ths Hen. W. D. Sister was in October, and the Electoral College shall meet in
elected to fill the vacancy, receiving 81 votes, the January following.
to 19 for Charles R. Cutler, the Democratic
Home.— Tho House proceedinga were dull and
candidate.
spiritless. A resolution was adopted assigning

preme Court that

the corner of South Water street

FOREIGN.
The Queen

Saturday. Dec. 16, for the presentation of suitable

of England has granted medals

to every person serving on the steamers Alert,

Discovery,and Pandora during the Arctic expedition . Accounts from the Bombay (India)
Presidencyrelative to the famine are gloomier.
This year's rainfall in the distroesed districts
is not one-third of the avenge fall. The
prospects in the Presidency of Madras also
continue unfavonble.
.

for Governor and Lieutenant Governor, the
committee reporting that the Secretary had surrendered the returns to Mackey, the Speaker of
the Republican House.
The military still garrisonthe State House.
The Supreme Court met and adjourned without transactingany business, the lawyer*being
engaged in making a return to the habeas cor-

.

resolutionson the death of the late Hpeaker Kerr.
The only matter of importancethat trans. The Hpeaker then announced the Preeident'a
annual Message, which was thereupon read by the pired in the afternoon waa that the missing
Cltrk . On motion of Wood (N. Y.),the Message member of the Republican Legislaturewas dis.

.

and accompanyingdocuments were ordered
printed forthwith in pamphlet form,
and were referred to the Committee
of the Whole on the State of the Union....

covered and brought in, which gave that body
their quorum of fifty-nine.
Immediatelyafterward the Committee on
Pririlegeeand Elections, appointed yeeterday
by Speaker Mackey, submitted a report, seating
the Republican members- five in number—
from Barnwell county.
In the Senate the concurrentreeolution
passed yeeterdayby the House, providingfor a
canvass of the returns for Governor and Lieutenant Governor to-day at 3 p. m., was amended by naming 12 m. Friday,to which time the
Senate adjourned.

The Speaker announced the following select committees : Ou Loulslana-Messre.
Morrison, Jenks,
McMahon, Lynde, Blackburn, Meade, House,
Phelps,New, Ross, Townsend (Pa.), Danford,
On Nov. 18 the campaignin Cuba was opened Hurlbut (111.), Crapo and Joyce. On Florida—
by a severe fight on the plains of Minaos, Messrs. Thompson, De Bolt, Walling, Hopkins, Garfield and Dunnell. On the South Carolina comabout midway between Remideoe and St Espirmittee the name of Cochrane was substituted for
Has. According to Spanish accounts, their that of Stenger, excused on account of illnessin
force consisted of only 400 infantry. They his family.
were attacked by the insurgents, numbering 300
infantryand 400 cavalry,who had taken up
Columbia, 8. 0., Nov. 30.— The Democratic
THE PRESIDENTIAL CONTEST.
their position on the plains. When the fight
House took peaceable possessionof the State
commenced the Spaniards were encamped at a Canvass of the Votes in the Three Disputed LegislatureHall at their regular hour of conplace bidden from view of the plains by a small
vening— 11 o’clock— this morning. The ReStates.
range of hills. Tbs insurgents,by sending
publican House entered the hall at noon, the
LOUISIANA.
out some guerrillas, enticed a portionof the
regular hour of meeting. Both Speakers are
Spanish forces into the plains, where a numNew Orleans. Nov. 29.— In the Returning on the starM. Wallace, Democrat, is in the
ber fell on them, and, whilst these Spaniards Board, after considerablediscussionas to re- chair, and Mackey, Republican, at the Clerk’s
were fighting for their lives,the remainder of turns not received, Gov. Wells stated that the desk. Everything is peaceable,and good temthe insurgents attacked the other Spanish testimonyin the contestedcases must be closed per prevails.No person is allowed in thehaU
except members.
troops behind the hills. The result of this by Friday afternoon at 4 o’clock.
affair is, that both parties claim a victory, the
Gov. Well* said the board would then go into
Gen. Huger has sent his staff officer to the
insurgents,as usual carryingoff the greater executive sessiou. He said the Democrats Speaker's stand, and notifiedthe Democratic
portion of their wounded and dead. The could present two witnesses in the case of Speaker, Wallace, that at noon to-morrowthe
Spanish lost thirty-three killed and fifty-nine Ouachita,and only one ooold be in the room at Democratic members from Edgefieldwould not
wounded,ameng the latter six officers.The a time.
be permitted on the floor of the House. Upon
insurgentsleft twenty-four dead ou the field.
Returns from Lafayette,Grant, and Tanga- receipt of that order, a protest was immediately
Col. J. A. MacDonald, Captain of the Scot- phoa were hi ought in during the day. Two sent to Gen. Huger.
{Kills in Lafayette parish, giving 350 Democratic
Columbia,S. C., Dec. 1.— The situation is
tish Rifle Team which recentlyvisited the Unimajority, were not found ou the consolidated unchanged.Both bodies have occupied the
ted States, has been appointed Solicitor Gen- returns, but the vote was obtained from the
House of Representatives since yesterday.
eral for Scotland — Arthur ft Glass, Teller of accompanyingtally-sheets.Tnere was a pro- Numerous propositionsfor a compromisehave
test
with
the
returns
dated
the
28th
inati
The
Molson's Dank, at Montreal, was arrested reavailed nothing. The United States troops
vote of one poll in Taigaphoaparish was miss- have not interfered. The DemocraticReprecently for the embezzlement of 115.000.
ing, and the tally-sheets were also absent
sentatives from Edgefieldand Laurens counties
A special from Constantinoplesays an inunTTie returns of Grant parish were received are £till in their seats.
dation baa occurred at Adnanople by which from the United States Supervisor. The State
A propositionwas signed by the two Speak1.000 houses were swept away ____ A terrible Supervisor, after appointing a Commissioner ers to adjourn the respective Houses simulgale oocurred ou the 3d inst. in the British of Election,left the parish before the elec- taneously,to meet to-morrow at noon, with
Isles, bv which considerabledamage was done. tion, notwithstanding the protest of both the status of each unchanged, to take effect
The freight steamer Prince was foundered in Republicans and Democrata.Toe election immediately, provided Gen. Roger would
the storm. All on board, fourteen in number, was held, however,under the auspices of agree, but Roger refused,on the ground that

and Michigan avenue, by which a large stone- were lost
front businessbuilding was totally destroyed.
Bismarckhas made another Important speech
Loss •150,000;insurance,about •100,000.
on the Eastern question, his remarks on this
Ow the 24th ult, E. F. Carr, a farmer,living
occasion being addressed to the German Partwo miles south of Calamus, Neb., murdered
liament.He gave the assurance, in the most
his wife aad two male children, and then definite and emphatic manner, that the tuple
hanged himeelf. No reason is assigned for allianceremains close and firm, and that the
the deed.
hopes of its enemies that it mty be broken are
THE SOUTH.
absolutely groundless.Germany, he said,

Democraticand RepublicanUnited

39!^

T^den^ ^

fol*ow*D^re8Q^

States

'

he must obey orders if he received them from
Washington.

the election in the office of Mr. Dennis ; and
that a toUy-aheet waa kept He don’t know
what became of the sheet ; that the ballot-box
was token to bis (Vance’s) house on election
night, kept there tiU morning, when it wae

token in* basket to the Court Home. Witness
was born in Canada, And educated at a Buffalo
(N. Y.) coalmen school.
P. P. Black (colored) testified that he was
Inspector of Elections of Archer; that 531
votes were cast, counted, and put in a certificate regularly.

The Democrats than filed objections to the
vote of Duval county on the ground that fiftythree Don-registeredmen voted; that thirtythree men voted twice ; that thirteen under
penal convictionvoted ; that thirteen inmates
of the County, Jail voted : that the registration
list was padded and packed, the only Democratic member of the Board of County Oommiseionorebeing removed just before the election to make room for fraud there.
The Republicansfiled objection*to twentynine votes in Nassau and twenty-three in Duval, on the ground that two paymasters of railroads gave Democratic ticketsmarked with
certain numbers to negro employes, and told
them they would be dischargedif those numbers
were not found in the box ; that these negroes,
through fear, did vote the numbered tickets ;
and various other grounds of intimidation and
violence.

The Republicans objectedto Jackson county
on the generalcharge of intimidation, violence,
and fraud.
Ex -Congressman Walls (colored) testified
that he did not offer Dukes $250 or any other
sum to sign the affidavit introducedby the Republicans. He did go to Dukes' house with
Belton to persuade Dukes to sign it. Dukes
said he would sign them in town when thev
reached town. Belton and Dukes retired to
Belton’s office.Belton came out after awhile
saying Dukes had touched the pen and signed.
Dukes cannot write his name. He touches the
pen and the mark is made for hhn.
Maj. Me Can (colored) said he waa in Belton’s
officeon the 13th, and saw Dukee put his mark
to the affidavit that was read to him. It was
something about the Archer box being placed
on a low bench where the voters could not see
It ; that one Inspectortook a handful of tickets
out of the box aud put them in his pocket ; that
all the Republican votee weie taken from the
box at one precinct daring ths dinner hour,
when it was left open and unguarded.
The hoard then adjournedfor the day. Papers in other countieswill be filed to-morrow,
which is the last day for filingpapers.

Tallahahhkk,Dec. 2. -This being the last
day for the introductionof testimonybefore
the Board of Canvassera,tho dav waa taken up
moet ly by that work. Each aide'filedspecifications of contest in several counties, and wia/to
in by the Democratic Speaker.
| replicationto the chareee on certain other
Both Housee are still in seeaum. The Sencountiee. There was only one now or notable
ate has adjourned till Monday.
point raised. This was in the county of
A motion was made to-day in the Supreme
Manatee, The clerk of this county, by law
Court in behalf of Wallace, Speaker of the
the registering officer,resigneda week
Democratic House, for a mandamus ou Mackey,
or so before the election. The Government
Speaker of the Republican House, to compel
accepted his resignation at once. The
him to deliver the returns for Governor in county was thus left without a clerk. Some
Mackey’s possession to Wallace, as the legal
citizensattempted to registerwith a deputy
Speaker or the fegal House; also a motion for
clerk, who declined to take their names. A
a quo warranto on the Hayeo electors. Both
new clerk was appointed by telegraph,but
cases are to b* heard Monday.
for reasons stated differently by each side did
Mackey, in the House this evening,told Walnot qualify before the election was over. The
lace he intended to remove ihe Edgefield men
election was held, however, the registry list of
with State constables.Wallace said the House last year being used, and each voter taking
was the only conservatorof He own order, and
the usual registry oath before a Justice of the
could not legally be ‘ntorfered with bv consta- Peace, who officiatedin lack of a clerk. The
bles or any outside force, and he woiild resist
Republicans ask that the county be thrown
them with all the power at his command, and out, aa the election was irregular, and as their
would yield only to United Stabee troops under voters in that county, not believing an election
Gen. Roger.
would be held without a olerk, aid not go to
The Itepublicansto-night seated four new the polls. The Democrats ask that it be
members from Abbevillecounty. No protests counted, as these voters exhausted their reor contests were heard. The Democratic memsources in trying to vote lawfully, and recited
bers with certificates of election from the how hundreds of voters were kept from voting,
Board of Canvassers were In the hall.
aa only those on the registry list of former
Columbia,8. C.. Doc. 4.— After the two years felt it right to vote.
Houses were called to order, Speaker Wallace
Tallahassee,Dec. 3.— The officialreturn
(Democrat) announcedthat as there were 100 from Dade county has arrived, and has been anspecial constablesin the State-House to eject
nounced by the Chairman of the Returning
the Domocritiomembers, and as he feared Board an nine for Hayes and five for Tilden,
such a movement would be resisted, and blood- making a total majority for the Republican
shed would ensue, he adjournedhis House to electoral ticket in tne State of forty-seven on
meet at Carolina Hall, where they are now in the face »f tho returns. One precinct of Dade
session. The Republicans then went into secret waa thrown out by the County Canvassers for
session in the State House.
rregularity, bnt it gave Hayee five majority.
Tallahassee,Fla., Dec. 4 —The morning
Columbia, S. C., Dec. &-The Republican
Legislatureto-day canvassed the vote for State waa consumed principally with the presentaofficersas returned by the Board of Canvass- tion of the generalargument of the Democrats.
ers, and declared Chamherlaiato be elected This was prepared by the Democratic lawyers
Governor, and Gleav** Lieutenant-ticveraor. who are here, and was presented by Col. Geo.
W. Biddle,of Philadelphia. It is an elaborate
FLORIDA.
document, laying down certain general and wellTallahassee, Nov. 30.— The Board of Can- settled principles of law, and then discussing
vassers met at 10 o’clock to-day. Alachua the cases of the contested counties under one
county waa called and passed, and Baker coun- or the other of these principles. It cloeee by
ty token up. The Democratic managers called asking,first, that the board simply figure up
attention to the fact that the second return the face of the returns, on which it claims 129
from Baker, besides the points of illegality majority for Tilden, or if it seee fit logo bebrought againstit yeeterday,was signed by a hind the face of the returns,that it throw out
Justice of the Peace appointed since the elec- certain counties and precincts, which leave a
tion ; that it was not certifiedto ic the County majority of 1.297 for the Tilden elector#.
Clerk’s office ; ana that the Comity Clerk was

Columbia. Dec. 2. — Two Republican memReturns from Vernon, Franklin,and Livingbers ^colored), Wyers and Hamilton, have just
ston pariahee were opened and laid over.
desertedthe Republican side and been sworn
Statements from all the parishesare now in,

and

the official figures of every parish have
been obtained. They vary only atew hundred,
duo to the throwing out of polls, from figures
heretoforetelegraphed.

New Orleans, Nov. 30 —The board met at
10;30 a. m., all the members present. The
minutes haring been read and approved, a request for the recount of the vote in New Orleans, signed by ail the Republican candidates
for oity and pariah officea in the parish of Orleans, was read, under direction of Mr. Wells.
Counael was heard on the question, which was
taken under advisement
The East Baton Rouge case was called up.
The boxes from seven polls in which the Commissioners’returnsand tally-sheets had been
FORTY-FOURTH CuNURESS.
The steamship Mary, of the Morgan Line,
locked up were brought before the board, that
they might bo opened to obtain the result of
from Morgan City, for a Texas port, with an
Monday, Dec. 4.— Senate.— The Senate met the election at those polls, the Parish Superassorted cargo, struck on the Aransas bar one
and waa called to order promptly at 12 o’clock.... visor having omitted any mention of them in
day last week, and soon after went to pieces.
his consolidated rtatement. The board de The veaetl and cargo are a total Joes. The The new members were aworn in, and the two from cided not to open the boxes. Similar action
vessel was valued at •125,000 ; no insurance. Coloradodrew for their reapecUvcterma. Chaffee was taken in the case of Tangipahoa.By this
No lives were lost
aecnred the long term, ending March 4, 1879, and
action the Democrats lose 1.136 votes in East
Teller the abort term, ending in 1877....
WASHINGTON.
Baton Rouge.
Edmunde aubmitted
reaolution instructPrivilegea and
Nkw Orleans, Dec. 1.— At the lieturning
Thi public debt statement for December is ing the Committee
Electiena,when appointed,
inquire B6ard there was the usual attendance except
as follows :
whether in the recent election in South Carolina, the Republican committee, who were absent.
Six per cent bondi ....... | 984,999.650
Louisiana and Florida, the right of any citizen to
Two boxes of the East Baton R .uge parish were
five per cent bonds. ..... 412, MO, 450
vote haa been denied or abridged,and also ae to
the eligibility of electors; which was read and or- opened, showing for the Tilden electors 437 ;
Total cote bonds ..................
11,697,320,500 dered printed, and to lie on the table. ...Ingalls Hayes, 19. But little was done, when the
Lawful money debt ...... $ 14,000,000.
submitteda Joint resolution recommend!' g that a board adjourned till to-morrow.
Matawddebt ............2.291.700
conventionbe held at Golumbua,O., In May next,
Some oorret-pondencetook place between the
Legal tenders ............866,976,607
to revise and amend the constitutionof the United committees of visiting Republicans and DemoOertiflcates
of deposit .... 40.725,000
States.Orderedprinted, and to lie on the table.
crats. relative to the collection and publication
Fractional currency ...... 27,408,601
Borne. -In the House of Representatives
the of affidavits and testimony in relation to the
(kin oertiflcates .......... 37,413,600
opening of the aceeion waa witneaaodby an im- election in Louisiana,the Republicans asking
Total without interest. ......... !.
472,523,716 menae concourseof spectators. There were very- for the Democratic evidence from the gentlefew members abeent. The Speaker’schair wae men composing the committee of that party,
Total debt .........................
|2,186185,516
and receiving a refusal of the request, on the
Total Interest .......................... 85,550,269 draped in monrning,in respect to the memory of gronnd that they were apprehensiveof the sup•OMh In Treasury:
the late SpeakerKerr. There beinc, therefore, no pression of part of the evidence,and for other
Coin ......................
$79,881,471
presiding officer, the Houae waa called to order at
reasons not stated.
OttWOOT .................11,743,215
noon by Clerk Adams, who thereupon called the
The Democratic committee then issued an
(Specialdepositsheld for reroll of the member*. Thee all ahowed 249 members
demption of oertiflcates
prenent, the whole number on the roll being 288. As address to the people of the United States,
•0< deposit ...............40,725.000
aoon an the call wan finished,Holman rose to offer claiming that the figures printedby the Demoa reaolntiou for the electionof a Speaker, bnt Banka crats shortly after the election are home out
TSnUl In the Treasury .............
132,349,686 interposed, as a question of superiorprivilege, by the result as canvassed, and that there is
the right of the member-electfrom Colorado to
no doubt of Tildeu carrying the State on anyDebt Sees caab hi the Treasury. ........ $5,C8.V186.( 99 have hia name placed on the roll so that he might
Increase of debt during Nevember ..... <57,662 participatein the election of Speaker, and sent up thing like a fair count
Decreaseainoe June 30. 1876 .......... 10.103245 the credentialsof the member from Colorado. A
New Orleans, Dec. 2.— The Returning Board
Bonds Issued to the Pacific Rahway
disenaaion enaued on the question of precedence, met at 11 a. m., all the members present. The
Ootnpauiea, Interestpayable in lawful
Mr. Holman and other Democrata contendingthat Democratic committee waa in the room, but for
not summoned to attend the canvass upon
There’s trouble ahead now. By Dr.
money :
the organization of the House was necesnarllythe
Principal outstanding .................
64,628,512 first businessin order, while Mr. Banka and other the Republicans appeared only Senator Sher- which it was based, and that official precinct Hachenberg’e new electrical method an
Interest accrued and not yet paid ...... 1,616,6«7 Republicans contended that all the members man. A great quantityof written evidence of returnswere omitted from that return and a
amateur is enabled to play on ten piano*
Interest paid bv the United States ..... 32,080,718 had a right to participatein the el ction. witnesses in contested cases was filed by the false result reached. The Alachua countv
Interest repaid by transportation of
Sir. Frye claimed the same right for hia Democrats and Republicans.
testimonywaa listened to with interest. Th'e at once.
•1*. eta ....... ...................6,990,335 colleague,elected in place of Mr. Blaine.
The box of a poll in the parish of Tangipa- Democrata first offered testimony that the al’Hsiasee of Interest paid by United
Finally the Clerk decided that the reeolu- hoa. the vote of which had been omitted in the leged affidavitfrom Green R. Moore, purportMARKETS,
.....................
25,089,882 tlon offeredby Mr. Holman took precedence.
Supervisors’ returns, which had been sent for ing to deny certain facta in another affidavitlie
From
that
decision an appeal was taken by Mr.
NEW YORK.
In the treasury estimatesfor the next fiscal
Banks, which appeal Mr. Cox moved to lay ou the on application of the Democratic counsel,was had made, waa aated and executed the 20th, Breve* ............................
@1100
year are found the following Western items : table. Agreed to— yeas, 165; naya, 84. Mr. Hoi. brought in and opened. The statement of the while the affidavithe proposed to retract waa Hooh ...............................
5 75 £ 6 00
polls, etc., was taken out, received by the dated and executed the 23d. They then pro- Cotton ........................... 12
man's
reaolution then came np for action, and it
Sub-treasury at Chicago, •500,000;Custom
was adopted withoutopposition.It waa as fol- board, and ordered to be compiled.The vote nounced the affidavit purporting' to be from Flour— Superfine Western ........ 5 0U
5 30
Room and Poetoffice at Cincinnati. $500,000 lows : The House being Informed that since Us stood : TUden electors 64, and Hayes elector j Floyd Dukea a square forgery. They then Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............1 25 <4
te 1 26
Evansville Custom House. $40,000; Grand laat adjournment M. C. Kerr, who at the com- 12.
<30
introduced Moore and Dukes as witnesses. Corn— WeHtern Mixed ............. 63
Rapids Custom House, t55,000 ; Port Huron mencementof the presentCongress wae elected
49
The board adjournedsubject to the call of Moore swore specificallythat all points in hia Oat*- No. 2 Chicago ............... 45
Speaker
of
the
Houae,
has
departed
this
life,
cre80
Custom House, $10,000.
Bit— Western ......................
14 H4
ating a vacancy lu the officeof Speaker; It ie the President. Clerks are now compilingthe affidavitof the 23d were true ; that he had Pork— New Meea ................. 14 50 617 00
GENERAL.
therefore ordered that the House do now returns of the election. The electoral vote at stated the facta therein contained openly time Lard— Steam ......... ............. 10*te 10*
and again ; that he waa inspector at Archer,
Edwin Booth has been defeated in his salt proceed to the election of a Speaker,viva voce. least will be promulgated on Tuesday.
CHIOiGOv
Mr. Cox nominatedS J. Randall aa Speaker, and
The Republican visiting committee departed and only 316 votes were caat or counted ; that Bketm— Choice Graded Steer* ..... 5 00 9 5 25
Xo restrain Jarrett A Palmer from further using Mr. McCrary, of Iowa, nominated James A. GarChoice Native* ...........4 60 a 4 90
homewaru this afternoon.
535 votes were not c&t ; that he signed the
the name of “Booth’s Theater;”and to recover field. I ho former was elected. Mr. Randall had
Cow* and Heifer* ........ 2 80 a 3 m
New
Orleans.
Dec.
5.— The Returning election certificatein blank, not thinking there
161 votes ; Garfield,82 ; Wllliama of Wisconsin, 1 ;
Good Secoud-cloe* Steer* 3 76 a 4 00
•M.000 damages for the use of the name since G.F. Hoar, 1; and Morrison, 1. The Speaker was con- Board to-day promulgatedthe result of the could be any dispute; that he waa approached
Medium to Fair .......... 4 25 a 4 50
Edwin Booth retired from the management.
ducted to the chair by Messra. Cox and McOiary .... canvass of the votes for President and State the other day by Barnes, a Republican,Sheriff HoGR — Live ........................
4 75 a 6 10
officer*. The net result is the return of the of the county,who offered him $100 if he would Flour— Fancy White Winter ...... 6 75
Objection
was
made
to the swearing in of Butts,
Tra Mew York canals were closed by ice on
a 7 m
of South Carolina, and Bedford, of Colorado. In Hayes elector?, the entire Republican State sign a paper. He asked if he had to swear to
Good to Choice By ring Ri. 500 a «
the 1st inst, and the day afterward was the relation to the latter Springer offered a reso- ticket, a majorityof Republicans in the Legisit. He was told he would not He then signed Wheat— No. 2 Spring, New ........ 1 14 a 1 14. v
lution instructing the Judiciary Committee to In- lature, and of four Republicanand two Dem- It, and receivedthe money. This paper waa
No. 3 Spring ............. 1 06 a 1 07
• time appointed bv the State Board for their
quire and report at as early a day as poaatble
44*
ocratic Congressmen. Appended arc the fig- the one produced by the court as a counter- affi- Corn-No.2 ...................... 44
i final closing. Nearly all the grain-Uden boats
whether Colorado la a State In the Unlod, and diCat*— No. 2 ........................ 33
34
davit Floyd Dukes, colored,swore that he Rte— Ns. 2 ........................ 65
on the Erie canal got through from Buffaloto recting,until auch mport la received,that no per- ures ou Presidentialelectors :
<39
Ba]/en Kite tore.
Tilden Elector e.
waa inspectorat Archer precinct; that only 316 Barley —No. 2, New .............. 64
• tide-waterbefore the freeze set in.
son claiming to be a Repreeentatlve from Colo<35
............75 135 McEnvry ..........70,508 votes were cast; that he can’t read or write,
rado abail be aworn in as a member. After
BuTTER-Creomery ................ 80
33
POUTIOAL.
discussion .
reaolution of Bnrefa .............. 75127 vVickliffe......... 70,509 and that he never signed a paper saying 535 Eooa— Fre*h. ......................
„
Joseph ............74,014 8 1. Martin .......... 70,5 3
United States Senator Ransom, of North Springerwas adopted.... The House proceeded •JteWon ...........74,027
15 75 A16 00
votee were caat. Upon the oonuUr-affidarit Pobk— Mew ..... .................
Pocbe .............. 70,335
to the consideration of the question of admittlag
Laud ..........................
10
Carolina,whose term expires next March, was Butt/.,of South Carolina, to his seat, the point
Be Blanc ........... 70.537 alleged Id have been signed bv him being read,
bT. LOlUb.
he swore he did not sign it; that ex-Congress............... 70,535
on the 28th re-oleoted to the Senate.
aga n«t his admission being that he haa been Levisace ............ 74 003
Wheat— No. 2 Bed Fall ........... 1 * « 1 »
counted In by the Retnrn-ng Board. Morrison Brewster ......... 74,0*7 Ccbb ............... 79,423 man Wales and Justice Belton came to his OoBN—WMtem Mixed ..............
**
TTh* followingtable shows the vote for Presi7u,566 house to get him to sign it, and offered him
presented a memorial and protestsigned by the dt- Jeffrlon ...........74,736 -ross ..............
....................... 31 <1$ 32
The majority of the lowest Hayes elector {25 if he would sign it, but he refused to do so. Rye— No. 2 .......................
/ Jentlu the States mentioned:
Izens of the district against the admission of Butts,
68
65
and moved the referenceof the questionto the over the lu beet Tilden elector is 3.437.
WOO «16 25
The Democratsthen called attentionto the Pork— .... ........................
#
.. - Bayte. Tildtn
Committee
on
Elections.
' Morrison’s motion
The
following
is
the
vote
as
returned
on
Lard....
.................
10
fact that in affidavits from several hundred
•Alabama (maj.) ..............
34,3*3
adopted, 112
80....
reso- State officers:Governor, Packard, Republican,
...............................
6 40 3 5 90
Arkaoaaa ...........
38,669 68,083 waa
negroes, swearing that they voted at Archer
3 w 0 4 75
• California.....
.............. 78,608 76,841 lution wae offeredby Hewitt, and adopted, for the 74 624: Nicbolls;Democrat, 71,198; Packard’s precinct, eleven namoe appear in two Cattle ......................
appointmentof three selected committees,one of
MILWAUKEE.
Colorado (maj.) ..... . ........... 738
majority,
8,426
;
Lieutenant
Governor,
Anplaces,
two
names
in
three
places,
two
Wheat-No. 1 .....................} ?1 9 1 21;
Connecticut ........... ..... ... 58,929 61 918 fifteen members to proceedto Louisiana, one of
toti'e, KtptiDlicin,74 669; Wlliz, Democrat, names of men long since dead, and two
Georgia (»aj.) ......... ............85,185 six members to proceed to Florida, and one of nine
.....................
S
44
•nitnola .........................
277,226 258,6*/ members to proceed to 8 mth Carolina to investi- 71,093; Antoine’s majority, 3,577; Attorney names of men proven to have voted else- Corn— No.
Indiana ........................
208,111 213.626 gate the action of the Returning or Canvassing General, Hunt. Repaulican, 75,036 ; Ogden, where. Jbe Republicans submitted objections Oatst-Now . ....................... “ G
Boards, as to the recent electionsIn those States, Ddmoorat. 70,886; Hunt’s majority.4,150; Au- to two precinctsin Columbia county, alleging Rye ............
"
'Iowa......
..............171
112,099
report a'l facts essentialto an honest return of
70
Kanta*...’'. ..................
78,332 37.002 and
ditor of Public Accounts, Johueon, Republican, that the Democraticinspector industriously Barley—
CINCINNATI.
Kentucky (ftaj.)..................
63.030 the votM of the electors for Presidentand Vice 75,555; Jam*!, Democrat 70,391; Johnion’s changed ballots whsn they were handed him,
Wheat ............................
>22
.‘Maine.... ..................... flfl.lW 49.410 President,and to a fair mderstanding thereo.’by majority, 5,164; Superintendent of Public Eduand that the negroes were taken bv three Dem- Corn ...............
41
Maryland .......................71,981 91,780 the people, and whether the electoralvotes of those
cation,Brown, Republican, 74,446; Lasher, ocrata into a swamp a week before the elecStates should bo counted.
30
Mamachuaetta..................
15<>,078 108,975
Democrat
71,109;
Biown’s
majority,
3,337;
tion.
and,
after
various
outrages,
were
made
Bye
...............................
Michigan .......................
186,334 141,099 Tuesday, Dec. 5.— Senate.— Morton nubW 76
Secretaryof State, Honore, Republican,74,885; to swear on their knees that they would vote Pobe-M**** ......................
-Minmw.ta ......................
78,962 48,799
Lard.
Misaowrl .......................
144,898 203,687 mitted a joint resolution,propoetnganamendment Strong. Democrat 70,898; Honore’# majority, the Democratic ticket
TOLEDO.
NebraakA .......................
81,952 17,653 ti the constitutionof the United States to provide 3,957.
Nevada (maj.) ......... ........ 1,000
for the eleetionof President snd Vice President by
SOUTH CAROLINA.
P‘POT 10 oth“
New Hampshire ................41,522 88,44® s direct vote of th- people,which wss read snd laid
Columbia,ft 0., Nov. 29.— The situation Tallahassee,Dec. L-Tha Board of Can- Coen........
Mew Jersey................... 103,6
116,960 on the table until the appointmentof the commit34
• New York ......................
489,529 522,518 tees. and srill then BP referred to the Committee to-day is unchanged, with the exceptionthat vassers met tbia raoroiog, and the Republicans Oat#— No. 2 ....................... 33
DETROIT.
North Cerellaa (mg).) .............. 16 178 00 Privileges sad Else! loos. In submittingHit the Republican House has been in session all introduced witnesses in the Alachua cases.
Floor—
Medium
..................
585
064C
the morning, hut tras unable to transact busio, niwron sain U w«* •Identic*:
‘Ohio ...........................
830,998 828,182 iwhuw
r!*oiD^.n’
Mort*? ** ttjw* .Identical with th'
Vance, colored clerk at the Archer flrecinct, Wheat — White ..................
I 81 £ 1 M
Oregon (maj.) .................. 1,187 v
ness on account of the absentees,which leaves
proposition reported by Committee on
^4 47
Pennsylvania ...................
884,148 868,204 and Elections two years ago... 4 bill was Intso- it without a quorum. The Senate is discussing swore that the election was fair and regular, Corn—
88
4C
and that 581 votes were polled ; that oertiflcates Oat* ........
Rhode Island ...................
l»,7«7 10,712 duced to establishthee Temtorr
of
the
F
Territory
Black Hilia. the concurrentresolution passed by the House
Rye..,,,,,,
•
6*Tenneasee......................
86,566 183,166 .....Edmunds moved to take up the reeotution yeeterday to go into a canvass of the returns were made out to show this number of voter, Fork—
Mesa .....................
,.W 25 tfl6’5G
and were regularly signed by Moore and
Vermont ........ ............... 44,991 20,254 submitted yesterday,orderingan Inquiry into the
KA8T LIBERTY, PA.
Virginia^ ...... ..............96,666 188 671 late • election ic various Southern Bates. for Governor and Lieutopant Governor.
Dukes, Inspectors. He described with great
The Democratic House went into secret eee- particularity the mode of conducting the elec- Hooe— Yorker* ................... 6 50 • I 6C
Wisconsin ..... .......
130,087 123.9M
motion, after
long debate, was
Philadelphia*..............8 70 « 5 86
The Genefal Assembly of Rhode Island con- agreed to by e strict party vote.... Merrlmon Intro- skm in Carolina HalL They received the tion and count. Upon being croee- examined, Oajtob— Beet .................. 5 90
duced a bill to alter the time for holding eleotions report of the committee appointed yeaterdavto he ewore be was employed as Oletk of the
vened in special session on the 1st inst. Gov. for President and Vice President and counting the obtain the returns from the Secretary of State
County Commissioners about one month before Sheet.
811!
would rema n perfectly neutralin the affair b’-

An extensive conflagrationoccurred at New
twi so Russia and Turkey, preserving alike her
Orleans last week, destroying 112 houses. friendly relations with Russia and England,
Loss estimated at •900,000to $400,000;insur- and laboringto maintain peace and to mediate
ance, $200,000. About fifty houses were occu- between the powers in order to lemoveall
pied by 100 families, who lost nearly all their differencesand localize the war if it proves to
effects, and were left destitute, many of them be inevitable ____ A Rio Grande dispatch says
kmng their wearing apparel. About twenty that Gen. Diaz has occupied the Oity of Mexico,
firemen were injured, several seriously. One and that Lerdo and his Ministers have fled
man bad his neck broken by falling from a westward.
wagon.
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At out request, Oragin A Go., Philadel-

DrunkeiuttMcured.
A oorreepondent Bends the New York

our readers gratis (on receipt of 15 cents

Time* the,

Bemedy. It

has been before the public for
three vears, and, it is said, has never failed in
M single case. It is taken internally, and cures
atones. Sold by wholesale and retail druggists everywhere.Price 9 LOO a bottle, p

of ini

have a desire to reform, coupled with a
Nicholas.
determination that he will conquer the
“The king of all publications issued for the
enemv or perish in the struggle. Then young so either side of the Atlantia "-ft* Athe physical system of the patient should
ampton (England) Observer,
be relieved from impuritiesas far as posThe third volume of this incomparable magsible by a therough cathartic treatment
ezine is now completed.With its sight hun—blue pills and citrate of magnesia
recommended,Then there must be a dred royal octavo pages, and its six hundred

complete oesaafrm from

Bad enough to look and

20

tarrh, Ulcerative Catarrh,

t. D.M.ntailv.uMrfby

bad your-

feel

Sheridan's Cavalry Condition Powders,
which, given in grain two or three times a
week, will make him look and feel well.
Milton dole
Combi no________
Oonsl«tlnff
of etofant w»trh
A
chain, ladlrV jet
fad (p>ld brooch,
and cold ear
drop, Mir elegant
fold Ktone aleeva
outtonr, set apiral
tod*, collar button. heavy plain
wedding ring, and

kj&|

poems and aketches,etc., eta, In lie
beautiful bindingof red and gold, it is the most

925
AQWT8

RADICAL
CURE.
Rabtoal Cmt* for Catarrh Is %

SA'troirfi’a

man, Hartford, Oonn.

KO. 1-rOR KnVOUHKVM.
ST. NICHOLASFOR 1877,
R. Ellx. Valeri»n*te wnmoniA ...............
IV oz.
....
....................................
VV oi. Which opens with November, 1876, begins a
Mix. Take a «u*ll wiwglMKfui whfn ntce**uj.
short and very entertaining serial from the
VO. 2— FOR BTB>NOTHKNII»U.
R. Ottnt* iron and quinine .............. 1 drachm French, "The Kingdom of the Greedy, n a
Tincture Gentian oomp ....................
V
tilmotoelixir ......................
3# oz. etory adapted to the Thanksgiving season. AnMix. Doee, a teaapoonful twice dally.
other serial, of absorbing interest to boys,
VO. 3— FOB HLEXPLKWIStae.
“US OWN MASTER,"
R. Bromide sodium ..........................
% oz.
Pepsin .............................. drachmH By J. T. Trowbridge, author of the “Jack
Su^nitratebismuth ..................1 drachm
Tincture of oapeicum ...................
W drops Hazard Stories," begins in the Christmas holiHimnle elixir..
.........................1 oz. day number.
Water ...................
juftclent to make 4 oz.
Beside aerial stories, Christmas stories, lively
Mix. Doee, a. teaepoonful three time* during the
day, and two teaspoonmlaat bedtime.
sketches,poems sod pictures for the holidays,

DS

mftJC?: AST

S *77

A8THSA. JSPY.WTSBiaT.^lrtR
816 for

$6j^r^1<ttS£“B^.f:

agbthi
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i
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fff

safe,

rortaln.and pernuneut cure for Catarrh of every form,
and la (be moat perfect remedy ever devised. It Is
purely a vegetable distillation, and Is applied locally
by laso mutton, and conetluiUonally by Internal adnlnlot ration, locally applied reOtf fa Lufmif
It soothes,heals, ami cleanses tho nsaal passages of
every feeling of heaviness, obstruction,dulnc**, or
diuincss.ConstltntlonnllyRdmlnlstcred It renovates
the blood, pnrlllci It of the add poison with which it
gent*’ Farlxian diaIs always charged In Catarrh, stlmnlnteathe stomai'h,
mond pin. Tha liver and kldnoya, perfects digestion, makes new
blood, nnd permltt the formation of aonnd, hoalthy
tluuc, aad mully obtains completecontrol over tho
kiSTOCKMAN. *7 Bond Street,.Naw York.
disease. The remarkablecurailvo powers, when all
ofhej remedies ntterly fan, of fiAKronD’a R,
l* WO At
Curr, are nttejtedb ‘
ommond It t
rofardlng It
rcipectablo
;foo<l
ffodd medic
medicine,
..nVu
Uubluhrd for the runt of Caacar. Tamara. Fleer*. package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and Dr. &an-.
ford’s Improved Inhaling Tubs, nnd full dlrcotlotufor
Hcrofiila, tu-l
tij meal »nJ coD'dtutioiulremrlf». (’•ttetr cured iridionlthe une of fhe knife or rauatlct, its use In all esses.
Thi* irmimrutlia« U-en ou 'c-Wiilljr employed for tnnnj-rear*.
Harford’s (Udicai. Cub* Is sold br all v/ho;e*tio
»nd ln uacaae doe. the Cancer return aivtieu removed wUh
and retail druggist* throughoutthe United butes.
Uie knife A* evideocc of Mod fkhh nod buMraUt deallnf,»e
ITtce »1. Depot, WEEKS A POTTER, Boston.
rajulrraa fea for onr eemree omit n.f patient i. cured. For
furtherInformationeuoloee
for bookcouulnlnk
th*onr
of fre*tnient,
feMln...Li»ufrom paucttUlh>t Uaec been cured,

page, but teetotal abstinence ; here the splendidgift-boek for boys and girls ever iasued
will-powerof the patient will receive its from tha press. Price, 94; in full gilt, |5.
severest test, and must prove the mettle
"St. NicholasJ* full of the ohoioeet things.
of the mftn. Begin at onoe to use the The publication is, in all respecta, the best of
following prescriptions, which are readily ita kind. , We have never yet aeen a number
procured at any flrst-ciaseapothecary that was not surprisingly good.”— The Church-

98aIMkyWAaM.9aRsplafaRR.H.Aa)art.B<wlcOU

Sneezing Catarrh, Chronic Ca-

buy

stories,

:

CATARRH

self ; but no excuse for having your Boras look
and feel badly, when for a small anm you can

Ulnstrstione,
its splendid eeriale, its shorter

all alcoholic

drinks, even to the lightest wines, beer
or cider. There must oe no gradual stop-

store

editor takesplewnre in calling the

attention of snfferere froth rheumatism, gout,
neuralgiaand lumbago to Dorang's Rheumatic

phia, Pa., have promised to send any of

Skin

93

WAN"

fuo

tod flrtlclaie
cllt re.reucee, etc,
Addivsj
1. II.

KKATIQXY, m. d.
CINCINNATI.
i. OI
omo.

...

told tor

ordinary alright
of eijialittrlo oed
flolih ; while they
are tlroager then
any wood knoo Cattar cm aa m*di and
ao heavier ia weight.
Koeet aro all aiallcablo
irou, malarial ben that
can be fttoadanywhere
flniihfirel-elui,iiylo
moM fhahionable. Hare
aoaiererpomlble

e

>

fl Six

f.TU

__________________

OHSCRPtILLY RKOOMMINDS

of

If the patient has been a heavy and and some astonishing illustrationsof Oriental
prolonged drinker, the shook to the porta, with drawings by Siamese artists, the
nervous system will be considerable,no Christmas holiday number of St. Nicholas,

fTu

EVERYBODY ARKUS

One-half ram

(Thromo

Cktsat*. HL

Bam piss sent on reoafoisi

COLLINS’

doubt, but the antidote will sustain even superbly illustrated,contains a very interestthe worst cases, and very soon a restored ing paper,
and natural appetite, which should be
“THF. BOVS OF MT BOYHOOD,"
supplied with a gonerons diet of subBy William Cullen Bryant; “The Horse Hostantial food, and either tea or coffee
Hardware or fTHEY contain the grand curative element, Elso>
tel,’’ a lively article,by Charles A Barnard,
tricitt, combined with the finest compound of
(pleaont Dealcre order one for you, who aro aathorlied
will restore and build up a patient’s
medicinal gums ever united together. It therefore
splendidly illustrated; “The Clock ip the
system to its natural condition. He will
J.
muTcwoISo; seems Impossiblefor them to fail in affordingprompt
Sky," by Richard A Proctor;“A Christmaa
then rejoice in the freedom of his new
THE relief for all pains and aches.
Play for Homes or Bunday-echools,"by Dr. Eglife, and, like my friend, become impergleston; “ The Peterkins’Christmas Tree." by
vious to all temptations to indulge ever“ THE BEST" PLASTER,"
mo»e in the cup which has caused him LucretiaP. Hale ; “Poetry and Carols of WinDESCRIBED
---- D AND
AN -----------ILLUSTRATED
Mettn. Weeti rf totter, Qtmtlenm,— Wmmo send
! ter," by Lucy Larcom, with pictures. Do not
A graphic pen-picture of ita history. «rai
and his friends so much misery.
dri-farexhibit*, enrio*iti<
mrioililea. me six Columb* Volta to PLASTKRa. fend by return
mdlnasi wonderful
;

VOLTAIC PIASTERS.

nBoff'i

ITTtEADY FOR AOENTH—

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION

|

A Dog that Didn’t Live
A

buy St. Nicholas for the Christma-* holi-

mall. I think they are the best F, aster
Please find money inclosed.

—Memphis Ledger.

Milford, Del., July 14,

telling what will

George MacDonald,Sanford B.

September.

Broadway,

AUTOMATIC

Suaan C,>olidge, Sarah Winter Kel-

LucretiaP. Hale, Celia Thixter. Mary Mapes

By Prof.

of

be also

Each Month,” which

Tr »de Mark

and

St.

with fan and

uM

Agt'forTilton Pat.Uuhar,th«best In
DealerIn MuslrslInstruments, Mosi%
< ee. ia» Trctnom gt. Boston.

itch
Indicator.
of

Strings. Catalogues

every machine.

Railroadand Express
ness taught. Situs
itnattoM
_ itond o
JMf JWAddress W KST KRN
Box 790, Freeport, HL

____

Willeox & Gibbs

Nicholas will continue to

(Cor. Bond

St.)

S. M. Co.,
058 Broadway, New York.

I’SPA!

delight the young and give pleasureto the old.

The London Literary World says
is

:

“

[Establiahed 1846.)

There

THE BEST YET J.EST&T

no magazine for the young that can be said

to equal this choice production of Scribner's

press. All the articles, whether in proae or

The Sunday School Times, of which H. Clay Trumand George A. PcIU arerdltor-.uiid
John Wanarhyme, are throbbing with vitality.
*
maker 1h publisher,will, in W77, contain critical notes
on
the
International
lessons,
by
Proft.
Taylor
Lewis
The literature and artisticillustrationsare both
and A. C. Kendrick, a popularox|»ositionof the
superb."
lessons every week, bv
bj tne
the Rev. Newman Hall, of
*iuj« —vi, : London; and a practical application of the lesson
The London Daily Netos says
>»o W19D j truths, by H. Clay TrumbulLThis plan secures fuller
we oonld point out its equal in our own period- atid better lesson helps than can be obtained elsewhere. The Times is sent to new subscribers,ttarc
ical literature."
months on trial, for 25 cents; one year, filS.
For aeven centa there will be sent u specimen copy
GOOD NKTVS FOR BOYS AND GfRI.S.
of the Scholars' Quarterly, the best Sunday school
To meet the demand for a cheaper St. Nicho- lesson help for scholars published.
J'jMsdmens of the Weekly Leason I/>af sent free.
las Gift-Book,the price of vols. L and II. has
The most completeleaf of any; although It is sold at
so low a price. Address,
been reduced to 93 each. The three volumes,
JOHN D. WATTLES, Buslaes* Manager.
t!10 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia.
ia an elegantlibrary case, are sold for 910 (in

* *

C^Send

Winter

now

S\\*1SS DIAI®Pn|J§AA%D WAT?I?ES.
We have ju»t receiveda ooMicmnent of flu* Diamomii
and W&tohM from Mrem A. Ferret, Geneva, which we
now offer to the publicat price*for superiorRood* on.
par.-ill-led, comprising the Unsst assortmentto b« found
in any establishmentm this city or elaewhere.
The brillimry,tttU*g and nni*A of our Diamonds am
ot excelled by any found In bouth America or Ind la, and
the
le most scnit'intitnf
scnitinlunceye
ere fall
fails to discover any difference.
These foods are a ipnrutUum
i with us.

•

_

ib

Pimples

j

face, rough skin,
chapped hands, saltrhoum and all cutaneous
young man who has been always “tied to
affectionscured, the skin made soft and
woman's apron string n and everybody is smooth, by the use of Juniper Tar Soap. That
made by Caswell,Hazard A Co., Now York, is
curious to see “ what he will do next. ”
the only kind that can be relied on, as there
New Rheoribeis may begin with the magnifi- are many imitations, made from common tar,
cent mkUasimer holiday number (the finest which are worthless.
a,

serial, “That Lass o' Lowrie's,”

Hodgson Burnett,and so

get fifteen

by

Mrs.

numbers

__

Oun

readers who intend pnrchaaiug

holiday presents will refer to the advertisement
of Messrs. Mendall, Hubbard A Ca, whose assortment of Swiss Diamonds with areal coating
of tho genuine stone are very reasonable. Sent
with privilege to examine.

for f4, ending with October, 1877.

gcaraio A

vigorouspar>ern with which w« are acquainted.

Co., 748 Broadway, N. Y.

Consumption Cured.

Burnett'sCocoaine

allays irritatioi,

removes dandiuff,and invigoratesthe action

An

old Physician,retired from active prac- of the capillaries in the highest degree.
tice, having had plapsi In his bands by sa East
India Miedonary the formula of s simple VegeSend ten oente and get three copies of
table Bemedy, for the speedy and permanent the Chicago J-edger-Uxe
Cure of Consumption, Bronchitis. Catarrh, Asth- FAMILY PAPER.

GREAT DOLLAR

ma, and all Throat and Long Affections, also a
Positiveand BadioalCore for Nervous Debility
and all Nervous Complaints, after having thoroughlytestedita wonderful curativepowers in
thousandsofoases, feels it his duty to make it
known to his suffering fellows. Actuated by this
motive, and a conscientious desire to relieve human suffering, he will send (free of charge) to
all who desire it, this recipe, with full directions
for preparing and luooeeafuUy using. Bent by
return mail by addremingwith stamp, naming
this paoer, Dr. W. OBtevena,126 Powers’
Block, Rochester,N? Y.

MAPPY NEW YEAR.
Splendid holiday noveltlet. New Y«*r'» atoriea. New
C ,

.....

Ye*r> present*. New Year’* pictures. New Year’smusic.
New Year's cabinet gems New Year's chromos, New
Year s poetry.New Year** chrome book-marks. New
Year s household.New Year’s fashions, New Year's etiquette, New Year’s greetings and other holiday novel tie*,
with rare literary gems aad full-size patterns, in the
splendidholiday Jannary number of Dtamn't Monthly
fagatint, S|5 oenta. poet free, yearly S3, with a splendid
Premium. Do not fall to see the January number, with
three beautifulcabinet and artUtilcoilIotS^mi,.r’
tlatlc oil chromos. worth
severaltimes the coat of the
JENNINGS DF.MORE8T,17
ffxUU Cuv PI. 1,

ff^SLANY

BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS FOR DOLLS.
l(,*)and%inche*in
height. The set
)t includesthirteen

Thb Yocth’b Companion, of

Boston,

is s thoroughlywide-awake paper, having
among ita contributorssnob writers as J. T
Trowbridge, Edward Eggleston,Edward Everett Hale, James T. Fields, J. Q. Whittier, C. A
Stephens, Lousia M. Aloott, Rebecca Hardim
Davis, Julia Ward Co we, Mrs. A H. Leono
wens, Louise Chandler Moulton. No writermore attractive In the country,and no publication for young people more enterprisingand
useful.

H2A Year.

.

THE
ELGIN WATCH
THE BEST AND CHEAPEST. A homo

garments— polonaiae,
ise, *basune. jacket, water-proof, hood,
chemise, drawers, overskirt,
ove
skirt,apron,peUkoet.night_______
drees and wrapper,
_______ r, with Instructions
and description*.
Price 10 centa per aet, poet free. Address Mmx. DKM0RK8T, 7 E. 14th St., N. Y. Hold stall Toy Mores
or at lima. Dcmorest'aAgencies everywhere.
1

MME. DKMORKST’8
DEMUREST'

WfiSTERiPltllJOllNiL

production. Hond for the latest descriptive price-list.
JAMKH IloMILLAN. 290Cba«tautBt..PlalUdelphte.

CHICAGO, IXaLs.

TO BR OIVRN AWAY

A Mammoth Wookly tor Country and Town.

CENTENNIAL

GAZETTEER AND GUIDE.
Telia what has been accomplished during 10) year*.
Give* general Information concerning eech Ntate and
Temtorv. and iscf more practical value than anything
ever pumkhed. Gives Informationof onr own and all
other Exhibitionsof the world, with L’uta of the Buildings, Ac.

Agents Wanted Everywhere.

HOLIDAY HBSIC BOOKS.

Largest on the Continent

„

Write IMMEDIATELY
____
PuBumxa, Bt. Ixima, Mo.

/

Ra columns are replato each weak with fresh, interest-

pREE HOLIDAY GIFT!
1; Gazette, monthly,entirely

TOPICS and NEWS

receive such especial attention
aa to render tha Journal,In the truest ssass. a com-

i;"
III

”In the laana for Jan. let,

1977, will

Fare’s Floiui

floral, neat print, fin*
S

copies,

with chroma

; or B month* on trial, with
Catalogua,for stamp. Oe

fihe.

be oommeoeed a

OanO

THE LESSON FOR LIFE.
BF* It will be read with
profit,by all classes.

abaotblng Interest, aa wall aa

Writs FOR ALVAR CX aHRXT or
EXTRACT*. Ws want every man end woman in tha
oonnttyto mbaoriba for the paper and to act aa oar scent
thisaaaaoo. Single subscriptions, «UI0 & year ; onlylLM
tndube. No spedsl authority to act needed. Bend In

Investigate the mertts of The Dr*.
trated Weakly before datinaSMsg

apouroorwork this faU and wia

WESTKRN FARM JOURNAL,

Washington 8 treat, Chicago. an PA

1A6

uim

nUWABDfrr an Mnrurmou cam*
Dr. J. P. Fitlrr, being sworn, says: gn4>
FrsfMssr*s
TkOi kes* «rmo.
EbsusUw. Rswskk. OmL K14mt «4 Usssi
I

1IJI, tMetaisJw
setlssM;, Is
la

nmaM

I

Utm

rill*.

DR. FtTLU-B fillSCMATK' RSiUbT.kiSMr OssS
• fSTMuei sets,** vlU isfsedmtttr.

a

U

tha

as«kFs«*

•**•«,

Gilt,

We publish nineteen valnablacollections, uniform
with the ’’ Would " and “ 0 1**.” Send for Catalogua
of " Uomf. Musical Libraht," And sol set one or more
of its books for Christmas.

A Companion

to the

fanout "Crwa

(\f

MUSTANG
LINIMENT,

failed In the

04

fall ooa-saof medicines that hasnavsw
cure of Oaooer.Tumor* or flerof ula.

Tramoat

and circulars aentfr
iilteatlon. to P. J.

THE BODY GF A HORNE OROTHEIt
sagtfnif

*Jfke. .

50a.

oril

<7

A

hasaftaa aawad

BOOK

!

TbeMOKMS OF 8t»aUM’’ had a

wonderful sucoeoa,
and this' new work is folly 1U equal, and oonUinsthe
recent ‘‘ Straua*" pieces and many others by Gnng’l,
I^mothe. Fault, Cbote. Elkoff. and other erntnentoomKjseiu. 233 pages, fall bbeet-Mtulcalts,well tiled with
Wa ttes, Galop.. Polkas. QuadrUles^eto.
Either book mailed,post free,for retailprice.

York.

Bond Btreet.Ncw
cw York.

for the

MILLION,

Isprassry No. It N.

A

AGENTS WANTED FOR HISTORY

lENTENl EXHIBITION
_____ jr thtn any othkr book. Onn Agent sold 34
eapiea

MARK TWAIN’S NEW BOOK!

TOM SAWYER,

Nhst, 8t Louis,

Hr

S15 SNOT 6UN

- A nenhi. tarrrl gno. her or from actionlooks; wamnled tr%
sine twist barrels,aad a |ood sboour.oa
with risn
Poneb aad Wad-cotter, tor SIS. Caa te S*at 0.0. O. with srtrdots to enainc betorcyarfM bUL Rend Hi.dt;.for rlreskr te>
P. POWRLL A AON, Oun Dcalsm, 7M Main 8L. ClncionatL

SI. ^AnOKALniBU81UI(OCO.,Chla»r£

*2.o0 in Boards, *8.00 Cloth, |4.00 Gilt.

Broadwat,

Street, Boston. Mass.

Cure* Disease when all other
nunedleafall. Testlmoalal*

SUatut!”

OLIVER DITSON ft CO., Boston.
Dltaon Co.,

Company

VmyiffSKt.a Ba UMT.

QraaA 014

S4.00.

THE DANCE

to the .....

A 40 psge Pamphleton flptrial
end Chronic Dises*es. Cancer,
it, Ac., AJ£NT FR£K on reesiyl

Rarelyhave we issueda book of songs includingsnch a
variety of really ttrst-classand popularVocal Mnsic. 2.7)
Dagos, fall Kheet-Mnslo site. Hongs by nearly sixty dlf.
ferent composers,nnd among the compositions
aro many
snch gem* as M Ome to Me Quickly,"“ Golden Locks
are HiW," "My Heart’s Bast !/)«.'• “Hha'a a Rosy,
she’s a Posy,”and Millard's " Whippoorwill."

gems” DF

sum

sui!.
AMm
ruiefeiskn. atDicuiSAZi

,8.-.

oi

THE WORLD OF SONG!
Boards, S2.&0. Cloth, 13.00.

.hair

SMWsrtlMni AArtss tte* w

Tiro Splendid Volumes for Presents.

Price in

THB

IN

Practical Agricultural Newipaper.

The Enemy of DisoBse, the Foe
Paintolhiiftikd
UnaiidjBeast,

grand
md opening of
of pattern
patternsof the novel
novel nnd beautiful
iter strife b polonaises,
basques,ck
C. If.
J. E. Dltaoa 4t Co.,
i, 5 Roe da Tracy, Paris : 80 Queen
ndon, K. C. ; and 1? B. 14th Ht., II
711
Soccesaorato Lee A Walker,
everywhere, (lentennialAward for Pat terns >ver all
New
Phils.
competitors.8ee Winter catalogueandsplendidChrietIV* Mention tbit paper in ordering.
maa and New Year’anumbera of LmortiftMonthly.

ElfeSr HwniTS;

IB

1876.

Send 9100 for Book and Circulars, or send for Circulars
BoBpwm's Monthly is the best of all the
free. Any one can sell it and make money.
A Youth’s Publication.— For half a
magaiiaei;having finer illustrations and s
century the Youth’s Companion,of Boston, Office, 152 S. 4th St., Philadelphia.
greater variety in its contents. Bubecribe
has been published. It was started in 1827,
now, with the nearest bookseller(94 « year), and is to-day one of the brightest and most
or send caeek or P. 0. order to

By an arrangamentwith

tbePublisberwsi
_
wills*
______
IstMOTenreader of this Paper a samnlo paeksge of TransferPicture* free.
Bend Is. stamp for postaira. They are highly colorei .»M-turi
ful, and easily transferred to any object. Agents wenU o.
J. L. PATTEN A CO., 1SJ WlUlam M.. Nc«r Y-t

BURLEY’S
U.S.

work.

_'

A GI__
F T

1877.
Progressive! Comprehensive!

A

colors, toriwwom

.CsMTOSaSL

URL

on tho

own LjxtintM^in Ml

LOOK AT PKK'ENi
________

Solitaire
W A^BMiiivstu
Diamond a<vuxaw*
Studs,W*JV
aot aaa
in I'mcaimv
14-karat ftVfU,
gold, U
3 111
In set.
S6 : SolitaireDiamond 8carf-Pln, set in 14-karat cold, $5
Solitaire Diamond Ring, set In is-karat gold, $fi to
Lsdiea' Kar-Rlnga,SoUtalreDiamond, handaomely aet in
18-karat wold, pair $8 to $U ; DiamondCroaaee, clewantly
in 18-Lsrat fold, 410; Silver Huntinc-Caae Watch,
:hor movement, $1S— tneee goods range from 912, 9ih

a
a

ing the opening chapters of another splendid

CO.

f

1776.

number of any magazine ever issued), contain-

&.

YOUR

for IllustratedCatalogue

mss.

..

ia

isaJSS.NWfJrC*"

Sx*AttloaR30Z>Oy"Vt.

bull

fairly upon ne, and tho
teamfl are hastening to the lumber woods in I Ronum (told, from $a to 85, etc.
various parts of the country. Our advice to
every man who goes to the woods, be he cap- ct U. 8. Send money by P. 0. order, registered letter, or
than the living.
tain, cook, teamster,or any other man, is to by express. Either will be safe. And rera all ordersto
KENDALL HUBBARD A OO.,
take along a good stock of Johnson s Anodyne
Msnnfactoreni of Jewelry.4*41 Broadway, New York
Fifteen Months for |4.
Liniment and Parsons' Purgative Pills. Many
Bcbibheb’sMonthly for December begin* Dr. mouths of labor (in the aggregate) may be
Holland's new novel, “Nioholaa Mintorn,” saved by this precaution.
than the etory of “Bevenoeka." The hero

_

W. L. IIatdf.n, Teacher of Guitar, Flute, Oorw*

Si

baae

(

Send Poetal Card for IllustratedPrice List, Ac.

may give their chil“What’s your name?” said an officer dren a complete set. These volumes contain
to a young colored lad who joined his more attractive material than 950 worth of the
ship at the Gape. “Algoa Bay, sir.” ordinary children's books.
“Where were yon born?” “Wasn’t Subscription price, 93 a year. The three
born at all.” “Wasn't born at all?” bound volumes and a aubecription for thia
“No, sir; was washed ashore in a year, only 942. Bubecribe with tho nearest
storm.”
newsdealer,or send money in check, or P. 0.
Paris has a grave difficulty to solve, money order, or in registered Istter, to
ScbibnebACo., 743 Broadway, N. J.
what to do with her dead ? For ton years

which promisee to be even more entertaining

or their sons vanhd thb fall aad
Tinier, 1 or V in each Co. ) to •rll
0 few rtaple articlesoi real merit
to the firmer* in thsir own counties. Business plrsisnt,ara.
I1U good. I’arUcultr*ftte^ J. Wouru. HL Louis, Mo.

FARMERS-

SILENT SEWING MACHINE.

and wit and wisdom, will be mingled as

haretofero,

In

or

2.')

Automatic
Tent-ion and

Hreultt*.

on popular science recently given to the public.
instniotion,

$350^

HOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
cents. Sent by mall, carefullywrapped, on
receipt of 25 cents for one, $1.25 lor six.
for
^welve.byWEEKS A PUTTER, Proprietors,Boston,
Price,

with

producing
most
Marvelous

will be likely to surpass in interestany series

Amusement and

Only machine
i n the iwrld

latest
Invention,and

“TWELVE SKY PICTURES,"
Proctor, the astronomer, with mape,

allowing “Tho Stars

thr-AgwMwioiaa.mbs***
world. OuasampUfrew
JAY BROMM>lV.Datntt,B**

0., July, 1976.

arttelastn the

logg, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, Louisa Alcott,

will

Made by one Agent In 57 days. IS new
articles. Samples free. Addiwaa,
C. n. L1N1NUTON, Cklracw-

$984

them.

ho an excellentPlaster,— the best that I hare ever
used. 1 am sorry that the druggists hero do not keep
F. M. SNIDER.

of special interest to girls, by Harriet Prescott

Dodge, and many others. There

Jfmrs. Wetks & Potter, OtnUmtn, — Please send
me another Collikb* Voltaic PtAargR. I find them
to

There will be stories, sketches,and poems,

full gilt, 915), so that all

has this subject been under consideration, and Baron Hanssman complained
that the dead gave him far moro trouble

happen in August and

NEW WILLCOX A GIBBS

Hunt, Frank R. Stockton,aad others.

Spofford,

worth aqt,.rntpur*|lt
for Httr. Illn.ir1J..H.BUFFOKU'StK»NS, ROrtTON,MAKS.

“AH EXCELLENT PLASTER," OmSSRST

G. Whittier, Thomas Hughes, William Howitt,
Dr. Holland,

1976.

$10426

pers for boya, by William Cullen Bryaot, John

frolic,

ever used.

I

HASKELL LEWIS.

During tho year than will be interesting pa-

known Memphis

coal dealer,
not long since, had a big dog of wonderful sagacity.He (the dog) stayed around
the coal yard, and whenever a coal cart
was hauled on the scales the dog always
took a stand under the wagon like a
coach dog. He weighed nearly one hundred pounds, and was weighed as coal
thousandsof times, and nearly every
coal consumer in the city purchased that
dog at so much per barrel. The practice
went on for months, and was only discovered by a funny accident. A negro
wanted a barrel of coal, and wheeled a
hand-cart with coal on the weighing scales.
Tne clerk in the office worked at the
scales,and hallooed through the window,
“ take out a lot of that coal.” The negro
did so, and kept on until all the cool was
out of the cart. The clerk tried the
scales again, but the pea indicated too
muoh. “ Take out more coal,” shouted
theolerk; “d— n it, you have a boat
load of ooal on that cart.” “ Look hyar,
boss,” replied the negro, “ the coal is
all out, and I’ll have to take the wheels
off the cart if you want to lighten it.”
Then the negro looked under the cart,
and, seeing the big, fat dog at his post,
exclaimed: “ Lord God, massa, yon’s
selling me that dog for ooal.” The dog
was missed in a few davs, and was found
dead on the scales, the animal having
taken some poison accidentally, but he
came back to die at his post. It was a
fine example of “faithful unto death.”
well

fail to

days.

in Vain.

muts;

msm
a

Potter’s

American Monthly,

Qvgdmsm
mr vioi

the

tart. Jssreu. newest rsarerkabU **iltrlilte^a«>>«e
SstestieesvsTwrttln.
P. M.

W

Mft cant* a number.
1877. at
Agaota. J B. Potter A

I

0. N.

U.

Kol

49

** —

^.TTESN’TSCON'
lt-«

Wi

wu*

‘'ai'Tw

'* ,'vmtelF

Mnctions

Startling

DUURSEMA

i

Prices^Men’s & Boys Overcoats

in

Men’a SulU down

Good

to

___

to

•

Finishing

.

...........

u

<fc

;$Wr

’

Groceries,

*

ife

Feed,

Provisions etc
' ni .
.

t

YIOLL ATsTU,

MICH.

$5

.50

..............................

Caps,

Flour

RIVER STREET,

.

,a,,,a0Wn,°-^^

Hats

Clothin"
Crockery,
Stoneware,

m

. JM .......... $450 | Children Suiis.
........ ............ $5 to $7.50 I Boys Suits.

...............^

business Suits down

Low.

&

Notions and Triimnings

1 c*.

are also Selling Men’s and Boy« Suits Extra

^
KOFFERS.

,md mnta'1rak’

Goods,
Goods,

Diy

have people come to bay from ae for as 100 miles away, Mpiita Aray & Black Overcoat $8.50, $4, $5, $0.50, $7. Men’s
Beaver and other Overcoats$9, $10, $12 and $15. Boys and Ohlldrin 0 vercoats $2.75, $8, $8.50, $4 and $5.

We

stock

dealers in

We
fine

sw a weT? assorted

t^JZZre7‘

I

made

ij

.<k

-

//' ?/om w;/s/i to

1

1

,\:«(i *

/I
» l*'
In consequence of the dull times wp have
,j<

aafci » v-

v

We

invite the Public to

come and examine our stock aD<t

Men’s all wool Ussimere Sulla $10«Bd IIS; Ihese stills ore a special lol wortli fully *15 and *18 a suit. Man’s worKlut; Pants Ju,'g« for themselves. Our line of clotlliixr is vei'V lanre
II and upwards. Men', worktn. Coat, *2 and upward,. We now give a good paU suspenderswith ever, pants
complete ami We have 1,0 doubt but
satisfy

to^n™

TRUNKS AT EXTRA LOW PRICES.

.

STAR

Make no mistake in our Store

as ours is

and 42 CaftaJ

38, 40

Street,

-

Top or Open Buggies

bearing. His head was covblack hair, curling in

ered with glossy

Light & Heavy Wagons.

light locks; his forehead, as befitted the

Everything in the line
the highest market prices.

-

at

HEROLD,

E.

etc.

but noble. His
were unspeakable expressive; when
glowed with indignation,or looked

AIho *ole Agent for the

his features sharply cut,
eyes
they

you

at

with estrangement, too

much

Saw-Mill Work,
Steam Machinery,
Iron and Brass Castings

hidden not only

word what was

I

INTEL

Youth and

Full line for the Winter trade.

•

J.

BIBI

FLIEMAN.

Drs.

ANNIS&BROEK,

had blessed him with

He

carrie I

him

the

a noble use of

EIGHTH STREET.

Medicines,
'GISIS

the other principleof genuine Christain

powerful in

uin

«

Paints

biblical injunction into

Chamois Skins,

DEALERS IN

widow and the fatherless
Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
their auction
and he knew that to

sorts, but hit kindness

knew no

Hair and

I

all

bounds;

and delicacy and consideration with which
treated the recipients of his bounty largely

Prescription- carefully prepared at all hours of
the day and night. Our stock is all tirst-eluss, and
we offer it to the public cheap for cash.

We invite our friendsand the pub'le generally to
give us a share of their patronage.
T. E. ANNI8, M. D.
A. BROKK. M.

J. 0. DOESBURG.
Holland,Mich.. July 29, 18:6.

1).

increased the worth of his gifts, valuable

in a merely

as they were, even

CROCKERY! Meat Market,

material

sense. Since he died, deed upon deed has

come

am not at liberty
of courtesyto the re.

to light, which I

here to relate, out

ceiver, out of considerationto the giver,

which only shows how

literally he fulfilled

the Saviour’s injunction, not to let the left

From and

date, I|
Suite.
intend to devote to thD line of Since the dissolution of our co-partnership. I am
this business alone,
the OLD HTOKK
trade the necessary attention, csiryingon
where I can be found at all tlmos.'and where will
constantly on hand, the choicest of .Vn// ana
and will keep on hand a com- keep
hY'stx Meat*, and offer them at the lowest price*
to *ee all our old friend*, to come and call
plete stock of White Granite onexpect
me, when I will offer them such bargains as will
induce them to purchase their daily rations will
and C. C. Ware.
me.

Jacob

after this

But what

is

to be

hand

doeth.

is,

reckoned largely to his

that, with

Prop’r.

.

PIRST WARD.

187.').

The undersignedannounce* to the Public that
they have tinlshedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their cnatomerewith nil kind*
of Meat* amt Sausage*. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto

trade

C

"'h0 WlHh t0 ruvor ,ht‘m

"Hh

The stand i* one door west of G.
Son'* Hardware Store.

,

„

Holland. July

J.

fart of their

HaveikateA

W. BITKAH,
J.

VAN ZOHRBN.

14. iPTti.

BOOTS A SHOES

!

4-tf
have on hand a large stock of

THIBOUT, Boots and
MERCHANT TAILOR*

Shoes

Ha* removed hi* business to

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
711

Repairing Neatly Done.

at

5.18

I

Of the neatest styles and best qualities which
greatly reducedprices.

offer at

Monroe Street.

Will he pleased to see all hi* old friend* and customer* that require anythingIn the clothing line.
Wc make, cut and trim to order anything in our
line accordingto the latest styles,and for the lowe*t possible price*.

GIVE US A TRIAL
I. P. THIBOUT.

— ^

o

—

’

—

Bakker

J. O.
"

be on hand to wait ol his friends and cus
tomers and

t

his worldly advantages, he cherishedsuch a love of work;
Ti THE WOBXIHO CLASS.— We are now prepared
that he was a man of such testlcss activity.
liberal deduction to I will se 1 cheaper than any to furnish all clause* with constant employment at
home, the whole of the time, or lor their spare
Many successful wooers of the German those who buy sets or in large
moments. Business new light and nmfltahle.
one in this City.
Persons of either sex easily earn Lorn 50 cents m>
muse have been the children of proverty,
quantities.
JACOB KUITE.
S5 per evening, and a proportional sum by devotHolland.Feb. 14. 1RT4.
and, without the stimulus of necessity,
4t> 2-s
ing their whole time to the busines*. Bovs and
Rockingham
Yellow
girl* earn nearly as much as men. That all who
would have always been unknown; in
sec this notice may send their address, ami test the
MANHOOD : HOW LOST, HOW HEOTOHED business we make this unparalleled offer: To such
many a man of genius, the sad experience Ware in large supplies.

credit

—

I. P.

I

hand know what the right

IN THE

-

I

All the leading Patent Medicine* in the marker.
A lull Stock of the very beat Perfumery sold in
bottle or l»y measure.

the

MEAT MARKET

We have put up In our wood*r (on the Lake Shore
Hoad, two mile* Wcat of the white echool hou*e on
the Grand Haven road) a rtr*t-cla** portable *u\v-mill
which I* now in good running order, and can nerve
the public at any time with all kind* of building
material and fencing at low price*, and deliver the
name whei ever wanted.
Wc can lengthen out no a* to saw 40 feet, and
will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Our facilitienfor getting out deck plank* and
any kind of ship timber are unequaled.
All hill* will be tilled promptly and with despatch, and a fnlrdcalingcanbe relied upon. Custom sawing done at bottom figure*.

12.

up on

MfNDERHOUT,

W.

J.

Produce.

Holland, Mich., March

fitted

s,

Lake.

Paint Brushes.

Floor.

ed with the Hotel.

All kind* of Farm Product*,taken in pay for
lumber and sawing. Also Wood. Bark and KnllroadTies, when delivered at our Pier on Lake
Michigan, or on any of the dock* along Black

Counter, Cloth,

and Fancy Articles.

is

acceptable to the Lord. His threshold
was always besieged by the needy of

Oils

0pp. Van Raalte’s Shoe Store. Trusses,

them.

feed the hungry and to clothe the naked

and

Arc i*ol<l a* cheap at this Drug Store ni* nt any
other. Medicine*warrantedto he strictly pure.

No. 86, Eighth Street.

God

effect, to “visit

in

and

ground floor. Livery connect-

ii, 1870.

Wood

of

on First

room has been

Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds

HEUli.

Drug*,

would have been

compositions;and, besides this,

was

ill

70,

impossiblefor him to produce those deep-

life, love,

new

Agentsa large and well lighted sample

DEALERS IN

LO. doesbuhg,
XO.

and that profound spiritunl-minded-

felt sacred

are spacious and

For the convenience of Commercial

S. HILL.

DeFeyter Bro

1876.

neatne**

Holland. September 1, 1H75.

our time; out of his
with it grew his unshaken

ness without which it

with

Horse Shoeing a Speciahty.

Bible as few do in

faith,

Rooms

Office

at Short

ROBERT
IIOLLVM). Sept,

Warranted.

General Blacksmlthing done
and dispatch.

Christian in the

Saw-gumming Done

Misses Wear.

Holland, Jan. 1,

Work

All

sense. He knew and he hived the

familiarity

he

well furnished with

Notice.

was

the most salient feature in

a

DOLLARS CASH

SIX!!?

expression.

a most
speak out in a single

bis character, be was
fullest

DONE.

"

he Proprietorannounce* to the Pubic that no
by him .o make this Home
t -c LASS In every reaped.

?""

iKo

Patented Sept. 6th, 1870.

SOUTH BEND,

a royal spirit, but

kindly heart. To

r

Patent Boss-Saw Guide.

Gents,

•

In this graceful, finely-mouldedform,

JVORK

BOILER

to

indescribably charming; his nose, noble, Thin wagon le the heat wagon In use in this State,
and the only dope-spoked wagon manufac
and inclined to the Roman type; his
turedi It is a better wagon than the Jackson Wagon, and I will sell them Just as
mouth, firm, fine, in his serious moods •
cheap, and give a written wananty
for one year. Wagons of my
more than dignified,authoritative, I
own manufacture I wilt
might say, yet capable of the sweetest
sell for

the most winning

T

ft

1VLICH.

elegant furniture.

bear; but, in his general friendly mood,

smile and

HOLLAND,

rl

Ladies,

at

CITY HOTEL,

prepared to do all kind* of

thought and feeling, was high and arched;

and

will be receive

5, 1875.

Having eatablluhcd hlm*etf In Holland, Mich.,
as a machinist, hereby Inform* the public that he
la

ID

of Produce

SHOES ROBERTS. HILL,

Eighth Street, City ok Holland.

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

head which teemed with such a burden of

A ITT E

Holland, Mich., November

MANUFACTUREROF

somewhat neglectfulof

his personalappearance, yet graceful In
his walk and

GRAND RAPIDS.

FLIEMAN, BOOTS &

J.

He was a man rather underthe ordinary

W

thconly double Store.

Sketch of Mendelssohn.

statuteand size,

wish to purchase.

CLOTHING HOUSE.

.

ami

Twha

W,,an

Maka$ Custom Work a

A

Specialty.
D. B. K.

VAN RAALTE.

and

YRWERK.

has been repeated, that, as soon as fortune

genius has been soothed to
easy slumbers; hut Mendelssohn, born in
the lap of luxury, never gave himself
smiled, his

with easy resignation to

ment

a life

of content-

with wordly comforts; he

only used

Holland,

G. J. VA
Mich., Supt. 10, 1875.

3STEW
Meat Market.

F0EJ5ALE.

a* are not well satisfiedwe will send one dollar to
J,1“t DnbH«hed. a new edition of
Ur. Culvenriir* Celebrated Essay on pay for the trouble of writing. Full particulars, A 3 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 300 bearing
samples worth several do'lnr* to commence work grupo vinos, 100 Currant hushes; Strawberries;
the radicalcure (without medlclce)
on. and a cony of Home and Fireside, one of the Pear*. Apple. Quince. Chestnut. Mulberry,Apprlof Spermatorrcea
or Seminal Weak
ness, Involuntary Seminal Losses. ImiMitenev largestand best Illustrated Publications, all sent cot. Cherry amt Peach tree* In hearing.
No money required down inquire of
Mental and Physical Incapacity. Impediment* io fre*- by mail. Header, If yon want permanent,
J.
LAN DECENT,
Marriage, etc.; also. Consumption. Epllepsvand profitablework, address. (>kouok Stinson & Co.,
Portland, Maine.
Holland. April 19*
ills, induced by self-indulgence or sexualextruvagance. Ac.

/rffffMtm „

'

Price, in a sealed envelope, ynly six cents.

his wealth as a means of giving his talents

The celebrated author, in this admirable Ks«av
Clt-urly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successNo. 78,
St.
the more exclusively to his art; he did not
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
-O— compose In order to live, but he lived in
sell-ahn*smay be radicallycured without the danThe undersignedhave opened a Meat Market in gerous use of In' ernal medicineor the application
ordjr to compose.— Lj'Aj of Mcnidaohn, by Sluiten*’ Store, two door* Baat of L. T. Hamer*'
of the knife; pointingout a mode of cure at once
Book Store, where they will keep conutantlyon simple, certain,and dflectnal,by means of which
W.
Lampadiu*.
hand a choice AMortmeut oi freeh and salted meat* every sufferer, no matter wtiat hi* condition may
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately, and ra il

Eighth

5-17

„

1875.

WINTER.

I'Al.l. AND

VAN

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.

O

L

The followinganecdoteof the late Rev.
Fresh Pork. Salt Pork,
Thomas Williams was told to President and every thing else belongingto there line of
buslnea*. By prompineMand fair deillng wo will
Lincoln, who pronounced it one of the endeavor to establish ourselvesand invoke the
best jokes he had ever heard: Mr. Will, well wishes of the community at larse.
iams was met one day in Providence,
Come and Give us a Trial.
many years ago, by the laic Gen. Carpen- Holland, Mich., Sept. 25, 187U.
ter, a

noted lawyer of that city, and one of

Van dkn Bkko,
Petek Buaam.

J.

the sympathiserswith Dorr's insurrection.
“

Good

morning, Father Williams,” snid

Gen. Carpenter. “ How do you

do? How

been? Ido wish I could hear
preach once more. I have not heard
now for a long time.” ‘‘ If you had

have you
you
yon

been where

yon
last

&

H.

ELFERDINK’S

ought to have been," re-

joined Mr. Williams, “you would have

heard me

w.

Sabbath.” “Ah! where

were you? where did you preach

last

Sab-

bath?” said Gen. Carpenter. “ fn

NO.

22

RIVER STREET,

Holland, - - - Michigan.

And

This Lecture should he in the hands of

man

in the land.

Sent under seal. In a plain envelope,to any address, po*(-/)ai(/, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamp*.

Cloaking, Fall

and

Address the Ptihilshcra,

F.
H Am

Brugman A
St

,

York; Post Oflce Box. 458G.

A

Shawls,

kinds of Gloves.

s pply of

lull

HOLLAND, MICH.,
generalHanking, Exchange, and Collection business.Collections made on all points
tntht UnltcdHtateaandKurojie.Particular at ten
tion paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers
Remittances made on day of payment.All bust',
ness entrustedto me shall nave prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deposits, aubject
to chock at sight. Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Tickets to and ftom all points in Eurone
sold a» my
y

all

fall

and winter hats

of the latest styles.

a

oWre.

KENYON.

Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and
Shawls we make a specialty.
" ' — •I*'*- * (
—

Beautiful Furs, and

and

42-tf

&

S.

large variety

Ornamental Feathers.

Examine. No

Call and

L.

~

Fur Cloak trimming, and a

of

Farm

The above firm make a specialtyof custom work.
for Sale.
Prtwn,” retorted Father Williams. Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices arc low
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
"Wight0 compete with any house in the clfv.
They keep constantly oi hand a choice variety pf soil, six miles from lhi(dty. Near church
Doctors never take their own medicine. Ladles
and Children shoes and gaiters.
and schonHiouse, at ft bargain, 80 acres
The aUble of EHzur Wright, the insurRepairing iiently done
at of this land is partially improved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land In the Townance expert, was burned the oth-r day,
Short Notice.
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
and it wasn’t insured.
i
w. a h.elfkrl'ink.
M. D. HOWARD.

#»*iy

all

and Winter

and

Son.

Nathan Kenyon, Banker
Does

1

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

.O'—*—,
the

a full lino in Ladies’ Furnishing Goods,

colly.

every youth and every

1876.

Trouble to

Show Goods.

VAN DEN MERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

- - - HOLLAND,

MICH

